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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Cellular signaling and reversible phosphorylation 

Cellular processes are regulated by a complex communication system of signal 

transduction pathways that govern cellular responses to both external and internal cues. 

Post-translational modifications (PTMs) of intracellular proteins are a crucial mechanism 

by which eukaryotic cells dynamically regulate signal transduction pathways. As a result, 

PTMs like phosphorylation, ubiquitylation, glycosylation, and acetylation are involved in 

orchestrating fundamental cellular activities, including cell cycle progression, apoptosis, 

DNA damage response, autophagy, and metabolism. Phosphorylation is the process by 

which a phosphate (PO4
3-

) group is added to a protein or other organic molecule and 

commonly occurs in eukaryotic proteins on serine, threonine, and tyrosine amino acids. 

The reversibility of protein phosphorylation arises from the integrated actions of protein 

kinases and protein phosphatases that catalyze the opposing processes of protein 

phosphorylation and dephosphorylation, respectively (Fig. 1). Phosphorylation ranks, by 

an order of magnitude, as the most experimentally observed PTM in prokaryotes and 

eukaryotes and is the second most common, putative PTM in the Swiss-Prot database, 

underscoring the importance of these events in regulating protein function (1,2). Since 

deregulation of proteins involved in signal transduction pathways can lead to disease, the 

enzymes catalyzing the addition or removal of site-specific phosphorylation events have 

emerged as prominent therapeutic targets. 
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Figure 1. Reversible phosphorylation of proteins. 

Cells respond to their environment by interpreting extracellular derived signals and 

altering intracellular signaling networks, often through the widely used mechanism 

of reversible protein phosphorylation. The phosphorylation state of target proteins 

within signaling pathways is controlled by a delicate balance of protein kinase and 

protein phosphatase activities. 
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Protein kinases 

Protein kinases are ATP-dependent phosphotransferases that transfer a single 

phosphate group from the γ position of ATP to the hydroxyls of serine, threonine, and 

tyrosine residues in protein substrates. An essential divalent metal ion, usually Mg
2+

 or 

Mn
2+

, binds ATP and facilitates the phosphoryl transfer reaction. The human kinome 

contains 518 putative protein kinase genes divided into two superfamilies. Kinase genes 

within the much smaller, atypical protein kinase (aPK) superfamily (40 members) lack 

sequence similarity to a conserved catalytic domain that is found within members of the 

eukaryotic protein kinase (ePK) superfamily (3,4). ePK kinase domains are divided into 

12 subdomains that structurally form a bi-lobed catalytic core, where the active site lies 

in a deep cleft between the two lobes. The N-terminal lobe coordinates the binding of the 

donor ATP while the larger, C-terminal lobe binds the protein substrate (5). Most kinases 

transition from an inactive, “off” state to an active, “on” state (or vice versa) following 

phosphorylation of at least one residue (i.e., Ser, Thr, Tyr) in the activation loop, which 

induces conformational changes that facilitate substrate binding and catalytic transfer of 

the phosphate group. Phosphorylation and stabilization of the activation loop occurs via 

autophosphorylation (i.e., in cis or in trans) or following transphosphorylation by a 

separate kinase. 

The ePK superfamily is subdivided into classes, families, and subfamilies based 

upon the sequence similarities of the catalytic domains, but kinases can also be divided 

into two main groups based upon their ability to phosphorylate serine/threonine or 

tyrosine residues. The covalent addition of a negatively charged phosphoryl group alters 

the conformation of the targeted protein and, consequently, its functional state. Besides 
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modulating a protein’s localization, catalytic activity, or ability to interact with other 

proteins, the phosphorylation event can also provide a binding site for enzymes 

catalyzing additional PTMs. The removal of phosphate groups from targeted proteins by 

protein phosphatases can similarly regulate protein function. 

Protein phosphatases 

Protein phosphatases are phosphoric monoester hydrolases that utilize a water 

molecule to hydrolyze the phosphoester bonds of phospho-serine, phospho-threonine, or 

phospho-tyrosine residues in protein substrates. Akin to the protein kinases, protein 

phosphatases can be grouped according to their ability to dephosphorylate phospho-serine 

and phospho-threonine residues (protein serine/threonine phosphatases, PSTPs), 

phospho-tyrosine residues (protein tyrosine phosphatases, PTPs), or both phospho-

tyrosine and phospho-serine/threonine residues (dual specificity phosphatases, DUSPs). 

Several large scale, proteomic analyses of phospho-peptides from a variety of 

mammalian cell lines have estimated that approximately 86.3-90.1% of all 

phosphorylation occurs on serine residues, 9.2-11.8% of all phosphorylation occurs on 

threonine residues, and 1.3-4.5% of all phosphorylation occurs on tyrosine residues (6,7). 

Thus, PSTPs play a prominent role in regulating over 98% of all protein phosphorylation 

events. PSTPs are subclassified into three families according to sequence, structure, and 

catalytic function: phosphoprotein phosphatases (PPPs), metal-dependent protein 

phosphatases (PPMs), and aspartate based phosphatases such as FCP (TFIIF-associating 

component of RNA polymerase II CTD phosphatase) and SCP (small CTD phosphatase) 

(8). The PPM family is the largest family, composed of 16 genes encoding at least 22 

isozymes that require Mn
2+

 or Mg
2+

 for activity and are activated or inhibited by other 
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divalent ions; Fe
2+

 or Co
2+

 activate, whereas Cd
2+

, Ca
2+

, Zn
2+

, or Ni
2+ 

inhibit (9-13). The 

FCP/SCP family comprises 8 members that utilize a Mg
2+

 ion coordinated by two 

aspartic acid residues to dephosphorylate protein substrates. FCP acts on RNA 

polymerase II to regulate transcription , whereas SCP1, SCP2, and SCP3 have been found 

to modulate growth factor signaling by targeting Smads (13,14). 

The PPP family consists of 13 genes (several of which are alternatively spliced; 

Fig. 2) giving rise to phosphatase catalytic subunits that are classified by their substrate 

specificity, sensitivity to toxins, and other biochemical characteristics. In 1983, 

Ingebritsen and Cohen developed a two subtype classification system for the then known 

mammalian PSTPs (15,16). Type-1 protein phosphatases (i.e., PP1) preferentially 

dephosphorylate the β-subunit of phosphorylase kinase and are sensitive to inhibition by 

two heat- and acid-stable, cytosolic proteins termed inhibitor-1 and inhibitor-2 (I-1 and I-

2). Type-2 protein phosphatases (i.e., PP2) preferentially dephosphorylate the α-subunit 

of phosphorylase kinase and are insensitive to inhibition by I-1 or I-2. Additional studies 

further divided the PP2 family into three subtypes based on their catalytic requirement for 

divalent cations; PP2A members are active in the absence of divalent cations, PP2B 

requires Ca
2+

/calmodulin, and PP2C requires Mg
2+

 or Mn
2+

. Subsequent studies revealed 

that the PP2A and PP2B catalytic subunits exhibit strong conservation of their primary 

amino acid sequence while PP2C was found to be structurally distinct and warranted its 

own gene family, thus PP2C (i.e., PPM1) became the founding member of the PPM 

family (17). Over the years, additional PSTPs were discovered and added to the PPP 

family (reviews (18-21)). PP3 was first purified from detergent extracts of whole bovine 

brain (22), and  is very  likely the  same enzyme as PP5, which  was identified in a human 
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Figure 2. Molecular phylogenetic analysis of the Phosphoprotein Phosphatases (PPP). 
The evolutionary history was inferred by using the Maximum Likelihood method based on the 

Le_Gascuel_2008 model (355). The tree with the highest log likelihood (-4851.4602) is 

shown. Initial trees for the heuristic search were obtained automatically by applying Neighbor-

Join and BioNJ algorithms to a matrix of pairwise distances estimated using a JTT model, and 

then selecting the topology with superior log likelihood value. A discrete Gamma distribution 

was used to model evolutionary rate differences among sites [5 categories (+G, parameter = 

1.5496)]. The analysis was performed using 29 amino acid sequences of PPP proteins, 

including variant proteins produced by alternative splicing of PPP genes. Sequences, for 

which there is experimental evidence available, were obtained from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot 

protein knowledgebase release 22 January 2014. All positions with less than 95% site 

coverage were eliminated (i.e., fewer than 5% alignment gaps, missing data, and ambiguous 

bases were allowed at any position). There were a total of 232 positions in the final dataset. 

Evolutionary analyses were conducted in Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis (MEGA) 

Version 6.0.5 (356,357). Splice variants of the same PPP gene are grouped and shaded blue or 

red. Related PPP proteins have been grouped into their respective PPP subfamilies. 
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teratocarcinoma cell line cDNA library (23), a yeast two-hybrid screen (24), and in a rat 

adipose tissue cDNA library (25). The official name for PP3/PP5 was established as PP5 

to prevent confusion with the PP2B phosphatase gene, which was designated as PPP3 by 

the human genome project (Richard E. Honkanen, personal communication). PPX was 

identified from a rabbit liver cDNA library and subsequently termed PP4 (26,27). 

Homology-based reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction of HeLa S3 cell RNA 

led to the discovery of PP6, which is highly homologous to the S. cerevisiae SIT4 

phosphatase (28,29). A Mg
2+

-dependent, Ca
2+

-activated phosphatase, termed PP7, was 

identified from human retina RNA (30,31) and by exon mapping of the human X 

chromosome (32). PP7 is placed in the PPP family since its catalytic core possesses 28-

35% identity with the cores of PP1-PP6, and contains all 53 of the conserved amino acids 

found in PP1-PP6 (30). 

The number of protein tyrosine kinases and protein tyrosine phosphatases are 

similar (85 and 81, respectively) (33); however, there is a disparity in the number of 

protein serine/threonine kinases and protein serine/threonine phosphatases (344 and 37, 

respectively) (5). Diversity in protein phosphorylation seems to have favored an 

evolutionary expansion in the number of kinase genes, but questions arise as to how 

PSTPs are able to regulate a diverse array of phosphorylated targets while maintaining 

substrate specificity with so few gene products. Functional diversity in PSTP signaling is 

achieved through the binding of catalytic subunits to numerous regulatory and targeting 

subunits, which create different oligomeric forms (i.e., holoenzymes) of the same 

phosphatase with distinct functions. In addition, a variety of PTMs (i.e., phosphorylation 

by protein kinases) have been shown to modulate phosphatase function. 
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Dephosphorylation of phosphorylated phosphatases can occur by an autocatalytic intra- 

(i.e., in cis) or inter-molecular (i.e., in trans) mechanism as well as by a different 

phosphatase. Since protein phosphatases are substrates for protein kinases, they can 

participate in kinase cascades, phosphatase cascades, or mixed cascades to regulate a 

variety of cellular functions. 

Protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) 

PP2A is the prototypical member of the PP2A subfamily of PPPs, which includes 

PP4 and PP6. Present in all eukaryotic phyla, PP2A has been estimated to account for 

0.2-1% of the total cellular protein (34,35). PP2A plays a prominent role in the regulation 

of a variety of cellular processes, including metabolism, apoptosis, DNA damage 

response, translation initiation and termination, cell cycle, growth, proliferation, and 

differentiation (36). Accordingly, dysfunctional regulation of PP2A has severe 

consequences on cell physiology. Genetic studies have established that a disrupted PP2A 

catalytic subunit is lethal in yeast (37), in Drosophila during embryogenesis (38), and in 

mice at E5-6.5 (39). The naturally occurring PP2A inhibitor okadaic acid (produced by 

dinoflagellates and several marine sponge species) causes diarrhetic shellfish poisoning 

and has been demonstrated to promote skin tumor formation in mice (40). Additionally, 

two other natural PP2A inhibitors, microcystin-LR and nodularin (produced by 

cyanobacterium), are known to induce hepatocarcinomas (40). PP2A is also the target of 

a number of viral proteins that subjugate host cell processes. The polyoma middle tumor 

(T) and small t antigens, as well as the SV40 small t antigen, directly associate with 

PP2A to promote cellular transformation (41). Adenovirus type 5 E4orf4 protein and 

HIV-1-encoded NCp7 and vpr proteins also form stable complexes with PP2A to 
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deregulate cell growth and survival (42,43). Besides playing a role in the development of 

cancers, PP2A has also been implicated in the pathophysiological development of 

diabetes and several neurodegenerative diseases (44-47). 

PP2A exists in a variety of oligomeric complexes in cells (48). The catalytic 

activity of PP2A, contained within the catalytic subunit (PP2AC), is encoded by two 

highly conserved genes, PP2AC alpha (Cα) and beta (Cβ), which are evolutionarily 

conserved in plants (49) and animals (50). Human Cα and Cβ are 97% identical in 

sequence and ubiquitously expressed; however, the subunits are not functionally 

equivalent. Disruption of the Cα gene is embryonic lethal in mice and the presence of Cβ 

is unable to compensate for the loss of Cα (39). Most cells express 10 times as much Cα 

as Cβ (51), but Cα knockout embryos contain similar levels of total PP2AC as wildtype 

embryos, suggesting that Cβ does not target the same substrates as Cα (39). In support of 

this, Cα was found to be predominately localized to the plasma membrane during early 

murine embryogenesis while Cβ was found primarily in the cytoplasm and nucleus (52). 

Differences in the subcellular localization of these isoforms may stem from Cα-specific 

targeting signals (7 of the 8 amino acids different between the two isoforms is contained 

within a 30 amino acid stretch at the N-terminus) and/or differences in the association of 

these catalytic subunits with regulatory subunits. 

The 36 kDa PP2AC subunit associates with a 65 kDa regulatory/scaffolding A 

subunit (PP2AA) to form the core dimer (AC). PP2AA exists as two isoforms (Aα and Aβ) 

that are 86% identical and ubiquitously expressed in all tissues, although several 

differences have been established: the Aα isoform is expressed ~10-fold more abundantly 

in mammalian tissues, Aβ binds more weakly to PP2AC, Aβ expression appears to be 
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suppressed in a number of tumor lines, and SV40 small t antigen binds Aα but not Aβ 

while polyoma middle T antigen binds both isoforms (53,54). There is also an N-terminal 

extension of 12 amino acids present in Aβ, probably acquired during mammalian 

evolution since it is absent in Xenopus Aβ, that may elicit some unknown functional 

effect (54). Biochemical analyses of the four core dimers (AαCα, AβCα, AαCβ, AβCβ) 

have revealed that there are no differences in the ability of Cα and Cβ to interact with any 

one PP2AA isoform (though there is a difference between PP2AA subunits in their 

capacity to bind PP2AC) nor any differences in the phosphatase activities of any of the 

core dimers (55). Thus, the different roles played by Cα and Cβ in early embryogenesis 

are more likely the result of their differential association with canonical regulatory B 

subunits and atypical regulatory subunits. 

PP2A canonical regulatory B subunits  

PP2A canonical regulatory B subunits associate with the core dimer in a mutually 

exclusive manner to form a heterotrimeric holoenzyme complex (ABC), the predominate 

form of PP2A that exists in cells. PP2AA is composed of 15 tandem HEAT (Huntingtin, 

Elongation factor 3, PP2A subunit, TOR) motifs, a 39-amino acid sequence that forms 

two anti-parallel α helices, which stack to form an elongated horseshoe-shaped protein 

that accommodates the binding of both PP2AC and a B subunit (56). The human genome 

contains 15 B subunit genes that yield 23 different regulatory subunits, once alternative 

transcripts and splice variants are taken into account (57). The B subunits are classified 

into 4 families designated B (58), B′ (59), B′′ (60), and B′′′ (61) (Fig. 3). While extensive 

sequence homology exists within the members of the B and B′ families, there is little 

sequence similarity between B subunit families. However, a common structural core 
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Figure 3. PP2A canonical regulatory B subunits and PP2A atypical 

regulatory subunits. 

Four major PP2A canonical regulatory B subunit families (B, B′, B′′, 

B′′′), each containing multiple isoforms and splice variants, associate 

with the PP2A core dimer (AC). PP2A atypical regulatory subunits can 

associate with AC and/or the PP2A catalytic subunit (C). 
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allows a conserved mode of interaction between the B subunits and HEAT repeats 2-7 of 

PP2AA (62,63). An analysis of purified PP2A holoenzymes indicated that both Cα- or 

Cβ-containing holoenzymes exhibited identical phosphatase activity towards myelin 

basic protein and histone H1 when associated with the same B subunit (Bα, B′α1, or 

B′′/PR72) and Aα (55). However, a difference in the magnitude of the dephosphorylation 

rates towards these substrates was observed amongst the different ABC complexes, 

suggesting that regulatory B subunits can dictate the substrate specificity of PP2AC (55). 

It is interesting to note that besides Aβ exhibiting a 7-fold reduction in the binding of 

PP2AC, it also displays a 3-fold reduction in the binding of B′α1 and B′′/PR72, as well as 

an inability to bind any Bα, when compared to Aα (54). The concept that canonical 

regulatory B subunits generate substrate specificity for PP2AC is further supported by 

studies revealing that many B subunits are regulated in a temporal manner, differentially 

expressed in tissues, and localized to different subcellular compartments within cells. 

Crystal structures of AαBαCα, AαB′γ1Cα, and AαB′′/PR70Cα holoenzymes have also 

revealed that the B subunit directly controls substrate specificity by altering the 

physiochemical environment of the active site in the adjacent PP2AC, restricting the 

accessibility of the active site to substrates, as well as by providing additional binding 

sites for potential substrates (58-60,64). PP2AC regulates a various array of cellular 

processes, which is likely explained by the diversity of PP2A heterotrimeric holoenzymes 

that can form to modulate signaling pathways and substrates in a spatiotemporal manner. 

PP2A atypical regulatory subunits and post-translational modifications  

Recent experimental evidence has indicated that the assembly of PP2A 

heterotrimeric holoenzymes, as well as the stability and activity of PP2AC, is modulated 
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via atypical regulatory subunits. Unlike the canonical regulatory B subunits that require 

PP2AA for association with PP2AC, the majority of the atypical regulatory subunits bind 

PP2AC in the absence of PP2AA (Fig. 3). Two such subunits, leucine carboxyl 

methyltransferase (LCMT) and PP2A methyl esterase (PME), are enzymes that catalyze 

the reversible methylation of PP2AC. Variations in the methylation state of PP2AC have 

been found in a number of physiological settings and have been shown to be decreased in 

Alzheimer’s disease; however, the precise cellular consequences of changes in PP2AC 

methylation remain poorly characterized (65). Methylation of PP2AC at its C-terminal 

leucine residue (Leu309) appears to play a crucial role in determining the type of 

regulatory B subunits able to bind (66). While several members of the B′, B′′, and B′′′ 

families are able to form holoenzyme complexes with both methylated and demethylated 

PP2AC, members of the B family require PP2AC methylation in order to form complexes 

(67). Chronic downregulation of LCMT expression results in the degradation of Bα 

subunits and induces a G1 phase arrest in cells, which eventually culminates in apoptosis 

(67). The methylation state of PP2AC is regulated, in part, through the spatial localization 

of LCMT and PME; LCMT is located within the cytoplasm, whereas PME is primarily 

housed within the nucleus. Conformational changes in PME following its association 

with PP2AC shifts PME into an active conformation that facilitates demethylation of 

Leu309 and also shifts PP2AC into an inactive state, most likely through the loss of Mn
2+

 

ions from its active site (68). The inability of LCMT to re-methylate PME-inactivated 

PP2AC provides supporting evidence that PP2AC must be in an active conformation to 

facilitate LCMT-mediated methylation of Leu309 (68,69). 
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Initially termed Phosphatase Tyrosyl Phosphatase Activator (PTPA) for its ability 

to induce tyrosine phosphatase activity in PP2AC (70), PTPA has since been 

backronymed Phosphatase Two A Phosphatase Activator because it reactivates PME-

bound, inactivated PP2AC (67). PTPA is an atypical subunit that requires the presence of 

PP2AA to associate with PP2AC. In contrast to PTPA, other proteins have been identified 

that directly inhibit PP2AC activity. PP2A Inhibitor 1, or ANP32a, and a related family 

member, ANP32e, inhibit PP2AC activity until they become phosphorylated at an 

unknown tyrosine site (71,72). SET, also known as PP2A Inhibitor 2 (71), has been 

shown to inhibit PP2AC in its monomeric, core dimer, or holoenzyme form, indicating it 

directly associates with the catalytic subunit. SET can be selectively cleaved into two 

fragments and both have been shown to inhibit PP2A phosphatase activity (73). Like 

PP2A Inhibitor 1, SET is a phosphoprotein and the phosphorylation of key serines, 

potentially by PKC, appears to play a role in its regulation of PP2A (74). The recently 

identified CIP2A, or Cancerous Inhibitor of PP2A, appears to require the presence of 

PP2AA for binding, is upregulated in multiple tumor types, and inhibits PP2A-mediated 

dephosphorylation of c-Myc through an unknown mechanism (75). The 41 kDa protein 

TIP (Type 2A Interacting Protein) also acts as an inhibitor of PP2AC activity in vitro, 

while its 20 kDa splice variant, TIP_i2, fails to associate with and inhibit PP2AC (76). 

Modulation of TIP levels in cells, as well as okadaic acid treatment, alters the 

phosphorylation state of an unknown 32 kDa substrate of ATM and ATR kinases, thereby 

implicating PP2A in the regulation of this phospho-protein in the DNA damage response 

pathway. Since PP4 and PP6 are also sensitive to okadaic acid and bind TIP, it is unclear 

which of these phosphatases are acting downstream of ATM/ATR (76). 
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Studies in yeast on the rapamycin-sensitive TOR signaling pathway, a pathway 

required for protein synthesis in response to nutrient availability, determined that 

phosphorylation of Tap42 by TOR kinase facilitates the interaction of Tap42 with the 

yeast homologs of PP2AC (77). Moreover, PP2AC, PP4C, and PP6C were found to interact 

with the mammalian homolog of Tap42, alpha4 (IGBP1), which alters phosphatase 

activity in a substrate-dependent manner (78-80). Alpha4 has been demonstrated to 

modulate the polyubiquitination state of PP2AC, acting to both prohibit and promote 

polyubiquitination (81,82). The mechanism for the dual protective/destructive nature of 

alpha4 was recently established in our lab; my contributions to these studies earned me 

co-authorship on a JBC publication (83). We demonstrated that alpha4 is itself targeted 

for monoubiquitination by MID1, a microtubule-associated E3 ubiquitin ligase, and 

subsequent calpain-mediated cleavage of the C-terminus. Alpha4-mediated protection of 

a polyubiquitin site in PP2AC appears to fine tune the level of PP2A activity at 

microtubules. Interestingly, alpha4 cleavage was found to be decreased in patients with 

Opitz syndrome and increased in patients with Alzheimer’s disease, further supporting a 

role for defective alpha4-regulation of PP2A in the generation of hypophosphorylated 

(Opitz) and hyperphosphorylated (Alzheimer’s) microtubule associated proteins.  

Dr. Ning Wang in our laboratory developed a platform to explore the in vivo role 

of Drosophila melanogaster Tap42 in the development of Drosophila imaginal discs 

(84). Tap42 null animal models are nonviable (85,86). Therefore, our group engineered 

the tissue-specific knockdown of Tap42 expression in Drosophila by combining the 

Gal4/UAS tissue-specific expression system with Tap42-targeted RNAi driven by wing 

imaginal disc drivers (i.e., pnr- and ap-). A pleiotrophic phenotype was observed that 
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included a thoracic cleft, undeveloped wings, and low survival rates. Tap42 interacts with 

Mts, PP4, and PPV, the Drosophila homologs of PP2AC, PP4C, and PP6C, respectively; 

indicating that the interaction of alpha4/Tap42 with PP2A family members is 

evolutionarily conserved (80). Importantly, expression of a phosphatase-binding 

defective mutant of Tap42 failed to rescue the Tap42 RNAi-induced phenotypes, 

suggesting that the observed phenotypes are specifically due to Tap42’s ability to 

associate with these phosphatases and regulate key signaling pathways, including JNK, 

Hedgehog, and Decapentaplegic (DPP; a homolog of mammalian bone morphogenic 

proteins (BMPs)). I collaborated with Dr. Wang on some of these studies and also 

demonstrated that Drosophila Tap42 is targeted for monoubiquitination (data not shown), 

as is human alpha4 (83), indicating that alpha4 regulation of PP2A function is 

evolutionarily conserved. These contributions warranted my co-authorship on Dr. 

Wang’s paper (84). 

Besides methylation at Leu309 and ubiquitylation at Lys41 (87,88), PP2AC is 

subject to several other important PTMs that regulate PP2AC function (Fig. 4). The 

carboxy-terminal tail of PP2AC, “TPDYFL” (304-309), has been reported to be subject to 

phosphorylation events at Thr304 and Tyr307 (89). Threonine phosphorylation by a still 

unidentified “autophosphorylation-activated protein kinase,” originally isolated from 

bovine kidney, inhibits the catalytic activity of the core dimer (90). Tyrosine 

phosphorylation of PP2AC by p60v-src, p56lck, epidermal growth factor receptor, and 

insulin receptor has been demonstrated to inhibit the catalytic activity of monomeric 

PP2AC by over 90% (91,92). Threonine and tyrosine phosphorylation of PP2AC is 
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Figure 4. Post-translational modifications of PP2AC. 

Crystal structure of the AαB′γ1Cα holoenzyme with the regulatory B′γ1 

subunit removed to display the PP2A scaffolding (PP2AA; dark gray) and 

catalytic (PP2AC; red) subunits. The protein surface is colored according to the 

ability of PP2AC residues to be ubiquitylated (blue), phosphorylated (yellow), 

methylated (purple), or phosphorylated and nitrosylated (green). Structure was 

generated using UCSF Chimera version 1.8.1 and Protein Data Bank ID code 

2NPP. 
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enhanced in the presence of okadaic acid, indicating that autodephosphorylation of these 

phospho-sites may occur (91). Deletion of nine residues at the C-terminus of PP2AC 

renders a protein that is unable to associate with regulatory subunits from the B family, 

indicating that modifications at the C-terminus are important in regulating holoenzyme 

formation (89). PP2AC phosphorylation also appears to modulate its methylation state 

and hence its interaction with members of different B subunit families (67). Detailed 

biochemical analyses of various point mutants of PP2AC (at Thr304, Tyr307, or Leu309) 

have revealed that binding to Bα/β1 subunits requires methylation and is inhibited by 

phosphorylation, binding to B′α/β1/ε subunits is unaffected by methylation and may be 

inhibited by phosphorylation, while binding to B′δ1 and B′′PR70/PR72 subunits is 

unaffected by both (67,93). Of note, unpublished studies from our laboratory have raised 

significant question about PP2AC tyrosine phosphorylation; our studies indicate that 

PP2AC is subject to phosphorylation on Tyr127 and Tyr284 but not Tyr307. PP2AC is 

also targeted for nitrosylation at Tyr284. Induced in the presence of elevated levels of 

nitric oxide when PP2AC is associated with the protein VCP/p97, nitrosylation at Tyr284 

results in an increase in the expression/stability of cellular PP2AC as well as a disruption 

of the association of PP2AC with PP2AA (94). Thus, the extant data indicate that 

holoenzyme composition, association with atypical regulatory subunits, and PTMs play 

important roles in regulating phosphatase activity and creating functional diversity in 

PP2AC. 
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Protein phosphatase 5 (PP5) 

Protein phosphatase 5 (PP5) is encoded by a single gene, PPP5C, in humans. In 

contrast to other members of the PPP-superfamily of phospho-serine/threonine protein 

phosphatases, the regulatory, substrate targeting, and catalytic domains of PP5 are 

expressed within a single polypeptide chain. PP5 is ubiquitously expressed in mammalian 

tissues, with the highest levels detected in brain, and is present in both the cytoplasm and 

nucleus of multiple cell types. However, the physiological roles of PP5 have been 

difficult to elucidate. 

PP5 structure 

PP5 is a 58 kDa protein (499 amino acids) that contains 4 major domains: a 

tetratricopeptide (TPR) domain, a peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase like (PPI-like) 

domain, a catalytic domain, and a regulatory domain (Fig. 5). Discovered in 1990 by two 

independent groups, the TPR motif is named after the degenerate 34 amino acids that 

make up the α-helical motif (95,96). TPR motifs can be individually dispersed in a 

protein, but are usually associated in tandem repeats of 3-16 motifs in a host of proteins 

from bacteria to man. Defined by a pattern of small and large hydrophobic residues, the 

TPR motif lacks invariant residues and only a few amino acid positions have a strong 

preference for a particular class of amino acid (e.g., small, large, aromatic). Nevertheless, 

this helical motif is structurally versatile in accommodating small insertions, loops, and 

helical extensions to generate diversity in the structures adopted by these tandem repeats 

(97). In fact, the first solved crystal structure of a TPR-motif containing protein was PP5 

(98). Located within the N-terminal region of PP5, each of the three TPR motifs in its 

TPR domain adopts a helix-turn-helix arrangement. These three pairs of antiparallel, 
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Figure 5. Functional domains of PP5. 

A, Schematic representation showing the functional domains present in the PP5 

protein. PP5 has an N-terminal autoregulatory domain containing the tetratricopeptide 

(TPR) domain, which is composed of three TPR motifs (blue). The globular C-

terminal domain of PP5 contains a peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase like (PPI-like) 

domain (yellow), the catalytic domain (green), and a regulatory domain that contains a 

putative nuclear localization sequence (NLS) (pink) and the J-helix (red). B, The PP5 

protein, depicted as a ribbon diagram (left) and as a solid surface in two views rotated 

180
o
 (right), is color coded to correspond to the functional domains. The catalytic 

histidine (H304) side chain is shown in the ribbon diagram and colored orange. 

Structures were generated using UCSF Chimera version 1.8.1 and Protein Data Bank 

ID code 1WAO. 

 

A 
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α-helical bundles are rotated 24
o
 relative to one another and pack to form a globular 

domain with a right-handed superhelical arrangement that forms a concave surface on 

one face and a convex surface on the other. The 35 residues flanking the C-terminus of 

the last TPR motif fold into an extended α-helix when the TPR domain is separated from 

the rest of the protein, but is partially unwound in the full protein, forming a disordered 

linker that connects the TPR domain to the C-terminal globular domain that contains the 

PPI-like, catalytic, and regulatory domains (99).  

The PPI-like domain in PP5 is a stretch of 55 amino acids that shares 60% 

similarity to a consensus FK-506 Binding Protein (FKBP) motif (100). FKBP is a family 

of proteins that have prolyl isomerase activity and function as protein folding chaperones. 

An alignment with the PPI domain of FKBP52 shows that PP5 contains 9 of the 12 

residues involved in the high affinity interaction with FK-506 (100), an 

immunosuppressant drug primarily utilized for preventing organ rejection in transplant 

patients (101). An FK-506 affinity matrix weakly binds purified PP5, but more 

importantly PP5 can be eluted from the matrix with FK-506 but not cyclosporin A, 

suggesting that PP5 exhibits weak FK-506 binding activity and that it can be eluted in a 

stereospecific manner (100). However, its ability to isomerize proline residues has not yet 

been demonstrated. 

The catalytic domain of PP5 is 42-43% identical to the catalytic domains of 

mammalian PP1, PP2A, and PP2B at the primary amino acid level (102). Furthermore, 

the catalytic domain of the yeast homolog, PPT, is 42% identical and 63% similar to PP5 

if conservative substitutions are taken into account, indicating that this phosphatase is 

well conserved from yeast through humans (23). A bimetallic active site [Asp271-
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M1:M2-His427-W1-His304-Asp274 (where M1/M2 and W1 are metal ions and a water 

molecule, respectively)] common to all PPP gene members is located in a shallow grove 

on the surface of the catalytic domain of PP5 (103). The extreme C-terminus of PP5 

contains the regulatory domain, which harbors a putative nuclear localization signal 

(NLS) and the J-helix, an α-helix formed from the last 8 amino acids, which modulates 

phosphatase activity by associating with the N-terminal globular domain to regulate 

substrate access to the catalytic site. 

PP5 regulation 

Unlike PP1 and PP2A, the basal activity of PP5 is very low. Early studies 

examining the catalytic activity of PP5 indicated that bacterially purified human PP5 

exhibits phosphatase activity >100-fold lower than that of PP2A towards phospho-

histone H1 (23). However, incubation of PP5 with trypsin removes the N-terminal 

domain to produce a 39 kDa fragment containing the catalytic domain that exhibits 

enhanced phosphatase activity towards casein (26-fold) and myelin basic protein (260-

fold) (104). The initial purification of PP5 (i.e., PP3) similarly resulted in the formation 

of a 36 kDa protein that exhibited phosphatase activity because of the removal of the N-

terminus (22). This finding suggests that the N-terminal domain shields the active site 

from substrates. Later crystallographic studies of full-length PP5 revealed that the 

residues comprising the turns connecting the α-helices within each TPR motif form a 

continuous labium that juts into the catalytic groove of the phosphatase domain (99). The 

initial characterization of PP5 revealed that it was activated in response to arachidonic 

acid (22). This was confirmed by other groups showing that arachidonic acid and other 

similar polyunsaturated fatty acid derivatives of arachidonic acid enhanced the activity of 
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non-trypsinized, full-length PP5 26-fold (104). These studies also showed that the 

isolated catalytic domain of PP5 was unresponsive to arachidonic acid, concluding that 

lipid binding to the N-terminal, autoinhibitory domain modulates phosphatase activity. 

The regulatory domain of PP5 was identified when deletion of the C-terminal 13 amino 

acids resulted in a form of PP5 that was just as active as the full length, lipid-activated 

phosphatase (105,106). Crystal structures show that the C-terminal J-helix does not 

physically block access to the catalytic cleft but instead stabilizes the interaction of the N-

terminal domain with the catalytic domain to generate the autoinhibited conformation of 

PP5 (99). Interestingly, the J-helix also plays an important role in the arachidonic acid-

induced increase in phosphatase activity, thereby implicating this regulatory domain in 

both inhibiting and promoting phosphatase activity (106). 

TPR motifs mediate protein-protein interactions (107). One protein that interacts 

with PP5 at its TPR motifs is the chaperonin heat shock protein 90 (HSP90). Several key 

basic residues (Lys32, Arg74, Lys97, and Arg101) within the N-terminal domain of PP5 

interact with an acidic EEVD sequence located within the C-terminal tail of HSP90 (108) 

(Fig. 6). Mutation of any of the basic residues within the concave face of the TPR domain 

to alanine dramatically reduce or eliminate binding to HSP90 (108). Scanning 

mutagenesis of the TPR motifs also indicated that mutations of these basic residues do 

not affect the autoinhibitory conformation of PP5, revealing that the concave and convex 

faces of the TPR domain are separately involved in binding HSP90 and inhibiting PP5 

(106). In addition to binding PP5, HSP90 is a moderate activator of PP5 activity, as both 

full-length yeast HSP90 and a peptide derived from human HSP90α (TSRMEEVD) 

increase the activity of PP5 7-fold towards the small molecule substrate 
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Figure 6. Interaction between PP5 and HSP90 is mediated by key residues within 

the TPR domain of PP5. 

A, Surface representation of the PP5 protein, with the TPR domain colored blue. Basic 

residues within the N-terminal domain of PP5 important in the PP5-HSP90 interaction 

are colored red (K32, R74, and K97) or orange (R101). B, A second view of the PP5 

protein, rotated orthogonally and then clockwise 45
o
, highlights the curvature of the 

TPR domain, which is emphasized by the dashed arc (black). Residues important in 

the PP5-HSP90 interaction are located within the concave face of the TPR domain. 

Structures were generated using UCSF Chimera version 1.8.1 and Protein Data Bank 

ID code 1WAO. 
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para-nitrophenylphosphate (pNPP) (99). Very recently, HSP70 was also shown to bind 

PP5 and activate it ~5-fold greater than HSP90 (109). Whereas two HSP90 molecules 

associate with each PP5, HSP70 interacts with PP5 in a 1:1 stiochiometric ratio. Several 

additional PP5-interacting proteins associate with the TPR domain of PP5 and increase 

phosphatase activity (e.g., activated Rac1, Gα12 and Gα13, and select Ca
2+

-bound S100 

proteins) (110-112).  

PP5 function 

Immunofluorescent studies examining the cellular distribution of PP5 initially 

revealed that it was primarily located within the nucleus (23). Deletion and mutational 

analyses concluded that a putative nuclear localization signal (NLS) located at the C-

terminus (Phe476-Asn491) promoted nuclear translocation of PP5 in a phosphatase 

activity-independent manner (113). The identification of HSP90, predominately 

cytoplasmic in its distribution, as an interacting partner for PP5 demonstrated for the first 

time the presence of PP5 within the cytoplasm (108). Although the specific cellular 

functions regulated by PP5 remains unclear, PP5 has been implicated in the control of 

cell proliferation, migration, differentiation, electrolyte balance, apoptosis, survival, and 

DNA damage repair (114,115). Several of PP5’s functions have been ascertained 

following the identification of PP5-interacting proteins. For example, Chinkers and 

colleagues demonstrated an interaction between PP5 and the atrial natriuretic peptide 

(ANP)/guanylate cyclase receptor of the heart and proposed that PP5 plays a role in 

desensitizing the receptor following ligand binding and activation (24). Subsequent 

studies indicated that the interaction between PP5 and the ANP/guanylate cyclase 

receptor involved HSP90, as did the interaction of PP5 with the estrogen and 
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glucocorticoid receptors (100,116-118). PP5 appears to have opposing roles in regulating 

glucocorticoid signaling and it may be that PP5 regulates the system at multiple steps in 

the pathway (119). The interactions of PP5 with p53 and the mammalian anaphase 

promoting complex implicate the phosphatase in the modulation of cell cycle 

progression, while the association of PP5 with the mammalian cryptochrome, CRY2, 

suggests that PP5 regulates or is regulated by circadian rhythm. PP5 also regulates the 

phospho-state of the voltage-gated potassium channel KCNH2 (i.e., hERG1) and large-

conductance Ca
2+

- and voltage-activated K
+
 channels (BK channels), and is involved in 

several stress-induced signal transduction pathways (120,121). 

Genotoxic stress, induced by ionizing radiation or hydroxyurea treatment, 

activates the Ataxia-telangiectasia mutated (ATM) or ATM- and Rad3-related (ATR) 

kinases following the formation of double-stranded or single-stranded DNA breaks, 

respectively (122). These kinases play an important role in activating the DNA damage 

checkpoint that precedes cell cycle arrest and DNA damage repair. PP5 interacts with 

both kinases, promoting the autophosphorylation and activation of ATM as well as the 

phosphorylation of downstream ATR substrates (123,124). Recent studies have refined 

the role of PP5 in the ATR response, placing the phosphatase in a position to regulate the 

phosphorylation of Chk1, an important substrate of ATR (125). PP5 also plays a role in 

the DNA repair process. It interacts with the DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic 

subunit (DNA-PKcs) and dephosphorylates at least two inhibitory sites to allow repair of 

DNA double-stranded breaks (126). Cellular exposure to hypoxia, oxidative stress, and 

rapamycin activates apoptosis signal regulated kinase 1 (ASK1), a mitogen activated 

protein kinase kinase kinase (MAP3K) for p38 mitogen activated protein kinase 
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(p38MAPK) and c-Jun N-terminal Kinase (JNK) (127-129). PP5 negatively regulates the 

activation of ASK1 to reduce downstream signaling to JNK, mostly likely by directly 

dephosphorylating Thr845 in ASK1, without affecting p38MAPK activity (110,128).  

Interestingly, a yeast two-hybrid screen revealed that PP5 could associate with the 

A subunit of PP2A and subsequent immunoprecipitation experiments from HeLa cell 

extracts revealed that a regulatory B′′/PR72 subunit associated with the PP5-PP2AA 

heterodimer to form a heterotrimeric holoenzyme containing PP5 in lieu of PP2AC (130). 

Although few studies have followed up on this finding, a separate group found that 

rapamycin treatment of Rh30 cells reduced the amount of regulatory B′′/PR72 subunit 

present in PP5 immune complexes in an mTOR-dependent manner, without altering 

levels of co-precipitated PP2AA (129). PP5 has also been shown to associate with another 

B′′ member. Studies by other groups have demonstrated that the B′′ subunit GPR5/G4-1 

will associate with IKKβ, acting to recruit PP5 to IKKβ to inhibit kinase activity and 

downstream signaling to NF-κB (131), and with P-glycoprotein, promoting interactions 

with PP5 which negatively regulates P-glycoprotein expression and function (132). 

Recently, two-dimensional liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry 

identified PP5 as a Raf1-interacting protein (133). Raf1 is a MAP3K for extracellular 

signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and undergoes a complex series of phosphorylation and 

dephosphorylation events as part of its activation-inactivation cycle (Chapter III). 

Detailed biochemical analyses demonstrated that PP5 negatively regulates Raf1 signaling 

and inhibits neuritogenesis in PC12 cells by dephosphorylating an activating site on Raf1 

(Ser338). The identification of PP5 interacting proteins, including transcription factors 

(e.g., p53, estrogen receptors, and glucocorticoid receptors), small G proteins (e.g., Rac1, 
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Gα12, and Gα13), and protein kinases (e.g., ATM, ASK1, Raf1) has provided key insights 

into the functional roles of this phosphatase. 

Phosphatase•kinase complexes 

Multiprotein signaling modules are increasingly recognized as crucial components 

of a variety of signaling pathways. Many such modules are composed of both protein 

kinases and protein phosphatases, which play a key role in maintaining the proper 

phosphorylation state of target proteins within cell signaling pathways. These modules 

may also contain anchoring or scaffolding proteins that spatially regulate substrate 

phosphorylation by targeting the kinases and/or phosphatases to specific subcellular 

compartments. Furthermore, the close positioning of these enzymes near their substrates 

facilitates the temporal regulation of a variety of phospho-proteins. Several 

macromolecular complexes have been identified in which crosstalk between the kinase 

and phosphatase occurs, where the kinase regulates the phosphorylation state of the 

associated phosphatase or vice versa. As mentioned previously, PP5 has been found to 

associate with a number of protein kinases, including ATM, ATR/Chk1, DNA-PKcs, 

ASK1, Raf1, eIF2α kinase, and IKKβ (123-127,131,133,134). Likewise, studies from our 

laboratory and others have shown that PP2A forms complexes with several protein 

kinases, including CaMKIV (135), Raf1 (136,137), p70S6K (138-140), PAK (140), CK2 

(141), TGFβR1 (142), PKC (143), Akt (144,145), JAK-2 (146), KSR (147), and IκB 

kinase (148,149). 
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Summary 

 The goals of my research were to increase our understanding of the oligomeric 

composition, regulation, and function of select protein serine/threonine 

phosphatase•kinase signaling modules. Following the purification of stable 

CaMKIV•PP2A complexes, we showed that the kinase-associated phosphatase was a 

heterotrimeric holoenzyme containing a regulatory Bα subunit (135). Additional studies 

from our group indicated that PP2A negatively regulated CaMKIV signaling and the 

suggested that PP2A targeted phospho-Thr200. The studies outlined in Chapter II 

describe the development and characterization of a phospho-Thr200-CaMKIV antibody 

that allowed us to monitor stimulus-induced activation and inactivation of endogenous 

CaMKIV•PP2A complexes (150). We found that ectopically expressed CaMKIV 

required the co-expression of Bα or Bδ regulatory subunits to recruit PP2AC to the 

kinase, but the Bα- and Bδ-containing holoenzymes failed to dephosphorylate phospho-

Thr200-CaMKIV in cells and in vitro, calling into the question the role of these 

holoenzymes in the dephosphorylation of this site. Unexpectedly, immunoprecipitation 

assays uncovered an interaction between CaMKIV and alpha4•PP2AC in cells, which 

may play an important role alongside the holoenzymes in regulating CaMKIV function.  

In contrast to the inhibitory role that Bα- and Bδ-containing PP2A holoenzymes 

play in CaMKIV signaling, our laboratory determined that ABαC and ABδC positively 

regulate Raf1 signaling and that the PP2A-Raf1 interaction was increased following EGF 

stimulation (137). The studies outlined in Chapter III focus on determining the molecular 

mechanism(s) responsible for the EGF-mediated alterations in the composition of the 

PP2A•Raf1 module. My examination of EGF-dependent alterations in the PP2A-Raf1 
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interaction revealed relatively small and often variable changes in the association. 

Therefore, I exploited a chemical crosslinking strategy to stabilize PP2A-Raf1 

interactions and associated proteins for subsequent mass spectrometry studies to identify 

putative interacting proteins that may regulate the PP2A•Raf1 complex. This proteomic 

approach identified several candidate PP2A•Raf1 complex-interacting proteins that will 

require further characterization to establish their role in the regulation of this 

phosphatase•kinase complex. 

In Chapter IV, I present studies revealing the identification of several novel 

PP5•kinase complexes, whose interactions are facilitated, in part, by HSP90 (151). 

Focusing on PP5•ERK complexes, I showed that PP5 forms stable complexes with 

ERK2, ERK1, and the ERK1 splice variants ERK1b and ERK1c. Similar to 

PP2A•CaMKIV complexes, the formation of PP5•ERK1/2 complexes do not require 

phosphatase or kinase activity. However, small G proteins are capable of modulating the 

PP5-ERK1/2 interaction. Surprisingly, I found that PP5•ERK2, but not PP5•ERK1, 

complexes are altered in the presence of select oncogenic RAS proteins. The RAS-

dependent decrease in PP5-ERK2 binding does not require MEK activity but 

paradoxically requires ERK2 activity. Importantly, I found that PP5•ERK2 complexes 

regulate the phosphorylation state of Raf1, which may be dysregulated in certain human 

tumors characterized by select gain-of-function mutations in RAS genes.  
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CHAPTER II 

OLIGOMERIC COMPOSITION AND REGULATION  

OF CAMKIV•PP2A COMPLEXES 

CaMKIV background 

One of the first reports detailing the formation of a phosphatase•kinase complex 

was from our laboratory and showed that calcium (Ca
2+

)/calmodulin (CaM)-dependent 

protein kinase IV (CaMKIV) stably interacts with PP2A (135). The Ca
2+

/calmodulin 

(CaM)-dependent protein kinase (CaMK) family contains protein serine/threonine 

kinases that are activated in response to increases in intracellular Ca
2+

 and are subdivided 

into two groups. One group, the “dedicated kinases,” have specific protein substrates and 

includes phosphorylase kinase, myosin light chain kinase (MLCK), and eukaryotic 

elongation factor-2 kinase (a.k.a. CaMKIII). A second group of “multifunctional kinases” 

has broad substrate specificity and regulates multiple physiological processes following 

increases in intracellular calcium. This group is composed of several subfamilies: CaMKI 

(α, β, γ, δ genes), CaMKII (α, β, γ, δ genes), CaMIV (one gene), and CaMKK (α and β 

genes) (152).  

Alternative splicing of the CaMKIV gene yields two isoforms, CaMKIVα (65 

kDa) and CaMKIVβ (67 kDa); the larger CaMKIVβ has an N-terminal extension of 28 

amino acids (153). An alternative start site within exon XI of the CaMKIV gene 

generates calspermin, a 32 kDa protein exclusively expressed in the testis, which lacks 

catalytic activity and may inhibit the function of CaM during spermatogenesis (154). 

CaMKIV contains several important functional domains: a serine-rich N-terminal 
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domain, a catalytic domain, an autoregulatory domain, and a highly-acidic C-terminal 

domain (155). In the absence of Ca
2+

, CaMKIV is maintained in an autoinhibited state via 

the association of the autoregulatory domain with the catalytic domain, which blocks 

substrate access. Increases in intracellular Ca
2+

, via the opening of voltage-gated Ca
2+

 

channels or following its release from internal stores, allows binding of Ca
2+

 to CaM. 

Ca
2+

/CaM binds to the autoregulatory domain of CaMKIV, which repositions the 

autoregulatory domain and exposes a threonine residue (Thr200 in the human enzyme 

and Thr196 in the rat enzyme) critical in the activation of CaMKIV (Fig. 7). Ca
2+

/CaM-

bound CaMKIV exhibits low basal activity that promotes autophosphorylation of Ser12 

or Ser13 in the serine-rich N-terminal domain, relieving a second site of intrasteric 

autoinhibition. Only one of the serine residues needs to be autophosphorylated, as single 

point mutants exhibit full activity but a double point mutant can not be activated (156). 

The binding of Ca
2+

/CaM not only exposes Thr200, but also a CaMKK docking site to 

which Ca
2+

/CaM-bound CaMKK binds to, facilitating the subsequent phosphorylation of 

Thr200. Located within the activation loop of CaMKIV, phosphorylation of Thr200 

activates the enzyme further, by lowering the Km for substrates 10-fold, and generates a 

Ca
2+

/CaM-independent enzyme (157,158). CaMKIV directly phosphorylates a number of 

transcription factors (159), including cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) response 

element binding protein (CREB) on Ser133 (160), activating transcription factor-1 (ATF-

1) on Ser63 (161), and serum response factor (SRF) on Ser103 (162). By functioning as a 

key mediator of Ca
2+

-induced gene expression in the brain, thymus, testis, ovary, spleen, 

bone marrow, and adrenal gland, CaMKIV plays important roles in neuronal physiology  
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Figure 7. Diagram of the CaMKIV•PP2A signal transduction pathway. 

In response to T cell receptor activation, increases in intracellular calcium facilitate 

Ca
2+

/calmodulin (CaM) binding to CaM-dependent protein kinase IV (CaMKIV). This 

interaction facilitates autophosphorylation of the N-terminal serines (i.e., Ser12/Ser13; 

P
12/23

) and permits CaM kinase kinase (CaMKK) mediated phosphorylation of 

CaMKIV at threonine-200 (P
200

), which fully activates CaMKIV. Activated CaMKIV 

phosphorylates transcription factors (e.g., CREB) responsible for immediate early 

gene expression. PP2A holoenzymes, ABαC or ABδC, negatively regulate an 

associated CaMKIV (solid red line); potential phospho-residues targeted by PP2A are 

indicated by dashed red lines. See text for additional details. 
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(e.g., learning and memory), the activation of T lymphocytes, and spermatogenesis 

(163,164). 

PP2AC interacts with CaMKIV 

The activation of CaMKIV occurs through kinase-mediated phosphorylation 

events. Therefore, inactivation of CaMKIV is likely mediated by dephosphorylation of 

these activating sites. Studies from our group and others have provided key insights into 

the termination of CaMKIV signaling by phosphatases. CD3 receptor-stimulated T cells 

exhibit a robust increase in CaMKIV phosphorylation that peaks at 1 min but rapidly 

returns to basal levels at 5 min, suggesting that a phosphatase in close proximity to 

CaMKIV swiftly terminates kinase activity (165). A preformed kinase•phosphatase 

complex would conceptually facilitate rapid changes in the activation state of CaMKIV 

and early in vitro studies demonstrating the inactivation of CaMKK-phosphorylated 

CaMKIV by PP2AAC, and not by PP1, raised the possibility that CaMKIV could form 

stable complexes with PP2A (165). Our group determined that CaMKIV associates with 

a PP2A holoenzyme in a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio (135). The isolation of CaMKIV•PP2A 

complexes from rat brain extracts and Jurkat T cells using catalytically inactive GST-

CaMKIV or microcystin-Sepharose (a phosphatase affinity resin) demonstrated that 

neither kinase nor phosphatase activity was required for their association. However, data 

from our lab indicated that CaMKIV was a substrate for the associated PP2A, as we 

observed enhanced levels of CaMKK-mediated phosphorylation of CaMKIV in the 

presence of okadaic acid in a partially purified CaMKIV•PP2A preparation (135). 

Additional experiments using a CREB reporter assay revealed that the expression of 

small t antigen to inhibit PP2A holoenzyme activity led to an increase in CaMKIV-
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mediated CREB transcription, thus demonstrating that PP2A negatively regulates 

CaMKIV activity in cells and that this activity requires a regulatory B subunit. 

Subsequent collaborative studies from us and Anthony Means’s group identified a PP2A 

binding site within the autoregulatory domain of CaMKIV, and showed that PP2A 

competes with Ca
2+

/CaM for binding to this region in order to regulate CaMKIV activity 

(166). 

The data presented in this chapter represent a collaborative effort with another 

graduate student, Kelie Reece, to examine the role played by the regulatory B subunit in 

the assembly and function of the CaMKIV•PP2A complex (150). To study the functional 

role of PP2A holoenzymes in the regulation of CaMKIV signaling, we exploited a novel 

CaMKIV phospho-specific antibody and sought to identify differences in the regulation 

of endogenous and ectopic CaMKIV by cellular phosphatases. We showed that Bα and 

Bδ regulatory subunits facilitate the formation of CaMKIV•PP2A complexes by 

recruiting endogenous PP2AC to the kinase. Also included in this chapter are additional 

unpublished findings that I generated, including data demonstrating that Bα- and Bδ-

containing holoenzymes can not dephosphorylate phospho-Thr200-CaMKIV in cells or 

in vitro, as well as evidence supporting the existence of CaMKIV•alpha4•PP2AC 

complexes in cells.  

Materials and Methods 

Antibodies and reagents  

Anti-FLAG M2-agarose, FLAG peptide, and rabbit and mouse anti-FLAG 

antibodies were from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Monoclonal CaMKK, CaMKIV, and 
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PP2Ac antibodies were from BD Biosciences Pharmingen (San Diego, CA). Alpha4, 

phospho-Thr200-CaMKIV, and CaMKIV polyclonal antibodies were from Bethyl 

Laboratories, Inc. (Montgomery, TX). Generation and characterization of affinity-

purified Bα/Bδ antibodies were reported previously (167,168). Secondary antibodies for 

fluorescence detection were from Rockland (Gilbertsville, PA) or Molecular Probes 

(Eugene, OR). Normal rabbit IgG and normal mouse IgG were from The Jackson 

Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME), and Protein A-Sepharose was from Zymed Laboratories 

Inc. (San Francisco, CA). Protein G-Sepharose 4B conjugate was from Invitrogen 

(Carlsbad, CA). Lipofectamine 2000 was from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA), while TransIT-

LT1 and TransIT-293 transfection reagents were from Mirus (Madison, WI). Okadaic 

acid and ionomycin were from Alexis Biochemicals (San Diego, CA) and Sigma (St. 

Louis, MO), respectively. The CaMKK inhibitor, STO-609, was from Tocris Bioscience 

(Ellisville, MO). GSH-agarose and bovine serum albumin were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. 

Louis, MO), while Bio-Rad Protein Assay Dye Reagent Concentrate for Bradford protein 

assays was from Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc. (Hercules, CA). Odyssey Blocking Buffer 

was from LI-COR (Lincoln, NE).  

Plasmid constructs  

Generation of FLAG-tagged Bα and Bδ mammalian expression plasmids were 

described previously (137). pcDNA5/TO was from Life Technologies and GST-Bα was a 

kind gift from Verle Janssens (KU Leuven; Leuven, Belgium). Mammalian expression 

plasmids for untagged CaMKIV, FLAG-CaMKIV, and FLAG-T200A-CaMKIV were 

kindly provided by Dr. Tony Means (Duke University; Durham, NC). The HA-CaMKIV 

construct was generated by subcloning human CaMKIV cDNA into the BglII and NotI 
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sites of the pCMV-HA vector (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA). Proper construction of the 

plasmid was verified by automated DNA Sequencing (Vanderbilt DNA Core Facility).  

Cell culture and transfection 

The human embryonic kidney cell line QBI-293A (HEK-293A) was a gift from 

Dr. Tony Means (Duke University; Durham, NC), and the HEK-293FT cell line was from 

Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Cells were grown at 37
o
C in a humidified atmosphere with 

5% CO2 in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 

antibiotics; 110 mg/L sodium pyruvate was also added to the HEK-293A media. Jurkat T 

cells were maintained in RPMI media supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM 

L-glutamine, and antibiotics. HEK-293A cells grown to ~90% confluency in a 100 mm 

dish were transfected with the appropriate expression vectors using Lipofectamine 2000. 

HEK-293FT cells grown to 45% confluency in 60 mm dishes were transfected with the 

appropriate expression vectors using TransIT-LT1 or TransIT-293. 

Co-immunoprecipitations 

For immunoprecipitations using antibody-conjugated agarose beads, cells were 

harvested in 500 µl lysis buffer (25 mM NaH2PO4, 2 mM EDTA, 2 mM EGTA, 10 µg/ml 

leupeptin, 100 µg/ml Pefabloc SC, and 100 nM okadaic acid). Lysates were incubated on 

ice for 30 min and centrifuged at 13,000xg for 10 min at 4
o
C. Clarified lysates were then 

incubated with 20 µl of a 50% slurry of anti-FLAG agarose beads overnight at 4
o
C, and 

bound proteins were eluted with 300 ng/µl FLAG peptide, followed by SDS-PAGE and 

immunoblot analysis. In some experiments, bound proteins were directly eluted from the 

anti-FLAG agarose beads in SDS sample buffer. For immunoprecipitations shown in Fig. 
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13, cells were lysed in buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5% 

Igepal, 3 mM EDTA, 3 mM EGTA, 1 mM PMSF, 17 µg/ml aprotinin, and 5 µg/ml 

leupeptin. Clarified lysates were incubated overnight with rotation at 4
o
C with 2 µg of 

rabbit polyclonal CaMKIV or 2 µg of normal rabbit IgG, and then incubated for 1 h with 

rotation at 4
o
C with 20 µl of a 50% slurry of Protein A-Sepharose beads. Bound proteins 

were washed, eluted in SDS sample buffer, and subjected to Western analysis. 

Immunoprecipitations to compare different CaMKIV antibodies (Figs. 10, 11 and 20) 

were performed using extracts of unstimulated (Figs. 10 and 20) or serum starved (1 h at 

37
o
C) (Fig. 11) Jurkat T cells prepared in Phospho-Buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.2, 2 

mM EGTA, 5 mM EDTA, 30 mM sodium fluoride, 20 mM sodium pyrophosphate, and 

0.5% Igepal CA-630) containing inhibitors (40 mM β-glycerophosphate, 1 mM Na3VO4, 

3 mM benzamidine, 5 µM pepstatin A, 10 µM leupeptin, and 1 mM 

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride). Approximately 300 µg of total protein was incubated 

with 1 µg of anti-CaMKIV antibody, normal rabbit IgG, or normal mouse IgG for 4 h 

(Fig. 20) or overnight (Figs. 10 and 11), followed by subsequent incubation with protein 

G-Sepharose 4B (20 µl of a 50% slurry) and rotation for 1 h at 4
o
C. After three 1 ml 

washes with lysis buffer, bound proteins were eluted with 30 µl 2xSDS sample buffer and 

subjected to Western analysis. The interaction of HA-CaMKIV and FLAG-alpha4 was 

examined using Buffer B (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 137 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 

1% Igepal CA-630) containing inhibitors (17 µg/ml aprotinin, 10 µM leupeptin, 1 mM 

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 1 mM Na3VO4). FLAG immunoprecipitations from 

cellular extracts were performed using 10 µl of a 50% slurry of anti-FLAG resin, 
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overnight incubations at 4
o
C with rotation, and elution of bound proteins with 2xSDS 

sample buffer. 

Analysis of CaMKIV phosphorylation 

For characterization of the CaMKIV phospho-T200 antibody, HEK-293FT cells 

were transfected with pcDNA3 (empty vector), FLAG-CaMKIV (FLAG-KIV), or a 

FLAG-CaMKIV construct containing a single threonine to alanine mutation (FLAG-

KIV-T200A). Twenty-four h post-transfection, the media was replaced with serum-free 

DMEM containing 5 µM STO-609 or an equivalent volume of vehicle (DMSO). 

Following overnight incubation, cells were treated for 5 min with serum-free DMEM 

containing 2 µM ionomycin or an equivalent volume of DMSO. Cells were washed once 

with PBS and harvested from the dish in 300 µl Phospho-Buffer containing inhibitors. 

Clarified cell lysates were incubated with anti-FLAG agarose beads and bound proteins 

were eluted with SDS sample buffer. To analyze endogenous CaMKIV phosphorylation, 

Jurkat T cells were serum-starved for 1 h prior to treatment with 2 µM ionomycin, 1 µM 

okadaic acid, or a combination of both reagents for the indicated time points; for the 

combination treatments, okadaic acid was added 10 min before ionomycin stimulation. 

To compare endogenous versus ectopic CaMKIV phosphorylation in response to stimuli, 

HEK-293A cells were transfected with FLAG-CaMKIV. At 48 h post-transfection, cells 

were stimulated for the indicated time points with ionomycin alone or a combination of 

okadaic acid and ionomycin as described above. Clarified cell lysates were incubated 

with anti-FLAG agarose beads, and bound proteins were eluted from the resin with 300 

ng/µl FLAG peptide. Aliquots of the cell lysates and FLAG immune complexes were 

subjected to Western analysis. 
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Dephosphorylation assays 

For the in-cell dephosphorylation experiments (Fig. 16), HEK-293FT cells were 

transfected with 0.5 µg untagged CaMKIV and 2.0 µg FLAG-Bα. After 48 h, cells were 

serum starved for 70 min before being treated with nothing or 2 µM ionomycin for 

increasing amounts of time. Cells were then lysed with Phospho-Buffer containing 

inhibitors and prepared for Western analysis as noted above. For the in vitro 

dephosphorylation experiments (Figs. 17 and 18), HEK-293FT cells (10-cm plates) were 

untransfected or transfected with 7 µg of FLAG-KIV, GST-Bα, or FLAG-Bα plasmid 

and allowed to express protein for 48 h. Phospho-Thr200-FLAG-KIV was purified from 

cells stimulated with 2 µM ionomycin for 5 min and then lysed in Phospho-Buffer 

containing inhibitors. Active PP2A holoenzymes containing GST-Bα or FLAG-Bα were 

purified from cell extracts prepared in NP40 lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6, 150 

mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 3 mM EGTA, and 0.1% Igepal CA-630) containing inhibitors 

(1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 17 µg/ml aprotinin, 5 µg/ml leupeptin). Forty µl 

of a 50% slurry anti-FLAG or anti-GST resin were added to the appropriate extracts and 

incubated overnight at 4
o
C with rotation. Bound FLAG-CaMKIV was first washed once 

with 700 µl Phospho-Buffer lacking inhibitors. FLAG-CaMKIV, GST-Bα, and FLAG-

Bα were then washed twice with 700 µl NP40 PAN Buffer (10 mM PIPES, pH 7.0, 100 

mM NaCl, 0.5% Igepal CA-630, and 17 µg/ml aprotinin), once with 700 µl PAN Buffer 

(10 mM PIPES, pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl, and 17 µg/ml aprotinin), and once with 700 µl 

Phosphatase Assay Buffer (PAB) [25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 (pH 8.0 for GST-Bα), 1 mM 

EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT, and 0.25 mg/ml bovine serum albumin]. FLAG-

tagged proteins were eluted with two washes of 50 µl PAB containing 100 µg/ml FLAG 
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peptide; for each elution the beads were gently rotated for 20 min at 4
o
C. The pooled 

eluates were combined with 100% glycerol to yield a final concentration of 30% glycerol. 

The amount of CaMKIV and ABαC protein was determined by SDS-PAGE and staining 

of the gels with Bio-Safe Coomassie G-250 (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.; Hercules, CA); 

serial dilutions of bovine serum albumin (Pierce; Rockford, IL) were used as standards. 

Quantification was accomplished using the Odyssey infrared imaging system and 

Odyssey application software version 3.0 (LI-COR; Lincoln, NE). 

Experiments examining the dephosphorylation of CaMKIV by PP2A 

holoenzymes (Fig. 17) were performed by combining 80 ng phospho-Thr200-FLAG-

CaMKIV with PAB, 90 ng ABαFLAGC, or 1/10 of the ABαGSTC-bound beads in a final 

reaction volume of 90 µl. Reactions were carried out at 37
o
C for 30 min with agitation 

every 10 min. The dephosphorylation of CaMKIV by cellular lysate and purified PP2AC 

[a kind gift from Dr. Gregg Moorhead (University of Calgary; Calgary, Alberta, Canada)] 

(Fig. 18) was performed by incubating 120 ng phospho-Thr200-FLAG-CaMKIV with 

PAB, increasing amounts of untransfected HEK-293FT lysate (0.1-50 µg total protein as 

determined by Bradford protein assay), or 100 ng purified PP2AC in a final reaction 

volume of 20 µl. Reactions were incubated for 60 min at 37
o
C with agitation every 15 

min. Reactions were terminated following the addition of 5xSDS sample buffer and 

heating to 95
o
C for 5 min. One-third of the holoenzyme reactions and all of the cell 

lysate/purified PP2AC reactions were analyzed by Western. 
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Western analysis 

Western analysis was carried out as previously described (76). All membranes 

were blocked in Odyssey Blocking Buffer for detection with the Odyssey Infrared 

Imaging System (LI-COR, Lincoln, Nebraska). 

Results 

Characterization of a phospho-Thr200-specific CaMKIV antibody  

Previous studies by our laboratory demonstrated that PP2A regulates CaMKIV 

activity and that phosphorylation of Thr200 in CaMKIV is altered when its association 

with PP2A is disrupted (166); however, the precise site of CaMKIV dephosphorylation 

by PP2A had not been determined. Our analysis of a rabbit antibody raised against a 

peptide encompassing phospho-Thr200 (New England Peptide, Inc.), the residue most 

likely to be targeted by PP2A, revealed that it recognized ectopic phospho-CaMKIV 

(166) but failed to recognize endogenous phospho-CaMKIV in HEK-293A cells (data not 

shown). Western analysis of HEK-293 variants, including HEK-293A cells, for 

endogenous CaMKIV demonstrated that the kinase is expressed in these cell types (data 

not shown). In collaboration with a second company (Bethyl Laboratories, Inc.), we 

screened a new affinity-purified, rabbit phospho-Thr200-CaMKIV (p-Thr200) antibody. 

To characterize the specificity of the p-Thr200 antibody, we analyzed extracts of HEK-

293FT cells transfected with empty vector, FLAG-CaMKIV, or a phospho-null point 

mutant of CaMKIV (FLAG-T200A-CaMKIV) that were subjected to overnight treatment 

with a CaMKK inhibitor, STO-609, or vehicle (DMSO). Both lysates and FLAG immune 

complexes from FLAG-CaMKIV-expressing cells exhibited a robust increase in p-
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Thr200 levels in the presence of ionomycin (Fig. 8). Pretreating cells with a CaMKK 

inhibitor (STO-609) reduced the levels of ionomycin-stimulated p-Thr200 in wildtype 

FLAG-CaMKIV, and the p-Thr200 antibody failed to recognize the FLAG-T200A-

CaMKIV mutant in ionomycin-stimulated cells. These data demonstrate that the p-

Thr200 antibody in recognizes the CaMKK phosphorylated residue (p-Thr200) within the 

activation loop of CaMKIV. Additional testing also revealed that this antibody exhibits 

some cross-reactivity with phosphorylated CaMKI and CaMKK, most likely as a result of 

the high sequence homology between these CaM kinases in the region of CaMKIV used 

to generate the p-Thr200 antibody (data not shown). We next examined the ability of the 

p-Thr200 antibody to detect endogenous, phosphorylated CaMKIV in Jurkat T 

lymphocyte lysates. Western analysis of extracts from Jurkat T cells treated with 

ionomycin or okadaic acid alone failed to exhibit a p-Thr200 response (Fig. 9). However, 

cells pretreated with okadaic acid 10 min prior to ionomycin stimulation showed a time 

dependent increase in p-Thr200, indicating that the phosphorylation of CaMKIV at 

Thr200 was tightly regulated by an okadaic acid-sensitive phosphatase. Similar okadaic 

acid/ionomycin co-treatments were necessary to observe CaMKIV phosphorylation in 

primary cultures of rat neurons (forebrain neurons from E17 Sprague Dawley rat fetuses) 

as well as in HEK-293FT and HEK-293A cells (data not shown). 

Regulated changes in endogenous CaMKIV•PP2AC complexes 

Previous attempts to isolate an endogenous CaMKIV•PP2A complex from native 

tissues required a multi-step chromatographic purification procedure or affinity matrices 

(e.g., calmodulin-Sepharose or microcystin-Sepharose). Since 43% of the total cellular 

CaMKIV interacts with PP2AC, but less than 1% of the cellular PP2AC interacts with
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Figure 8. Characterization of a phospho-Thr200-CaMKIV antibody. 

HEK-293FT cells were transfected with empty vector, FLAG-CaMKIV (FLAG-KIV), 

or a FLAG-CaMKIV mutant (FLAG-T200A-KIV). At 24 h post-transfection, cells 

were pre-treated overnight with STO-609 or vehicle (DMSO), and then treated with 

ionomycin (IONO) or DMSO for 5 min. Lysates (15 μg of protein) and FLAG 

immune complexes were subjected to Western analysis using antibodies recognizing 

phospho-T200-CaMKIV (P-FLAG-KIV) and the FLAG epitope (FLAG-KIV). The cell 

lysates were also subjected to Western analysis using a PP2AC antibody (n = 4). *, 

denotes IgG heavy chain recognized by the secondary antibody. 
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Figure 9. Inhibition of PP2A enhances ionomycin-induced phosphorylation of 

endogenous CaMKIV. 

Jurkat T cells were treated with ionomycin (IONO), okadaic acid (OA), or a 

combination of both reagents for the indicated times as described in Materials and 

Methods. Cell lysates (15 μg of protein) were immunoblotted for phospho-T200-

CaMKIV (P-KIV) and total CaMKIV (KIV) (n = 3).  
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CaMKIV (135,169), we predicted that CaMKIV immunoprecipitations would markedly 

enrich for the CaMKIV•PP2AC complex over methods used to purify the associated 

phosphatase. Our collaboration with Bethyl Laboratories, Inc. allowed us to test a panel 

of affinity-purified, rabbit antibodies recognizing various epitopes that span the CaMKIV 

primary sequence. Western analysis of immune complexes from unstimulated Jurkat T 

cell extracts revealed that all four CaMKIV antibodies could immunoprecipitate the 

kinase and that no CaMKIV was present in the control rabbit IgG lane (Fig. 10). 

Although Bethyl Labs Antibody #2 (BL#2) immunoprecipitated the least amount of 

CaMKIV, it was the only CaMKIV antibody that could co-immunoprecipitate PP2AC. 

Given our interest in understanding the molecular role that PP2AC plays in CaMKIV 

activation/inactivation, we examined whether the CaMKIV-PP2AC interaction was 

regulated in Jurkat T lymphocytes in response to cell stimulation. After treating cells with 

nothing (-) or a combination of okadaic acid and ionomycin (+), the cell extracts were 

subjected to immunoprecipitations using control rabbit IgG, BL#2, or BL#3. Western 

analysis of the resulting immune complexes from unstimulated cell extracts confirmed 

the findings in Fig. 10 - BL#3 precipitated more CaMKIV then BL#2 and only BL#2 co-

precipitated PP2AC (Fig. 11). Levels of PP2AC in BL#2-derived CaMKIV complexes 

were decreased following stimulation, without altering the amount of precipitated 

CaMKIV, indicating that the CaMKIV-PP2AC interaction may be regulated in response 

to cell stimulation. Since the binding of CaMKIV to PP2AC was decreased in stimulated 

cells, we expected to observe a corresponding increase in the amount of phospho-

CaMKIV in the BL#2 immune complexes. However, phosphorylated CaMKIV was only 

detected in BL#3 immune complexes isolated from stimulated cells. 
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Figure 10. PP2AC interacts with a pool of CaMKIV in 

Jurkat T lymphocytes. 

CaMKIV immunoprecipitations from Jurkat T cell extracts 

were performed using control rabbit IgG (IgG) and a panel 

of CaMKIV polyclonal antibodies from Bethyl Laboratories, 

Inc. (BL#1-4). Bound proteins were eluted with SDS sample 

buffer and analyzed by Western using antibodies 

recognizing CaMKIV (KIV) and PP2AC (n = 2). 
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Figure 11. CaMKIV-PP2AC interactions and CaMKIV Thr200 phosphorylation 

are regulated in response to ionomycin and okadaic acid. 

Jurkat T cell lymphocytes were serum starved for 1 h and then pretreated with (+) or 

without (-) 1 µM okadaic acid (OA) for 10 min followed by stimulation with 2 µM 

ionomycin (IONO) for 5 min.  Cell lysates were prepared in a buffer containing a 

cocktail of phosphatase inhibitors and immunoprecipitations were performed using 

normal rabbit IgG (IgG) and two CaMKIV-specific antibodies (BL#2 and BL#3). A 

fraction of the starting material (1% Input) and the immune complexes were subjected 

to SDS-PAGE and Western analysis using antibodies directed against P-Thr200-

CaMKIV (P-KIV), total CaMKIV (KIV), and PP2Ac (n = 3). *, denotes IgG heavy 

chain recognized by the secondary antibody. 
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PP2A-dependent regulation of CaMKIV phosphorylation 

Our analysis of endogenous CaMKIV•PP2AC complexes revealed that the kinase-

phosphatase interaction may be regulated in response to cell stimulation (Fig. 11). 

Therefore, we sought to further characterize the association of PP2A with CaMKIV using 

a heterologous expression system by examining the ionomycin-induced activation of 

endogenous and ectopic CaMKIV using the p-Thr200 antibody. Whereas peak activation 

of endogenous CaMKIV in Jurkat T cells occurred at 1 min and returned to basal levels 

within 5 min, ectopic CaMKIV in HEK-293A cells displayed a peak at 5 min that 

returned to baseline by 15 min (165,166). Given that HEK-293A cells appear to have the 

protein machinery to regulate CaMKIV signaling, we examined the 

activation/inactivation profile of endogenous CaMKIV and ectopically-expressed FLAG-

CaMKIV in HEK-293A cells. We observed a time-dependent and sustained increase in 

endogenous CaMKIV phosphorylation that could only be observed when cells were 

pretreated with okadaic acid (Fig. 12), consistent with what we observed in Jurkat T cells 

(Fig. 9). Although the p-Thr200 profile of FLAG-CaMKIV in ionomycin-only treated 

cells matched our published findings (166), FLAG-CaMKIV phosphorylation was 

unaffected by okadaic acid pretreatment. In both FLAG immune complexes and lysates, 

we detected a robust increase in FLAG-CaMKIV phosphorylation at Thr200 at 5 min that 

was rapidly decreased to basal levels regardless of whether okadaic acid was present or 

not (Fig. 12). These data suggest that while endogenous CaMKIV is regulated by an 

okadaic acid-sensitive phosphatase, the ectopic FLAG-CaMKIV is regulated by an 

okadaic acid-insensitive phosphatase. Since the subcellular distribution of FLAG-

CaMKIV parallels that of endogenous CaMKIV (data not shown), we hypothesized
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Figure 12. Differential regulation of endogenous and ectopic phospho-CaMKIV 

dephosphorylation. 

HEK-293A cells transfected with FLAG-CaMKIV were treated with ionomycin 

(Iono) or both Iono and okadaic acid (OA) as described in Materials and Methods. 

Lysates (30 μg of protein) and FLAG immune complexes were subjected to Western 

analysis using antibodies recognizing phospho-T200-CaMKIV and total CaMKIV (n 

= 3). These data were generated by Kelie Reece. 
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that the differential regulation of these kinases was a result of differential binding to 

PP2AC. Extracts of untransfected and FLAG-CaMKIV expressing HEK-293A cells were 

incubated with normal rabbit IgG (IgG IPs), a polyclonal CaMKIV antibody (CaMKIV 

IPs), or anti-FLAG resin (FLAG IPs). Western analysis of the immune complexes 

demonstrated that endogenous PP2AC co-precipitated in the CaMKIV IPs from 

untransfected cells but not in the FLAG IPs from FLAG-CaMKIV expressing cells (Fig. 

13). Although more CaMKIV was present in the CaMKIV IPs from transfected cell 

lysates, when compared to CaMKIV IPs from untransfected cell lysates, the levels of 

PP2AC were similar, further confirming that ectopic CaMKIV does not associate with 

endogenous PP2AC. 

Given that regulatory B subunits are thought to direct PP2AC to specific substrates 

within the cell and that the initial purification of CaMKIV•PP2A complexes revealed the 

presence of PP2A holoenzymes containing a regulatory Bα subunit (135), we 

hypothesized that the Bα subunit may target PP2AC to CaMKIV. We also examined if 

Bδ, a regulatory subunit cloned by our laboratory that is 89% identical to Bα at the 

protein level (168), could promote the formation of CaMKIV•PP2A complexes. Western 

analysis of FLAG immune complexes from cells transfected with untagged CaMKIV or a 

combination of untagged CaMKIV and FLAG-Bα or FLAG-Bδ indicated that both 

regulatory B subunits could co-precipitate CaMKIV (Fig. 14). Our observation that Bα- 

and Bδ-containing holoenzymes interacted with CaMKIV led us to next examine the 

ability of these regulatory subunits to recruit endogenous PP2AC to FLAG-CaMKIV. To 

address this question, we performed CaMKIV immunoprecipitations from extracts of 

cells expressing untagged-Bα, untagged-Bδ, FLAG-CaMKIV, or a combination of
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Figure 13. PP2AC associates with endogenous, but not ectopic CaMKIV.  

HEK-293A cells were either untransfected (UT) or transfected with FLAG-CaMKIV 

(F-KIV). After 48 h, immunoprecipitations were performed from the cell lysates using 

rabbit IgG and protein A-Sepharose (IgG IPs), a CaMKIV rabbit antibody and protein 

A-Sepharose (CaMKIV IPs), or anti-FLAG agarose beads (FLAG IPs). Bound 

proteins were eluted with SDS buffer followed by immunoblot analysis with 

antibodies recognizing CaMKIV and PP2AC; an aliquot of each solubilized extract 

(Lysates) was also analyzed (n = 3). IgG heavy (upper panel) and light (lower panel) 

chains are noted. These data were generated by Kelie Reece. 
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Figure 14. The PP2A regulatory Bα and Bδ subunits interact with CaMKIV. 

A, Amino acid sequence alignment of the N-termini of the Bα and Bδ subunits is 

depicted. The boxed area represents the epitope to which the ‘‘Bα-specific” antibody 

was directed. The shaded boxed area indicates the percent amino acid sequence 

identity relative to Bδ. B, HEK-293A cells were transfected with empty vector (EV), 

untagged CaMKIV (KIV), or FLAG-tagged B subunit (F-Bα/F-Bδ) and KIV. At 48 h 

post-transfection, cells were lysed and FLAG immune complexes were isolated. 

Bound proteins were eluted with SDS sample buffer and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and 

Western using antibodies recognizing CaMKIV, the FLAG epitope, and PP2AC (n = 

9). These data were generated by Kelie Reece. 

 

A 
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FLAG-CaMKIV and either Bα or Bδ. Western analysis of FLAG immune complexes 

(FLAG IPs) from cells expressing FLAG-CaMKIV alone demonstrated that no 

endogenous PP2A Bα/δ or PP2AC associated with the kinase (Fig. 15). However, when 

Bα or Bδ was co-expressed with CaMKIV we observed that binding of these subunits to 

FLAG-CaMKIV enhanced the levels of endogenous PP2AC co-precipitating with 

CaMKIV. Thus, the regulatory B subunits, Bα and Bδ, promote the assembly of 

CaMKIV•PP2A complexes by recruiting PP2AC to the kinase. 

We next examined the regulation of ectopic CaMKIV phosphorylation in cells co-

expressing the regulatory Bα subunit. HEK-293FT cells expressing untagged CaMKIV 

alone or together with FLAG-Bα were stimulated with ionomycin for increasing amounts 

of time, and cellular lysates were analyzed for p-Thr200 levels by Western. In the 

absence of FLAG-Bα, ionomycin generated a rapid increase in ectopic phospho-CaMKIV 

levels at 5 min, which were followed by a slight decrease at 30 min (Fig. 16). 

Surprisingly, co-expression of FLAG-Bα failed to alter the ionomycin-induced p-Thr200 

profile, suggesting that the Bα-containing holoenzyme was unable to regulate CaMKIV 

phosphorylation at Thr200 under these experimental conditions. We next performed in 

vitro dephosphorylation assays to examine if Bα-containing PP2A holoenzymes can 

directly dephosphorylate p-Thr200. Phospho-FLAG-CaMKIV, purified from ionomycin 

stimulated HEK-293FT cells, was incubated with two forms of Bα-containing 

holoenzyme: ABαGSTC immobilized on resin and FLAG-peptide eluted ABαFLAGC. 

Following incubation in a reaction buffer supporting phosphatase activity, we observed 

no dephosphorylation of p-Thr200 (Fig. 17). The PP2A holoenzymes containing FLAG- 

Bα were catalytically active, as dephosphorylation of phospho-Histone H3 was observed
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Figure 15. The PP2A regulatory Bα and Bδ subunits recruit PP2AC to CaMKIV.  

HEK-293A cells were transfected with untagged Bα or Bδ alone, FLAG-CaMKIV (F-

KIV) alone, or a combination of F-KIV and untagged Bα or Bδ. Cells were lysed, 

followed by immunoprecipitation with anti-FLAG agarose beads and FLAG peptide 

elution of the bound proteins. Cell lysates (45 μg of protein) and FLAG peptide 

eluates were resolved by SDS-PAGE. Immunoblot analysis was carried out with 

antibodies recognizing CaMKIV, Bα/Bδ, and PP2AC (n = 4). *, denotes a non-specific 

band recognized by the secondary antibody. These data were generated by Kelie 

Reece. 
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Figure 16. Overexpression of Bα does not affect phospho-Thr200-CaMKIV levels 

in cells. 

HEK-293FT cells were transfected with pcDNA5/TO (Empty Vector), untagged 

CaMKIV, or untagged CaMKIV and FLAG-Bα. Cells were stimulated with 2 μM 

ionomycin (IONO) for increasing amounts of time (min) and then lysed in a buffer 

containing a cocktail of phosphatase inhibitors. Western analysis of clarified extracts 

was performed using antibodies recognizing phospho-T200-CaMKIV (P-KIV), 

CaMKIV (KIV), the FLAG epitope, and PP2Ac (n = 2). 
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Figure 17. ABαC does not dephosphorylate phospho-Thr200-CaMKIV in vitro. 

A, Dephosphorylation reactions were carried out by combining phospho-FLAG-

Thr200-CaMKIV purified from ionomycin-stimulated cells with buffer alone (Input), 

purified ABαGSTC (GST-Bα), or purified ABαFLAGC (FLAG-Bα). Following a 30 min 

incubation at 37
o
C, reactions were terminated with SDS sample buffer and subjected 

to immunoblot analysis using antibodies recognizing phospho-T200-CaMKIV (P-

FLAG-KIV), the FLAG epitope (FLAG-KIV), and PP2AC (n = 2). B, Quantification of 

the immunoblot in A for remaining P-FLAG-KIV signal (normalized to total FLAG-

KIV) relative to Input, which was set to 100. 

 

A 
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using the same reaction conditions (data not shown). Additional phosphatase assays 

demonstrated that the purified phospho-Thr200-FLAG-CaMKIV can be 

dephosphorylated, as incubation of the purified phospho-kinase with increasing amounts 

of cellular lysates led to dephosphorylation of p-Thr200 (Fig. 18). Interestingly, we also 

observed pThr200 dephosphorylation in the presence of purified PP2AC (Fig. 18). These 

observations indicate that the kinase was in a conformation susceptible to 

dephosphorylation. Collectively, our in vitro phosphatase assays support the notion that 

phospho-Thr200 is regulated by PP2AC; however, this site does not appear to be directly 

dephosphorylated by Bα-containing PP2A holoenzymes. The regulation of p-Thr200 by 

PP2A will require further studies and may be more complex than initially thought. 

Identification of CaMKIV•alpha4•PP2AC complexes in cells 

The inability to detect the presence of PP2AA in CaMKIV•PP2AC immune 

complexes isolated using the BL#2 antibody (data not shown) led us to examine the 

possibility that an atypical PP2A regulatory subunit may be present in the 

kinase•phosphatase complex. Specifically, we investigated whether alpha4 could 

associate with CaMKIV. Western analysis of FLAG immune complexes from HEK-

293FT cells expressing HA-CaMKIV and FLAG-alpha4 indicated that both endogenous 

PP2AC and HA-CaMKIV co-precipitated with FLAG-alpha4; we did not detect any HA-

CaMKIV non-specifically associating with the anti-FLAG resin (Fig. 19). To determine 

if an endogenous alpha4•CaMKIV complex existed in cells, we analyzed CaMKIV 

immune complexes from Jurkat T lymphocyte extracts for the presence of alpha4. Using 

a panel of antibodies to immunoprecipitate CaMKIV, we detected the presence of alpha4 
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Figure 18. Dephosphorylation of phospho-Thr200-CaMKIV in vitro. 

A, Dephosphorylation reactions were carried out by combining phospho-FLAG-

Thr200-CaMKIV purified from ionomycin-stimulated cells with buffer alone (Input), 

increasing amounts of HEK-293FT extract (Lysate; 0.1-50 μg), or purified PP2AC. 

Following a 60 min incubation at 37
o
C, reactions were terminated with SDS sample 

buffer and subjected to immunoblot analysis using antibodies recognizing phospho-

T200-CaMKIV (P-FLAG-KIV), the FLAG epitope (FLAG-KIV), and PP2Ac (n = 1). 

B, Quantification of the immunoblot in A for remaining P-FLAG-KIV signal 

(normalized to total FLAG-KIV) relative to Input, which was set to 100. 
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Figure 19. Alpha4 interacts with CaMKIV. 

HEK-293FT cells were transfected with HA-CaMKIV, FLAG-alpha4, or both HA-

CaMKIV and FLAG-alpha4. Clarified cell extracts were incubated with anti-FLAG 

agarose beads and bound proteins were eluted with SDS sample buffer. Western 

analysis of the FLAG eluates (FLAG IPs) and lysates was performed using antibodies 

recognizing the HA epitope (HA-CaMKIV), the FLAG epitope (FLAG-alpha4), and 

PP2AC (n = 2). *, denotes IgG heavy chain recognized by the secondary antibody. 
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only in BL#2-derived CaMKIV complexes, which also co-precipitates endogenous 

PP2AC (Fig. 20). Since alpha4 directly binds PP2AC, these data indicate that 

alpha4•PP2AC complexes may play a role in regulating CaMKIV function. 

Discussion 

CaMKIV plays important roles in memory, learning, T cell development, 

spermatogenesis, and follicular development (170-173). As such, understanding the 

molecular mechanisms that regulate CaMKIV signaling may provide insight into 

dysregulated neuronal and immune processes, as well as infertility and paternal age 

effects. A lack of reagents (e.g., phospho-specific antibodies) has hampered studies 

examining the activation and inactivation of CaMKIV. Although the phospho-Thr200-

CaMKIV antibody developed in collaboration with New England Peptide, Inc. allowed 

us to track the activation of ectopically expressed CaMKIV, it fell short in allowing us to 

monitor the activation of endogenous CaMKIV. However, our collaboration with Bethyl 

Laboratories, Inc., led to the generation of an antibody that specifically recognizes the 

phospho-Thr200 epitope within CaMKIV (Fig. 8). This antibody was used to study the 

kinetics of CaMKIV signaling, revealing that CaMKIV signaling in Jurkat T cells is 

tightly regulated by an associated, okadaic acid-sensitive PSTP (Fig. 9). Studies by our 

group and others have demonstrated that PP2A is the associated-PSTP (135,165,166). 

However, none of these studies examined the direct dephosphorylation of p-Thr200 by 

PP2AC or Bα-containing PP2A holoenzymes.  

The CaMKIV-PP2AC interaction appears to be regulated in response to cellular 

treatment with ionomycin and okadaic acid (Fig. 11). The lack of p-Thr200 signal in the 

BL#2-derived CaMKIV complexes could be because the phospho-signal was below the 
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Figure 20. CaMKIV•alpha4•PP2AC complexes exist in cells. 

CaMKIV immunoprecipitations from Jurkat T cell extracts was performed using 

control rabbit IgG, control mouse IgG, a panel of CaMKIV polyclonal antibodies 

(BL#1-4), and a CaMKIV monoclonal antibody (BDTL). Bound proteins were eluted 

with SDS sample buffer (Immunoprecipitations) and analyzed alongside starting 

material (Lysate) by Western using antibodies recognizing CaMKK, CaMKIV, 

alpha4, and PP2AC (n = 2). *, denotes IgG recognized by the secondary antibody. 
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limits of detection. Given that CaMKIV•PP2AC complexes can be isolated with 

microcystin-Sepharose (135), it is unlikely that okadaic acid binding disrupted the 

CaMKIV-PP2AC interaction. Instead, it appears that the ionomycin-induced increase in 

intracellular Ca
2+

 alters the kinase-phosphatase association. These unpublished data 

showing stimulus-induced changes in the endogenous CaMKIV-PP2AC interaction are 

consistent with a molecular model generated from our studies of ectopic CaMKIV. In this 

model, CaMKIV is constitutively bound to PP2AC to prevent activation of the kinase 

until a stimulus threshold is met, leading to Ca
2+

/CaM-mediated displacement of PP2AC 

and the subsequent phosphorylation of CaMKIV by activated CaMKK (166). An 

alternative explanation for the lack of pThr200 in BL#2-derived CaMKIV complexes is 

that BL#2 and BL#3 may target separate pools of CaMKIV. For example, BL#2 may 

isolate only PP2AC-bound inactive CaMKIV, whereas BL#3 may selectively target 

multiple conformations of CaMKIV and exclude the PP2AC-bound form.  

Unlike endogenous CaMKIV, which is inactivated by an associated PP2A, 

inactivation of ectopically-expressed CaMKIV is regulated by an okadaic acid-insensitive 

phosphatase (Figs. 12 and 13). Since the interaction of PP2AC and ectopic CaMKIV was 

enhanced following overexpression of Bα or Bδ subunits (Fig. 15), it is possible that 

cellular levels of these regulatory subunits may be insufficient to generate functional 

CaMKIV•PP2A complexes in the presence of excess CaMKIV. Nonetheless, these data 

further support the role regulatory B subunits play in targeting PP2AC to specific cellular 

substrates, and demonstrate that at least two different holoenzyme forms of PP2A can 

associate with CaMKIV (Fig. 14). Other PP2A substrates have been shown to interact 

with different holoenzyme forms, including the kinase Raf1, which interacts with Bα- 
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and Bδ-containing holoenzymes (137), and the neurotrophin receptor TrkA, which 

associates with B′β- and B′δ-containing holoenzymes (174). Despite the recruitment of 

PP2AC to CaMKIV in HEK-293A cells, we did not detect any difference in Thr200 

phosphorylation between ionomycin-stimulated HEK-293FT cells expressing CaMKIV 

and those co-expressing CaMKIV and FLAG-Bα (Fig. 16). Further examination of the 

ability of PP2A to dephosphorylate phospho-Thr200-CaMKIV in vitro revealed that Bα-

containing holoenzymes were unable to dephosphorylate p-Thr200 while purified PP2AC 

could (Figs. 17 and 18). These unpublished data indicate that different forms of PP2A 

may regulate CaMKIV phosphorylation, and suggest that the associated PP2A 

holoenzyme may not directly target the Thr200 site. 

Endogenous CaMKIV complexes isolated from Jurkat T cells not only contain 

endogenous PP2AC, but also alpha4, an atypical PP2A regulatory subunit (Fig. 20). The 

closely related CaMKII has also been shown to associate with alpha4•PP2AC complexes, 

signifying that this form of PP2A has precedent for playing a role in Ca
2+

-mediated, 

CaMK-dependent gene transcription (175). Interestingly, tissue specific knockout of 

alpha4 expression in the thymus generates T cells that exhibit impairments in CD3 

signaling, where CaMKIV has been shown to play a critical role in T cell maturation 

downstream of CD3 receptors, and abnormal development of the T cells in the thymus 

(176). Likewise, alpha4 plays a role in B lymphocyte maturation, where it was identified 

to play a role in the regulation of S6 kinase 1 (S6K1) by PP2A (177,178). In those 

studies, alpha4 failed to directly associate with S6K1 and required the presence of PP2AC 

to interact with S6K1, suggesting that alpha4 does not directly bind the kinase. Although 
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we did not test for a direct association of alpha4 with CaMKIV, we found that the 

CaMKIV-alpha4 interaction occurs only when PP2AC is present (Figs. 19 and 20).  

Alpha4 has been reported to enhance as well as inhibit phosphatase activity in a 

substrate-dependent fashion (179-182); however, newer studies have demonstrated a role 

for alpha4 in the biogenesis of PP2A holoenzymes. Viral-mediated deletion of alpha4 in 

mouse hepatocytes results in the loss of PP2AA and PP2AC protein levels, revealing that 

PP2A holoenzyme complexes are subject to rapid turnover, with alpha4 playing a role in 

binding inactive, core dimer- and holoenzyme-disrupted PP2AC to prevent the 

polyubiquitination and degradation of the liberated PP2AC (81,82,87,183). 

Alpha4•PP2AC complexes exhibit little to no phosphatase activity and most likely serve 

as a reserve of inactive PP2AC that is utilized to generate active core dimers and/or 

holoenzyme complexes when needed by the cell (87). While the precise role of 

alpha4•PP2AC complexes in regulating CaMKIV signaling remains unclear, it may work 

in concert with Bα- and Bδ-containing holoenzyme forms of PP2A to modulate CaMKIV 

activity at specific phospho-sites or direct the formation/disassembly of the holoenzymes 

that dephosphorylate CaMKIV residues. It is tantalizing to speculate that the PP2A 

holoenzymes regulate the phospho-state of the N-terminal serines in CaMKIV, which in 

turn modulates the permissibility of CaMKIV to phosphorylation at Thr200. Perhaps the 

role of alpha4•PP2AC complexes as regulators of CaM Kinases (i.e., CaMKII, CaMKIV) 

should be more generalized to signify their role in regulating CaM Kinase Kinase 

substrates, especially in light of recent data demonstrating that deletion of alpha4 

enhances levels of phospho-Thr172-AMPKα, a CaMK-like (CaMKL) kinase subfamily 

member recently found to be phosphorylated by CaMKKβ (183,184). 
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CHAPTER III 

REGULATION OF PP2A•RAF1 COMPLEXES AND  

IDENTIFICATION OF PUTATIVE BINDING PROTEINS  

RAF Background 

In screening for novel tumor-inducing viruses, Ulf Rapp identified a murine 

sarcoma virus, isolate 3611 (3611-MSV), that induced the formation of fibrosarcomas 

(185). He determined that the virus carried an oncogene encoding a protein lacking 

tyrosine kinase activity, which was peculiar at the time because tyrosine kinase activity 

was commonly associated with the products of oncovirus genomes (185). The viral-

induced rapidly accelerated fibrosarcoma (v-raf) gene had both murine and human 

homologs, termed C-RAF, that were later identified to code for proteins that harbor 

serine/threonine kinase activity (186). The human genome contains six RAF genes, A-

RAF-1, A-RAF-2, B-RAF-1, B-RAF-2, C-RAF-1, and C-RAF-2, where the genes denoted 

with a “2” are pseudogenes and those with a “1” code for the functional proteins A-Raf, 

B-Raf, and C-Raf/Raf1 (hereafter referred to as Raf1) (187-192). B-RAF-1 appears to 

represent the original precursor gene, retaining more features in common with 

Drosophila melanogaster RAF (D-Raf) and Caenorhabditis elegans RAF (lin-45) and 

first appearing in invertebrates (since yeast do not express any RAF kinases) (193). 

All three RAF isoforms share a common architectural structure containing three 

conserved regions (CR), known as CR1, CR2, and CR3 (Fig. 21). RAF proteins can be 

functionally divided into a regulatory amino-terminus, containing CR1 and CR2, and a 
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Figure 21. RAF kinase isoforms and functional domains. 

Schematic representation showing the functional domains present in Raf1/C-Raf (648 

amino acids), B-Raf (765 amino acids) and A-Raf (606 amino acids). The regulatory 

N-terminus of RAF proteins contains the Ras Binding and Cysteine Rich Domains 

within Conserved Region 1 (CR1; green) as well as the serine/threonine rich CR2 

(yellow), which contains the inhibitory Ser259 phosphorylation site. The C-terminal 

domain contains the Negative-charge regulatory region (N-region; blue), which 

harbors residues Ser338, Tyr340, and Tyr341 (in Raf1), and CR3 (red), the kinase 

domain. 
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catalytic carboxy-terminus that houses CR3. The N-terminus of RAF functionally 

suppresses kinase activity as a result of the cysteine-rich domain (CRD) in CR1 making 

contact with sequences in CR3 to generate an autoinhibitory conformation (194-196). 

Active, membrane-bound RAS dis-inhibits RAF’s autoinhibitory conformation by first 

associating with the RAS-binding domain (RBD) of RAF, also located within CR1, and 

then secondarily interacting with the CRD to disrupt the CRD-CR3 interaction (197). The 

association with RAS promotes the recruitment of RAF to membranes, a process 

facilitated by the presence of lipophilic binding domains in RAF. These domains exhibit 

differences in binding to particular lipids, which contributes to isoform-specific RAF 

functions (198-201). CR2 is a serine/threonine rich region containing important 

inhibitory phosphorylation sites that modulate RAS binding, as well as residues that 

mediate protein-protein interactions important in determining the localization of RAF. 

The C-terminus of RAF features the kinase domain (CR3) and a negative-charge 

regulatory region (N-region) just upstream of CR3 that is postulated to tightly associate 

with the catalytic domain to inhibit RAF activity (202).  

RAF Signaling 

RAF kinases play important roles in the integration of various signaling events, 

switching heterotrimeric G protein signaling and tyrosine kinase signaling to 

serine/threonine kinase signaling. Receptors that regulate RAF kinases include members 

of the G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinases 

(RTKs), and cytokine receptors that regulate intracellular protein tyrosine kinases 

(PTKs). The discovery of epidermal growth factor (EGF) by Nobel Laureate Stanley 

Cohen and the characterization of its receptor, by Cohen and Graham Carpenter at 
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Vanderbilt University, has been paramount to understanding the development of cancer 

and developing anti-cancer drugs (203,204). 

Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR, a.k.a. ErbB-1) is a cell-surface RTK 

that associates with several ligands to regulate a variety of cellular processes, including 

cell growth, proliferation, migration, and differentiation (205). Following formation of a 

ligand•RTK complex, EGFR undergoes a complex series of intra- and inter-molecular 

conformational shifts that switch the inactive monomeric RTK to an active homodimer or 

heterodimer (if EGFR associates with ErbB-2) (206,207). Reorientation of the 

intracellular kinase domains allows for transphosphorylation of the RTK activation loops 

and stabilization of the active state of the catalytic domain. Additional phosphorylation at 

other tyrosine residues along the cytoplasmic tail creates recruitment sites for the adaptor 

proteins Grb2 (growth factor receptor-bound protein 2) and Shc (Src homology 2 domain 

containing). Besides directly associating with activated EGFR, Grb2 can be indirectly 

recruited to the receptor by associating with EGFR-phosphorylated Shc (208). 

Interestingly, the presence of Shc governs which subgroups of mitogen-activated protein 

kinase (MAPK) pathways are activated downstream (209,210). The recruitment of Grb2 

complexes containing son of sevenless (SOS), a RAS guanine nucleotide exchange 

factor, to the plasma membrane facilitates the activation of RAS proteins (211).  

There are three RAS genes in humans giving rise to four RAS proteins (H-Ras, N-

Ras, K-Ras4A, K-Ras4B), which exhibit differences in their binding affinities to the 

RBDs of the various RAF isozymes and therefore differences in their ability to activate 

each RAF kinase (212,213) (Fig. 22). Additional differences in individual RAS proteins  
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Figure 22. Components of the MAPK signaling pathway. 

Schematic overview of the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) subgroup of 

MAPKs. RAF proteins (MAP3Ks) are activated by RAS proteins in response to 

receptor tyrosine kinase stimulation. Active RAF signals downstream to MEK 

proteins (MAP2Ks), which subsequently activate ERK proteins (MAPKs). Activated 

ERK regulates cell growth, differentiation, and development. Abbreviations: MAPK, 

mitogen-activated protein kinase; MAP2K, MAPK kinase; MAP3K, MAPK kinase 

kinase. 
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will be discussed further in Chapter IV. Activated RAF proteins phosphorylate and 

activate the dual-specificity MAPK/ERK kinases (MEK1 and MEK2) that are responsible 

for mediating the phosphorylation of threonine and tyrosine residues in the activation 

loop of extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERK1 and ERK2). Activated ERK1/2 can 

then regulate cytosolic or nuclear targets to modulate transcription, metabolism, and 

cytoskeletal rearrangements (214). 

The only widely accepted downstream targets of the mammalian RAF proteins in 

vitro and in vivo are MEK1 and MEK2. However, other substrates have been proposed, 

including the CDC25A phosphatase (215), the tumor-suppressor protein retinoblastoma 

(Rb) (216), and the inhibitor of nuclear factor (NF)-κB (IκB) (217). After initial reports 

that Raf1 could phosphorylate IκB, it was later discovered that a contaminant in the 

preparation, casein kinase II (CK2), was instead responsible for the phosphorylation of 

IκB (218). Unfortunately, the phosphorylation of CDC25A and Rb by Raf1 has not been 

studied further; thus, the biological relevance of these events is currently unclear. In line 

with the genetic evidence that B-RAF-1 evolutionarily preceded A-RAF-1 and C-RAF-1, 

several scientific observations suggest that B-Raf is the main activator of MEK in cells 

and that the other RAF isoforms play supportive roles (219). One such study 

demonstrated that B-Raf can activate MEK1 10-fold greater than Raf1, and 500-fold 

greater than A-Raf (220). Nevertheless, the modulatory effect of A-Raf and Raf1 on ERK 

signaling cannot be underestimated, as these isoforms appear to play key roles in 

determining the magnitude and duration of ERK activity and, ultimately, cell fate 

decisions (221). 
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Regulation of Raf1 

The regulation of Raf1 is complex, involving intramolecular interactions, 

phosphorylation and dephosphorylation events, and protein-protein interactions. In its 

basal, unstimulated state Raf1is phosphorylated at three inhibitory sites – Ser43, Ser259, 

and Ser621 (222). Phosphorylation of Ser43 by protein kinase A (PKA) prevents the 

association of RAS and Raf1, while binding of 14-3-3 proteins to phospho-Ser259 and 

phospho-Ser621 stabilizes contacts between the N-terminal and C-terminal domains to 

lock Raf1 in an autoinhibitory conformation (223). Paradoxically, the binding of 14-3-3 

to phospho-Ser621 also plays a critical role in the activation of Raf1, as mutation of this 

site has been shown to ablate kinase activity (222). Fortunately, recent studies have 

clarified the dual nature of this phospho-site. Ser621 must remain phosphorylated to 

allow binding of ATP to the active conformation of Raf1 and the association of 14-3-3 

with this residue acts to prevent its dephosphorylation by unknown protein phosphatases, 

which appears to result in proteasome-mediated degradation of Raf1 (224,225). These 

studies also confirmed earlier reports that Ser621 can be autophosphorylated by Raf1 or 

targeted for phosphorylation by mitogen-stimulated kinases (225). Since 14-3-3 must 

remain bound to phospho-Ser621, it is the displacement of 14-3-3 from phospho-Ser259 

that functions as an early step in the activation of Raf1 by RAS (Fig. 23). Both PP1 and 

PP2A have been implicated in the dephosphorylation of phospho-Ser259-Raf1, which 

relieves the autoinhibited state of Raf1 and promotes translocation of the kinase to 

different plasma membrane microdomains (226). Interactions between RAS and Raf1 at 

the plasma membrane leads to the phosphorylation of four other residues that are critical 

for full activation of Raf1: Ser338, Tyr341, Thr491, and Ser494. p21 activated kinases 
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Figure 23. Displacement of 14-3-3 and PP2A dephosphorylation of an inhibitory 

residue in Raf1 positively regulates MAPK signaling. 

14-3-3 dimers bind to phospho-Ser259 (P
259

) and phospho-Ser621 (P
621

) to lock 

cytosolic Raf1 in an autoinhibitory conformation that is associated with. The details 

are unclear, but the coordinated actions of GTP-bound KRas and PP2A displace 14-3-

3 and expose P
259

. PP2A holoenzymes containing Bα or Bδ subunits positively 

regulate this pathway by dephosphorylating P
259

, which relieves autoinhibitory 

contacts within Raf1 and promotes translocation of the kinase to the plasma 

membrane. Additional phosphorylation events and conformational changes lead to the 

full activation of Raf1 and promote signaling downstream to MEK1/2 and ERK1/2. 

Activated ERK1/2 facilitates phosphoactivation of transcription factors (e.g., ELK-1) 

responsible for immediate early gene expression. 
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(PAK1 and PAK2) have been implicated in the phosphorylation of Ser338, but other 

kinases may be involved (e.g., CK2, Raf1) (227,228). Src and Src-family kinases target 

Tyr341 for phosphorylation (229). The phosphorylation of Ser338 and Tyr341, located 

within the N-region of Raf1, creates a negative charge that relieves the autoinhibition 

imposed by the N-terminal domain, reconfigures the MEK1/2 binding sites, and stabilizes 

an active Raf1 conformation (195,230). Phosphorylation of the activation segment 

residues in CR3 (i.e., Thr491 and Ser494) by unknown kinases further stabilizes the 

active Raf1 conformation and exposes the catalytic cleft. These five activating phospho-

sites in Raf1 (i.e., Ser338, Tyr341, Thr491, Ser494, and Ser621) are functionally 

conserved in A-Raf. However, B-Raf exhibits a constant negative charge in its N-region, 

containing a constitutively phosphorylated Ser445 and an aspartic acid in lieu of a 

tyrosine (Asp448), which is responsible for the elevated basal activity of B-Raf relative to 

Raf1 (231). 

Raf1 interacts with ABαC and ABδC holoenzymes 

As previously mentioned, dephosphorylation of phospho-Ser259 by PSTPs 

promotes translocation of Raf1 to the plasma membrane and its association with RAS. A 

report from the Baccarini group not only confirmed prior studies by other groups that 

PP2A can regulate Raf1 phosphorylation (226), but also established a physical interaction 

between Raf1 and the PP2A core dimer (i.e., AC) in cells (136). While no PP2A 

regulatory B subunit was implicated in this PP2A•Raf1 complex, a genetic screen 

examining RAS-mediated C. elegans vulval development showed that a B subunit gene 

(i.e., sur-6) acted downstream of, or in parallel with, RAS and upstream of lin-45 (i.e., 

RAF) to positively regulated RAS signaling (232). Our studies of Bα (i.e., mammalian 
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homolog of C. elegans SUR-6) and the closely related Bδ indicated that Bα- and Bδ-

containing holoenzymes upregulate Raf1 activity by associating with the kinase and 

dephosphorylating the inhibitory phospho-Ser259 residue (137). However, the signaling 

events that regulate ABαC•Raf1 and ABδC•Raf1 complexes to promote Raf1-MEK-ERK 

signaling remain poorly understood. 

The initial characterization of a PP2A•Raf1 complex in BAC-1.2F5 cells, a 

murine macrophage cell line, indicated that the formation of this complex was unaffected 

by mitogenic stimulation with CSF-1 (136). However, subsequent studies by this same 

group demonstrated that EGF stimulates the association of Raf1 and PP2AC in both 

cytosolic and membrane fractions of COS-1 cells (233). Furthermore, studies from the 

Morrison laboratory demonstrated that the PP2A core dimer was constitutively bound to 

Raf1 in Cos cells and that the binding of the regulatory B subunit was promoted 

following stimulation with platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) (147). Together, these 

data suggest that PP2A-Raf1 interactions may be regulated through distinct mechanisms 

that are dependent on the cell type as well as the cell stimulus. Our prior studies indicate 

that Bα-Raf1 and Bδ-Raf1 interactions are enhanced by 47% and 38%, respectively, 

following EGF treatment (137). Therefore, we decided to further examine the regulatory 

mechanisms controlling ABαC-Raf1 and ABδC-Raf1 interactions. 

In this chapter, I present data demonstrating EGF-dependent changes in the 

ABδC-Raf1 interaction and stimulus-induced alterations in Raf1 activity in cells 

overexpressing Bδ. Since these changes were relatively small and often variable, we 

utilized cell-permeable, chemical crosslinkers to capture transient associations in 

ABδC•Raf1 complexes. Although we observed enhanced binding of ABδC and Raf1 
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with one crosslinker, we did not observe a difference in the ABδC-Raf1 interactions 

between crosslinker treated and untreated samples. Using mass spectrometry to identify 

PP2A-interacting proteins, we determined that different crosslinkers stabilize 

overlapping, but distinct ABδC interactomes. Using the crosslinker that enhanced ABδC-

Raf1 interactions, we examined ABδC, Raf1, and the ABδC•Raf1 complex for novel 

binding partners. These unpublished proteomic studies on ABδC•Raf1-interacting 

proteins identified several putative candidates that await further characterization to 

determine if they regulate the ABδC•Raf1 complex. Lastly, I present evidence revealing 

an association between AB′βC and Raf1 that suggest other PP2A holoenzymes may be 

involved in the complex regulation of Raf1 function.  

Materials and Methods 

Antibodies and reagents 

The mouse anti-FLAG M2 antibody, mouse anti-FLAG M2 affinity gel and 

FLAG peptide were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Human epidermal growth 

factor (EGF) and Protein G-Sepharose 4B conjugate were from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, 

CA). Rabbit anti-Raf1 (sc-133) and goat anti-ERK2 (C-14-G) antibodies were from Santa 

Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA). Rabbit anti-phospho-p44/42 MAPK 

(ERK1/2; pThr202/pTyr204) was from Cell Signaling Technology, Inc. (Danvers, MA). 

Monoclonal PP2AC and Raf1 (53/c-Raf-1) antibodies were from BD Transduction 

Laboratories (San Diego, CA). Generation of rabbit PP2AA antibodies was previously 

described (234). Secondary antibodies for fluorescence detection were from Rockland 

(Gilbertsville, PA) or Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). Normal rabbit IgG (sc-3888) and 
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mouse IgG (catalog #553452) were from Santa Cruz and BD Pharmingen, respectively. 

Bio-Rad Protein Assay Dye Reagent Concentrate for Bradford protein assays was from 

Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc. (Hercules, CA). Odyssey Blocking Buffer was from LI-COR 

(Lincoln, NE). Dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate) (DSP) and dithiobis-maleimidoethane 

(DTME) were from Thermo Scientific Pierce (Rockford, IL). All other reagents were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) or Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. 

(Lafayette, CO).  

Cell culture and induction 

Monoclonal cell lines stably expressing tetracycline-inducible expression 

plasmids encoding Bα-FLAG, Bδ-FLAG, or FLAG-B′β, as well as control cell lines 

stably expressing pcDNA5/TO, were described previously (137). Expression of PP2A B 

subunits was accomplished by treating the respective cells with 1 µg/ml tetracycline for 

20-48 h at 37
o
C. Wildtype C57BL/6 mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were a kind 

gift from Dr. Catrin Pritchard (University of Leicester; Leicester, United Kingdom). 

Stable cells were maintained at 37
o
C and 5% CO2 in DMEM supplemented with 10% 

fetal bovine serum, 5 µg/mL blasticidin, and 175 µg/mL hygromycin B; MEFs were 

maintained in similar conditions in the absence of antibiotics. 

Regulation of Raf1-BδFLAG interactions 

  Control and Bδ-FLAG stable cells were treated with tetracycline and then serum 

starved for 20 h prior to treatment with 50 ng/ml EGF. Cells were washed twice with ice-

cold PBS, pH 7.4 and then lysed using ice-cold Buffer B (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 137 

mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 1% Igepal CA-630) containing inhibitors (17 µg/ml 
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aprotinin, 10 µM leupeptin, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 1 mM Na3VO4). 

Clarified lysates were generated following centrifugation at 16,300xg for 10 min at 4
o
C. 

For FLAG immunoprecipitations, the clarified lysates were gently rotated with 20 µl of a 

50% slurry of resin for 4 h at 4
o
C. Bound proteins were washed three times with 200 µl 

Buffer B lacking inhibitors and eluted with 2xSDS sample buffer. 

In cell crosslinking 

For each experiment, crosslinkers were freshly prepared as a 20 mM solution in 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and subsequently diluted to the indicated, final working 

concentrations in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.0 containing 10 mM EDTA. 

Cells were washed twice with room temperature PBS pH 7.0 + EDTA and then incubated 

at room temperature with PBS + EDTA containing DMSO, 0.5 mM DSP (or the 

indicated concentration), 1.0 mM DTME (or the indicated concentration), or 0.5 mM 

DSP and 1.0 mM DTME for 10-30 min at 25
o
C. The crosslinker solution was then 

removed by gentle aspiration and cells were subsequently incubated for 10-15 minutes at 

25
o
C with quenching solution (50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.4 and 5 mM L-Cysteine). 

Quenching solution was then removed and cells were lysed in ice-cold RIPA (50 mM 

Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Igepal CA-630, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, and 

0.1% SDS) or ice-cold RIPA
++

 (RIPA containing 30 mM NaF, 40 mM β-

glycerophosphate, and 20 mM sodium pyrophosphate) containing inhibitors (17 µg/ml 

aprotinin, 10 µM leupeptin, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 1 mM Na3VO4). 

Clarified lysates were generated following centrifugation at 16,300xg for 10 min at 4
o
C. 

Samples to be reduced were incubated with 50 mM DTT for 30 min at 37
o
C and diluted 

with 5xSDS sample buffer containing β-mercaptoethanol (βME) prior to heating to 95
o
C 
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for 5 min. Non-reduced samples were prepared by adding additional lysis buffer, in lieu 

of DTT, and diluted with 5xNon-reducing sample buffer (250 mM Tris, pH 6.8, 20% 

glycerol, 5% SDS, and 0.02% bromophenol blue), without heating above 25
o
C. Non-

crosslinker treated cells were washed twice with ice-cold PBS, pH 7.4 and then lysed 

using ice-cold Buffer B containing inhibitors and prepared using 5xSDS sample buffer 

containing βME. For FLAG immunoprecipitations, the clarified lysates were gently 

rotated with 15 µl of a 50% slurry of resin for 4 h at 4
o
C. Bound proteins were washed 

three times with 300 µl of the respective lysis buffer lacking inhibitors and eluted with 

2xSDS sample buffer. 

In vitro crosslinking 

  Following induction of Bδ-FLAG expression, cells were lysed in Buffer B 

containing inhibitors. FLAG immunoprecipitations were carried out using 15 µl of a 50% 

slurry of resin and incubated for 4 h at 4
o
C with rotation. Bound proteins were washed 

three times with 300 µl Buffer B lacking inhibitors and then incubated with the indicated 

concentration of crosslinker(s) for 30 min at 25
o
C with agitation every 5 min. Bound 

proteins were washed three times with 300 µl Buffer B lacking inhibitors and eluted with 

2xSDS sample buffer. 

Silver and Colloidal Blue staining 

  Following treatment with tetracycline, control and Bδ-FLAG cells were treated 

with crosslinker as described above. For FLAG immunoprecipitations, the clarified 

lysates were gently rotated with 15 µl of a 50% slurry of anti-FLAG resin for 4 h at 4
o
C. 

Bound proteins were washed three times with 300 µl RIPA or RIPA
++

 buffer and eluted 
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with 2xSDS sample buffer containing 50 mM DTT (Silver) or 25 µl RIPA
++

 containing 

50 mM DTT followed by a 30 min incubation at 37
o
C with agitation (Colloidal Blue). 

Colloidal Blue samples were subsequently mixed with 5xSDS sample buffer and heated 

at 95
o
C for 5 min. Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and visualized by Silver Stain 

(235) or Colloidal Blue staining (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. 

Tandem affinity purification 

  Using four plates (10-cm) of control or Bδ-FLAG cells per immunoprecipitation, 

tetracycline-induced cells were treated with crosslinker as described above. Clarified 

lysates of the same cell type were pooled and incubated with 60 µl of a 50% slurry of 

anti-FLAG resin and incubated for 4 h at 4
o
C with rotation. FLAG immune complexes 

were washed twice with 500 µl RIPA
++

 lacking inhibitors and once with 500 µl Buffer B 

lacking inhibitors. Bound proteins were eluted with 500 µl Buffer B containing 100 

µg/ml FLAG peptide for 1 h at 4
o
C with rotation. A portion of eluted proteins (10 µl) was 

reserved for subsequent analysis and diluted with 5xSDS sample buffer. The remaining 

eluate was transferred to a new eppendorf and incubated with 250 ng mouse anti-Raf1 

antibody plus 200 ng rabbit anti-Raf1 antibody overnight at 4
o
C with rotation. Samples 

were then incubated with 15 µl of a 50% slurry of Protein G-Sepharose 4B for 1.25 h at 

4
o
C with rotation. Bound proteins were washed three times with 300 µl Buffer B, eluted 

with 15 µl 2xSDS sample buffer, and analyzed by Western. 
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Mass spectrometry 

  Using four plates (10-cm) of control or Bδ-FLAG cells per immunoprecipitation, 

tetracycline-induced cells were treated with crosslinker as described above. Clarified 

lysates of the same cell type were pooled and incubated with 2.5 µg normal mouse IgG 

plus 2.0 µg normal rabbit IgG, 2.5 µg mouse anti-Raf1 antibody plus 2.0 µg rabbit anti-

Raf1 antibody, or 75 µl of a 50% slurry anti-FLAG resin (FLAG IPs). Raf1/IgG 

immunoprecipitations were incubated 3.5 h at 4
o
C with rotation and subsequently 

incubated with 20 µl of a 50% slurry Protein G-Sepharose 4B for 1 h at 4
o
C with rotation. 

Raf1/IgG immune complexes and single-step FLAG IPs were washed four times with 

500 µl RIPA
++

 lacking inhibitors and bound proteins eluted with 80 µl RIPA
++

 containing 

50 mM DTT with incubation at 37
o
C for 40 min and agitation every 5 min. Eluted 

proteins were transferred to a new eppendorf and submitted for mass spectrometry 

analysis.  

  FLAG IPs destined for tandem affinity purification were incubated 4 h at 4
o
C 

with rotation and then washed three times with 500 µl RIPA
++

 lacking inhibitors and once 

with 500 µl Buffer B lacking inhibitors. Bound proteins were eluted with 500 µl Buffer B 

containing 100 µg/ml FLAG peptide for 1 h at 4
o
C with rotation. The remaining eluate 

was transferred to a new eppendorf and incubated with 750 ng mouse anti-Raf1 antibody 

plus 600 ng rabbit anti-Raf1 antibody overnight at 4
o
C with rotation. Samples were then 

incubated with 20 µl of a 50% slurry Protein G-Sepharose 4B for 1 h at 4
o
C with rotation. 

Bound proteins were washed three times with 300 µl Buffer B, eluted with 40 µl 2xSDS 

sample buffer and submitted for mass spectrometry analysis.  
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  Proteins were either eluted using RIPA
++

 buffer containing 50 mM DTT (Fig. 33) 

or 2xSDS sample buffer (Table 2). The DTT-eluted proteins were precipitated using 25% 

TCA (w/v), washed twice with ice cold acetone, and then subjected to in solution trypsin 

digestion in 2 M urea. The SDS solubilized samples were resolved approximately 1 cm 

onto a 10% Novex protein gel (Life Technologies) and then stained with Colloidal 

Blue. The entire contents of each immunoprecipitation were subjected to an in-gel trypsin 

digestion. Resulting peptides were analyzed by a 70 minute data dependent LC-MS/MS 

analysis. Briefly, peptides were autosampled onto a 200 mm by 0.1 mm (Jupiter 3 

micron, 300A), self-packed analytical column coupled directly to an LTQ 

(ThermoFisher) using a nanoelectrospray source and resolved using an aqueous to 

organic gradient. A series of full scan mass spectrum followed by 5 data-dependent 

tandem mass spectra (MS/MS) were collected throughout the run and dynamic exclusion 

was enabled to minimize acquisition of redundant spectra. MS/MS spectra were searched 

via SEQUEST against a human database (UniprotKB – reference proteome set) that also 

contained reversed versions for each of the entries (236). Identifications were filtered and 

collated at the protein level using IDPicker version 1.0 (237) or Scaffold version 3.3.1 

(Proteome Software Inc.; Portland, Oregon). 

Western analysis 

  See “Materials and Methods” in Chapter IV for details of this methodology. 

Statistics 

Statistical comparisons were performed using GraphPad Prism version 4.03 

(GraphPad Software; San Diego, CA). 
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Results 

EGF-induced changes in PP2A-Raf1 interactions and Raf1 activity 

To address the molecular mechanism(s) that regulates ABδC-mediated 

dephosphorylation of Raf1, we exploited monoclonal HEK-293 TREx cells that can be 

induced (via tetracycline) to express a C-terminal, FLAG-tagged Bδ regulatory subunit 

(Bδ-FLAG) (137). Following induction with tetracycline (36-48 h), serum-starved control 

cells and Bδ-FLAG cells were stimulated with 50 ng/ml EGF and solubilized extracts 

were monitored for changes in phospho-ERK1/2, a readout of upstream Raf1 activity, by 

Western. Control cells demonstrated a robust increase at 5 min followed by a time-

dependent decrease in phospho-ERK1/2 levels (Fig. 24). Consistent with published 

findings from our laboratory (137), expression of Bδ-FLAG significantly enhanced ERK 

phosphorylation at several time points (Fig. 24). Western analysis of the FLAG immune 

complexes demonstrated the presence of Bδ-FLAG•Raf1 complexes in unstimulated cells 

and a subtle, but statistically significant, EGF-induced decrease in their interaction 

between the 30 min and 120/240 min time points (Fig. 25). Surprisingly, changes in the 

association of Bδ-containing PP2A holoenzymes (ABδFLAGC) and Raf1 did not 

temporally correlate with the observed differences in ERK phosphorylation (Fig. 24). A 

number of assay conditions were manipulated to optimize and enhance the relatively 

weak levels of Raf1 found in the FLAG immune complexes, but despite slight gains in 

total Raf1 signal, the data trends remained unchanged (data not shown). 

In addition to monitoring PP2A-Raf1 interactions in stimulated cells, we also 

examined EGF-induced changes in Raf1 kinase activity using an in vitro MEK 
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Figure 24. Elevated cellular levels of Bδ enhance ERK1/2 phosphorylation. 

A, Control (Empty Vector) and Bδ-FLAG monoclonal cell lines were treated with 

tetracycline for 24 h and then serum-starved overnight in serum-free medium 

containing fresh tetracycline. Prior to harvest, cells were treated with 50 ng/mL EGF 

for increasing amounts of time (min). Cell lysates were analyzed by Western with 

antibodies recognizing phospho-ERK1/2 (P-ERK1/2), ERK2, and the FLAG epitope 

(Bδ-FLAG). B, Quantification of phospho-ERK1/2 levels normalized to total ERK2 

from Control (blue bars) and Bδ-FLAG (red bars) extracts relative to unstimulated 

control cells, which were set to 1. Two-way analysis of variance followed by Tukey 

post- tests identified statistically significant elevations in ERK1/2 phosphorylation: *, 

p < .05; **, p < .01 (n = 4). 
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Figure 25. EGF stimulation of cells disrupts ABδC-Raf1 interactions. 

A, Cellular extracts from Fig. 24 were incubated with anti-FLAG resin and bound 

proteins were eluted with SDS sample buffer. Immunoblot analysis of FLAG eluates 

was performed using antibodies recognizing Raf1 and the FLAG epitope (Bδ-FLAG). 

*, heavy chain IgG. B, Quantification of Raf1 present in FLAG immune complexes 

normalized to levels of Bδ-FLAG as compared to unstimulated Bδ-FLAG samples, 

which were set to 1. One-way analysis of variance followed by Tukey post-tests 

identified statistically significant differences in Raf1 binding: *, p < .05; **, p < .01 (n 

= 4). 

 

A 

B 
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phosphorylation assay. Raf1 immune complexes from EGF-stimulated Bδ-FLAG cells 

exhibited a small increase in kinase activity (~50-60%) relative to EGF-treated control 

cells (data not shown). We also discovered that expression of constitutively active MEK 

prevented an EGF-induced increase in Raf1 activity (data not shown). Additionally, we 

observed a small decrease (~30-35%) in the binding of PP2A and Raf1 in Bδ-FLAG cells 

expressing constitutively active MEK (data not shown), implicating an unknown 

feedback loop in the control of ABδFLAGC•Raf1 complexes. Prior findings from our 

group have demonstrated that the association of the regulatory Bα/δ subunit and PP2AC 

with Raf1 immune complexes was enhanced following EGF treatment (137), but given 

the relatively small difference and variability of these assays, we concluded that 

alterations in the PP2A•Raf1 complex may be quite dynamic and difficult to capture. 

Therefore, we employed cell-permeable chemical crosslinkers to trap transient 

ABδFLAGC-Raf1 interactions following EGF stimulation. 

“ReCLIP’ing” ABδFLAGC and Raf1 interacting proteins 

Transient protein-protein interactions can be strong or weak in magnitude and 

temporally fast or slow. Purification of labile protein complexes can be accomplished 

using Reversible Cross-Link Immuno-Precipitation (ReCLIP), a relatively new method 

developed by the Reynolds group at Vanderbilt University (238). By coupling ReCLIP 

with mass spectrometry, transient binding partners for any given protein can be identified 

in an unbiased, discovery-based approach. In our application of ReCLIP, we utilized cell-

permeable, thiol-cleavable homobifunctional crosslinkers with distinct reactive 

chemistries. Dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate) (DSP, a.k.a. Lamont’s Reagent) has a 12 

Å spacer arm and reacts with primary amines (found in lysine residues as well as the N-
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terminal methionine residue) at pH 7-9 to form stable amide bonds; dithiobis-

maleimidoethane (DTME) has a 13.3 Å spacer arm and reacts with sulfhydryl groups 

(found in cysteine residues) at pH 6.5-7.5 to form stable thioether bonds (Fig. 26). There 

are three potential outcomes for proteins reacting with DSP or DTME: i) crosslinking of 

residues on the same protein (intra-molecular crosslinking), ii) crosslinking of residues 

between two different proteins (inter-molecular crosslinking), and iii) reaction of one end 

of the crosslinker with an amino acid while the second reactive group fails to react with 

another amino acid (dead-end crosslinking) (Fig. 27).  

To establish the legitimacy of this method to effectively crosslink cellular proteins 

of interest to us (i.e., Raf1 and Bδ), wildtype mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were 

treated with increasing doses of DSP and analyzed by Western under non-reducing 

conditions. Raf1 exhibited a dose-dependent shift towards higher molecular weight, 

crosslinked complexes, which were readily reversed following reduction of the thiol bond 

within the DSP spacer arm with dithiothreitol (DTT) (Fig. 28). We then monitored Raf1 

crosslinking in the presence of increasing doses of DSP, DTME, or both DSP and DTME 

in cells expressing Bδ-FLAG. These experiments revealed the minimal concentration of 

crosslinker needed to crosslink the majority of Raf1 (i.e., 1 mM DSP and 0.5 mM 

DTME) and also suggested that different Raf1 interactomes could be isolated in a 

crosslinker-dependent manner (Fig. 29). Similar results were obtained when examining 

crosslinked Bδ-FLAG complexes from cells expressing this PP2A regulatory subunit 

(data not shown). We next examined the effect of the chemical crosslinkers on the 

association of ABδFLAGC and Raf1. Analysis of FLAG immune complexes from 

untreated Bδ-FLAG cells solubilized in a mild lysis buffer (i.e., Buffer B) indicated that  
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Figure 26. Properties of chemical crosslinking reagents. 

The chemical structure, name, molecular weight (MW), spacer arm length, 

and coupling reactions of DSP (top) and DTME (bottom) are shown. 
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Figure 27. Crosslinking of primary amines by the chemical crosslinking 

reagent DSP. 

There are three potential outcomes when crosslinking proteins with DSP. 

Intra-molecular crosslinking: crosslinking of primary amines on the same 

protein (Peptide 2). Inter-molecular crosslinking: crosslinking of primary 

amines between two different proteins (Peptide 1 and 2). Dead-end 

crosslinking: reaction of one end of the crosslinker with a primary amine on 

one protein (Peptide 1) while the second reactive group fails to react with 

another primary amine. 
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Figure 28. Intracellular crosslinking of Raf1 with DSP. 

Wildtype C57BL/6 mouse embryonic fibroblasts were treated with solutions 

lacking (0 mM) or containing increasing concentrations of DSP (0.1-2.0 mM). 

Nonreduced and Reduced cell extracts were prepared and analyzed by 

Western using a Raf1 antibody (n = 3). 
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Figure 29. Comparison of intracellular crosslinking of Raf1 using DSP, DTME, 

or both DSP and DTME. 

Bδ-FLAG monoclonal cell lines were treated with tetracycline for 36-48 h and then 

incubated with solutions lacking (0 mM) or containing the indicated concentrations of 

DSP, DTME, or both DSP and DTME. Immunoblot analysis of nonreduced cell 

extracts were performed using a Raf1 antibody (n = 3). 
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endogenous Raf1, as well as the structural (PP2AA) and catalytic (PP2AC) subunits of 

PP2A, co-precipitated with the regulatory Bδ-FLAG subunit; these proteins were not 

detected in FLAG immune complexes from empty vector-expressing cells (Fig. 30A, top 

panel). FLAG immune complexes from Bδ-FLAG cells treated with vehicle (i.e., DMSO) 

and solubilized in a stringent lysis buffer (i.e., RIPA buffer) co-precipitated much less 

Raf1 when compared to the FLAG immune complexes isolated from cells lysed in Buffer 

B. Crosslinking with DSP enhanced the amount of Raf1, PP2AA and PP2AC co-

precipitating with Bδ-FLAG, indicating that DSP stabilized both ABδFLAGC-Raf1 

interactions and interactions between the core dimer and regulatory subunit. Crosslinking 

with DTME or both DSP and DTME drastically enhanced the association of Raf1 with 

Bδ-FLAG. However, a dramatic loss of BδFLAG-associated PP2AA and PP2AC was 

observed following DTME treatment and a mild loss of these subunits was observed in 

immune complexes from cells treated with both DSP and DTME. As expected, Western 

analysis of cellular extracts for Raf1 under non-reducing and reducing conditions 

revealed the effectiveness and reversibility of the crosslinking with DSP, DTME, and 

DSP plus DTME (Fig. 30A, middle and bottom panels). 

The loss of BδFLAG-associated PP2AA and PP2AC subunits following DTME 

treatment was unexpected. To rule out the possibility that this was due to crosslinker-

modified epitopes that would result in a loss of antibody binding to the target proteins 

and a subsequent inability to detect these proteins by Western, we silver stained SDS-

polyacrylamide gels containing ABδFLAGC holoenzymes isolated from DTME treated 

cells. Silver stain analysis revealed that DTME dose-dependently decreased the amount 

of PP2AA and PP2AC subunits co-precipitating with the Bδ-FLAG subunit (Fig. 31), thus  
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Figure 30. DTME enhances the association of Bδ-FLAG and Raf1, but disrupts Bδ-

FLAG binding to the PP2A core dimer. 

A, Control (EV) and Bδ-FLAG (Bδ) cells were treated with tetracycline for 36-48 h and then 

solubilized without treatment (NONE) or following incubation with solutions lacking (DMSO) 

or containing crosslinker [1 mM DSP, 0.5 DTME, or 1 mM DSP and 0.5 mM DTME 

(BOTH)] using low stringency (Buffer B; B.B.) or high stringency (RIPA
++

)  lysis buffers. 

Extracts were incubated with FLAG resin and bound proteins were washed with the 

appropriate lysis buffer before being eluted with SDS sample buffer. Western analysis of 

FLAG immune complexes (FLAG IPs) (upper panel) and lysates prepared under Nonreducing 

(middle panel) or Reducing (lower panel) conditions was performed using antibodies 

recognizing Raf1, PP2AA, the FLAG epitope (Bδ-FLAG), and PP2AC (n = 2). *, DSP 

crosslinked Bδ-FLAG recognized by the secondary antibody, see Fig. 32. B, Quantification of 

the above immunoblot for FLAG resin bound Raf1, PP2AA, and PP2AC normalized to Bδ-

FLAG levels and compared to FLAG immune complexes from untreated Bδ-FLAG cells 

(NONE), which were set to 100. 

A 

B 
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Figure 31. DTME does not modify the PP2AA and PP2AC antibody binding 

epitopes. 

Control (EV) and Bδ-FLAG (Bδ) cells were cultured with tetracycline for 36-48 h 

and then treated with solutions lacking (0 mM) or containing increasing 

concentrations of DTME (0.1-0.5 mM). FLAG immune complexes isolated from 

solubilized EV and Bδ extracts were eluted with SDS sample buffer and analyzed 

by silver staining SDS-polyacrylamide gels (Silver Stain) or Western analysis 

(Immunoblot) using Raf1, PP2AA, FLAG, and PP2AC antibodies (n = 1). 
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demonstrating that the crosslinking treatment did not mask an antibody binding epitope. 

We also observed a parallel increase in Raf1 binding to Bδ-FLAG, thereby confirming 

earlier results that crosslinking of cysteines enhances the association of Bδ-FLAG and 

Raf1 while simultaneously disrupting PP2AA and PP2AC interactions with the Bδ subunit 

(Fig. 31). To address the possibility that DTME acted in situ to actively disrupt 

preformed ABδFLAGC holoenzymes, we treated purified, FLAG resin-bound ABδFLAGC 

complexes with the crosslinkers and examined bound proteins following several washes 

with Buffer B. When compared to ABδFLAGC complexes treated with buffer only 

(NONE), the presence of the crosslinker (DSP, DTME, or both DSP and DTME) did not 

alter the binding of PP2AA and PP2AC with Bδ-FLAG (Fig. 32). Based on these findings, 

we concluded that DTME does not disrupt heterotrimeric BδFLAG-containing 

holoenzymes in vitro. Since DTME enhanced ABδFLAGC-Raf1 interactions, we moved 

forward to investigate if transient, EGF-dependent changes in PP2A-Raf1 binding could 

be stabilized in the presence of DTME. Previous studies revealed that 1 mM DSP 

effectively crosslinks over 71% of the Raf1 proteins and 84% of the Bδ-FLAG proteins 

within 5 min of treatment, highlighting the rapidity with which these crosslinkers work 

(data not shown). BδFLAG-expressing cells stimulated with EGF for increasing amounts of 

time and then treated with DTME displayed enhanced BδFLAG-Raf1 interactions (data not 

shown); however, the trends in binding between Bδ-FLAG and Raf1 did not overtly 

differ from the data generated in the absence of crosslinker (Fig. 25). 
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Figure 32. DTME does not disrupt heterotrimeric Bδ-FLAG-containing 

holoenzymes in vitro. 

FLAG resin-bound ABδFLAGC complexes were treated in vitro with buffer only 

(NONE) or crosslinker (1.0 mM DSP, 0.5 mM DTME, or 1.0 mM DSP and 0.5 mM 

DTME (BOTH)) for 30 min at 25
o
C with agitation. Bound proteins were washed and 

then eluted with SDS sample buffer. Samples were analyzed by Western using 

antibodies recognizing PP2AA, the FLAG epitope (Bδ-FLAG), or PP2AC (n = 2). *, 

DSP crosslinked Bδ-FLAG. 
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Proteomic analysis of ReCLIP’d samples 

To identify novel ABδC and Raf1 interacting proteins that could be important in 

regulating PP2A•Raf1 complexes, we performed proteomic analyses on samples isolated 

from cells treated with crosslinker. The reversible nature of the thiol bond within DSP 

and DTME allowed us to selectively release crosslinked binding partners and discard the 

beads, conjugated antibody, and antibody bound Bδ-FLAG itself. FLAG immune 

complexes from control and BδFLAG-expressing cells treated with crosslinker (DSP, 

DTME, and DSP plus DTME) were incubated with 50 mM DTT to release crosslinked 

proteins. An aliquot of each eluate was subjected to SDS-PAGE followed by Colloidal 

Blue staining, which revealed several potential Bδ-FLAG binding partners (Fig. 33). The 

remainder of the eluates were submitted for analysis by the Proteomics Core of the Mass 

Spectrometry Research Center at Vanderbilt University. A high number of peptides 

matching the PP2A Aα, Aβ, Cα, and Bδ subunits were identified in the DTT eluates from 

Bδ-FLAG immune complexes (Table 1). After taking into account peptides identified in 

the DTT eluates from control immune complexes, we identified 76 proteins that were 

crosslinked to Bδ-FLAG: 26 proteins identified with DSP, 52 with DTME, and 43 with 

DSP plus DTME (Fig. 34). A short list of putative Bδ-FLAG binding proteins, including 

some that were unique to each crosslinker treatment group, is shown in Table 1; a full list 

of putative binding proteins can be obtained from Dr. Brian Wadzinski at Vanderbilt 

University. 

Since peptides corresponding to Raf1 were not identified in the previous screen, a 

second set of proteomic samples was generated using only DTME as the crosslinker, 

which drastically enhanced the association of Bδ-FLAG with Raf1 (Fig. 30). Three sets  
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Figure 33. Colloidal Blue analysis of DTT-eluted FLAG immune complexes 

isolated from crosslinker treated Bδ-FLAG cells. 

Bδ-FLAG (Bδ-F) and control (EV) cells were incubated with tetracycline for 36-

48 h and then treated with crosslinker (1.0 mM DSP, 0.5 mM DTME, or 1.0 mM 

DSP and 0.5 mM DTME (BOTH)).  Solubilized extracts were incubated with anti-

FLAG resin and bound proteins were washed with lysis buffer prior to elution 

with 25 μl lysis buffer containing 50 mM DTT. Samples were run on SDS-

polyacrylamide gels and stained with Collodial Blue. *, denotes bands predicted 

to be PP2AA and PP2AC. 
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Figure 34. Chemical crosslinkers generate overlapping, but distinct Bδ-FLAG 

interactomes. 

Venn-diagram depicting the intersections of putative Bδ-FLAG-interacting proteins 

isolated using the indicated chemical crosslinking reagents. Numbers represent 

candidate proteins remaining after accounting for peptides identified in ReCLIP 

samples from control cells. The total number of candidate proteins identified with 

each chemical crosslinker is denoted parenthetically (n = 1). 
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of samples were generated: i) FLAG immune complexes from Bδ-FLAG and empty 

vector stable cells, ii) Raf1 and control IgG immune complexes from Bδ-FLAG cells, and 

iii) tandem affinity-purified (TAP) complexes from Bδ-FLAG and empty vector stable 

cells. FLAG and Raf1 immunoprecipitations were performed in succession to obtain TAP 

complexes, as evidenced by the detection of Bδ-FLAG, PP2AC, and Raf1 following each 

purification step (Fig. 35). Western analysis of non-reduced and reduced extracts showed 

a loss of both Raf1 and Bδ-FLAG signal (Nonreduced) that could be regained in the 

presence of DTT (Reduced), demonstrating the functionality of the crosslinker. 

Proteomic analysis identified 229 putative Bδ-FLAG binding proteins, 222 putative Raf1 

binding proteins, and 57 putative interacting partners for the ABδC•Raf1 complex. After 

accounting for the 159 proteins common to both Bδ-FLAG and Raf1 samples, there were 

70 binding proteins unique to Bδ-FLAG and 63 binding proteins unique to Raf1. An 

abbreviated list of these proteins highlights the presence of various phosphatases (e.g., 

PP2A subunits, PP1 subunits, Cdc37), chaperonins (e.g., HSP90, HSP70), kinases (e.g., 

CDK4), and cytoskeletal elements (e.g., vimentin, alpha-actinin-1) (Table 2). 

Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2 (HNRNPA2) was identified in both 

proteomic analyses as a BδFLAG- and Raf1-interacting protein, has been previously shown 

to associate with PP2A and inhibit phosphatase activity (239). Notable proteins identified 

in the TAP complex include PP1γ, IQGAP1, vimentin, Pin1, STRAP, and eIF4A. 

Interested researchers may contact Dr. Brian Wadzinski at Vanderbilt University for a 

full list of the proteins identified in this screen.  

We employed STRAP (Software Tool for Researching Annotations of Proteins) to 

classify the proteins by biological process gene ontology terms (240). Bδ-FLAG and  
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Figure 35. Tandem affinity purification (TAP) of ABδC•Raf1 complexes. 

Bδ-FLAG (Bδ-F) and control (EV) cells were cultured with tetracycline for 36-48 h 

and then treated with 0.5 mM DTME. Clarified cell extracts were incubated with 

FLAG resin for 4 h 4
o
C with rotation. Bound proteins were washed, eluted with 

excess FLAG peptide, and subsequently incubated with anti-Raf1 antibodies 

overnight.  Raf1 immune complexes were captured with Protein G sepharose, washed, 

and eluted with SDS sample buffer. Western analysis of the TAP complex, FLAG 

peptide eluted material, and lysates prepared under Nonreducing and Reducing 

conditions were analyzed by Western using antibodies recognizing Raf1, the FLAG 

epitope (Bδ-FLAG), and PP2AC (n = 2). *, denotes a non-specific band. 
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Raf1 interacting partners could be classified in distinct, but largely overlapping cellular 

functions, while ABδC•Raf1 complex-interacting proteins are equally involved in a 

multitude of biological processes (Fig. 36). We further parsed the TAP complex 

interacting proteins by cellular compartment gene ontology terms, which revealed that 

these proteins are primarily localized to the cytoplasm (17%), nucleus (16%), 

cytoskeleton (12%), and plasma membrane (9%) (Fig. 37). We also utilized DAVID 

(Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery) (241) to perform 

pathway mapping of the TAP-interacting proteins across several databases (i.e, 

Reactome, PANTHER, KEGG) and found several pathways enriched in the data, 

including (Benjamini corrected enrichment score indicated in parenthesis): regulation of 

actin cytoskeleton (5.00E-02), 3'-UTR-mediated translational regulation (1.10E-03), 

ribosome (1.20E-03), and metabolism of proteins (1.90E-05). 

Our initial studies examining the association of different PP2A holoenzymes (i.e., 

ABδFLAGC, ABαFLAGC, AB′βFLAGC) with Raf1 demonstrated that more Raf1 co-purified 

with ABδFLAGC than with the other PP2A holoenzymes (data not shown). Therefore, we 

focused our analysis on the ABδFLAGC•Raf1 complex and its possible regulation by EGF. 

However, these initial studies led to the serendipitous identification of an AB′βFLAGC-

Raf1 interaction following cell treatment with crosslinking reagents. Empty vector, Bδ-

FLAG, Bα-FLAG, and FLAG-B′β cell lines were treated with nothing, vehicle (i.e., 

DMSO), or DTME and then solubilized in Buffer B or RIPA. Analysis of FLAG immune 

complexes isolated from extracts of untreated cells solubilized in Buffer B revealed that 

more endogenous Raf1 co-precipitated with Bδ-FLAG than with Bα-FLAG, and much 

less Raf1 associated with FLAG-B′β (~1/3 of that seen in Bδ-FLAG) (Fig. 38). Although  
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Figure 36. Biological Process Gene Ontology (GO) annotation analysis of 

candidate Bδ-FLAG, Raf1, and ABδC•Raf1 binding partners. 

Bar graph showing the Biological Process GO annotation analysis performed with 

STRAP and the list of biological process gene ontology (GO) terms. GO terms 

associated with Bδ-FLAG, Raf1, and ABδC•Raf1 (TAP) binding partners identified 

using ReCLIP and mass spectrometry are represented by red, blue, and green bars, 

respectively, where the length of the bars is proportional to the number of genes in the 

term. 
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Figure 37. Cellular Component Gene Ontology (GO) annotation analysis of 

candidate ABδC•Raf1 binding partners. 

Pie chart showing the Cellular Component GO annotation analysis performed with 

STRAP and list of cellular component gene ontology (GO) terms. Each ABδC•Raf1 

(TAP) binding partner can have multiple cellular component GO terms associated with 

it. The proportion of each term represented by all putative interacting proteins is 

shown. 
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Figure 38. AB′βC interacts with Raf1. 

A, Control (EV), Bδ-FLAG, Bα-FLAG, and FLAG-B′β cells were treated with 

tetracycline for 36-48 h and then solubilized without treatment (NONE) using a low 

stringency buffer (Buffer B) or following incubation with solutions lacking (DMSO) or 

containing 0.5 mM DTME with subsequent solubilization in a high stringency buffer 

(RIPA
++

). Extracts were incubated with FLAG resin and bound proteins were washed 

prior to elution with SDS sample buffer. Samples were analyzed by Western using 

antibodies recognizing Raf1, PP2AA, the FLAG epitope, and PP2AC (n = 2). B, 

Quantification of the immunoblot in A for FLAG resin bound Raf1 normalized to 

FLAG-Bsubunit levels and compared to FLAG immune complexes from untreated 

Bδ-FLAG cells (NONE), which were set to 100. 

 

A 

B 
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RIPA solubilization of cells reduced the association of Raf1 with Bδ-FLAG and Bα-

FLAG in the absence of any crosslinker (i.e., DMSO treated cells), we saw a surprising 

increase in the association of Raf1 with FLAG-B′β. DTME treatment enhanced the 

binding  of  endogenous  Raf1  to  all  three  regulatory  B  subunits and stabilized the 

interaction of the PP2A core dimer with FLAG-B′β in the presence of RIPA. These data 

not only confirmed the binding of ABδFLAGC and ABαFLAGC to Raf1 but also revealed 

that Raf1 can associate with AB′βFLAGC holoenzymes. It is unclear what role AB′βFLAGC 

plays in modulating Raf1 function; previous studies from our laboratory have 

demonstrated that it does not regulate the phospho-state of Ser259 in vitro (137).  

Discussion 

Raf1 is critical in relaying upstream receptor-mediated signaling events to 

downstream MAPKs involved in cell growth, proliferation, and differentiation. Given 

that dysregulated MAPK signaling gives rise to a number of developmental disorders, 

collectively termed RASopathies, and has an oncogenic role in many tumor types, 

understanding the molecular mechanisms that regulate Raf1 function can provide insight 

into potential therapeutic modalities (242,243). The complex series of steps leading to 

Raf1 activation requires i) PP2A-mediated dephosphorylation of the inhibitory phospho-

Ser259 site, ii) recruitment to the plasma membrane, and iii) interaction with RAS. The 

coordinated mechanism(s) by which RAS and PP2A displace 14-3-3 to allow 

dephosphorylation of phospho-Ser259 has not been well delineated (136,147,226). To 

better characterize the signaling events that affect PP2A-mediated regulation of Raf1, we 

monitored changes in ABδFLAGC-Raf1 interactions following activation of the RAS-

RAF-MEK-ERK pathway. Although it was evident that overexpression of Bδ-FLAG 
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enhanced downstream ERK signaling in response to EGF, we observed only subtle 

changes in the association of ABδFLAGC and Raf1 following cell stimulation with EGF 

(Figs. 24 and 25). Previous studies have demonstrated that amplification occurs in the 

RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK pathway. For example, PDGF stimulation of Swiss 3T3 cells 

activated 8% of the pool of MEK protein, which in turn fully activated 48% of ERK2 

(244). Thus, incremental changes in Raf1 binding to PP2A could promote large changes 

in ERK activation. Likewise, we observed small increases in Raf1 activity in the presence 

of overexpressed Bδ-FLAG and limited formation of ABδFLAGC•Raf1 complexes in the 

presence of constitutively active MEK (data not shown). However, the relatively small 

changes and variability seen in these experiments indicated to us that the 

immunoprecipitation approach lacked the sensitivity to capture dynamic changes in 

ABδFLAGC-Raf1 interactions. 

We attempted to trap potential transient changes in ABδFLAGC-Raf1 interactions 

in response to EGF stimulation using DSP and DTME, two crosslinkers that have been 

successfully used to study transient protein-protein interactions (Fig. 26) (238). Properties 

inherent to each crosslinker (e.g., spacer arm length, presence of homo- or hetero-

bifunctional reactive groups, and type of crosslinking target) and protein (e.g., surface 

accessibility of crosslinker targeted residues and location of crosslinking targets within a 

protein or between proteins) not only affects the ability of any one protein to be 

crosslinked, but also impacts whether particular protein-protein interactions are stabilized 

or destabilized (Fig. 27). Studies examining the susceptibility of PP2A holoenzymes to 

the thiol-reactive electrophile BMCC (biotinamido-4-[4′-(maleimidomethyl) 

cyclohexanecarboxamido]butane) demonstrated that treating cells with BMCC results in 
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the alkylation of all three PP2A subunits (data not shown) (245), thereby confirming that 

solvent-accessible cysteines in ABδFLAGC could be targeted for crosslinking. We 

performed a series of experiments to empirically determine the optimal conditions needed 

to crosslink both Raf1 and ABδFLAGC with DSP, DTME, or a combination of DSP and 

DTME and then subsequently analyzed how these crosslinkers alter the ABδFLAGC-Raf1 

interaction (Fig. 29). DSP treatment enhanced the binding of the PP2A core dimer to Bδ-

FLAG (Fig. 30). Interestingly, DTME treatment induced a decrease in binding between 

Bδ-FLAG and the PP2A core dimer, while concomitantly enhancing BδFLAG-Raf1 

interactions (Figs. 30 and 31). The decrease in PP2AA and PP2AC subunit binding to Bδ-

FLAG was less severe when cells were co-treated with both DSP and DTME, suggesting 

a balance was achieved between DSP-mediated stabilization and DTME-induced 

destabilization of the B subunit-core dimer interaction (Fig. 30). Surprisingly, the DTME-

dependent loss in AC-BδFLAG interactions could not be replicated in vitro (Fig. 32). Since 

a less stringent buffer (Buffer B) was used in the in vitro assay washes, one interpretation 

of the data obtained from treating cells with DTME is that a synergistic DTME/RIPA 

effect may be responsible for the reduced binding between Bδ-FLAG and the core dimer. 

Alternatively, an unknown cellular component may work in concert with DTME to 

disrupt some PP2A holoenzymes, or prevent their formation, in cells. Crosslinker studies 

seeking to trap EGF-dependent changes in ABδFLAGC-Raf1 interactions heavily depended 

upon the timing of stimulus treatment and application of chemical crosslinkers. Although 

the cell-permeable crosslinkers effectively crosslink a large portion of the Raf1 and Bδ-

FLAG proteins within minutes, this may not be rapid enough to trap interactions that are 

occurring at faster timescales. Furthermore, crosslinking interacting proteins within a 
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signal transduction pathway could prohibit, as well as promote, further downstream 

signaling, which could affect the ability of EGF to modulate ABδFLAGC-Raf1 

interactions. 

We performed a series of proteomic studies to identify novel ABδFLAGC and/or 

Raf1 interacting proteins that may be involved in regulating PP2A•Raf1 complexes. 

Treatment of BδFLAG-expressing cells with reversible crosslinkers not only stabilized 

different amounts and types of protein-protein interactions but also yielded exceptionally 

low background in our proteomic data sets (Table 1 and Figs. 33 and 34). In line with our 

co-immunoprecipitation data, the highest number of peptides belonging to PP2AA and 

PP2AC was in the DSP-treated samples, followed by DSP plus DTME, and then DTME 

alone (Table 1 and Fig. 30). Although our analysis of these putative ABδFLAGC binding 

proteins did not reveal any obvious candidates that may regulate PP2A•Raf1 complexes, 

nineteen proteins identified in our initial screen also happened to be identified in a screen 

for ubiquitinated proteins from MCF-7 cells (246). This finding is in line with a growing 

body of evidence indicating that phosphorylation and ubiquitination crosstalk to modulate 

protein function (247), and indicates Bδ-FLAG containing holoenzymes may function to 

indirectly regulate the ubiquitination of certain proteins. A second proteomic screen of 

DTME-stabilized ABδFLAGC and Raf1 complexes revealed some overlap in the binding 

partners associating with these proteins (e.g., 14-3-3ε, HSP90α, HNRNPA2B1) (Table 2). 

Importantly, several proteins were identified in the ABδFLAGC•Raf1 complex isolated by 

TAP, including PP1γ, Pin1, vimentin, IQGAP1, and eIF4A (Table 2 and Fig. 35). While 

a specific isoform of PP1C has not been implicated in the regulation of phospho-Ser259-

Raf1 in cells (226), the Pin1 isomerase has been shown to act in concert with PP2A to 
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modulate the phosphorylation state of several Raf1 sites and re-prime Raf1 for 

subsequent signaling events (248). Although not a Raf1-substrate, the intermediate 

filament protein vimentin identified in our TAP screen can be phosphorylated by Raf1-

associated vimentin kinases, such as CK2 (249). Interestingly, the existence of 

PP2A•CK2 complexes, in conjunction with data showing CK2 regulates RAS-RAF-

MEK-ERK signaling, could implicate CK2 in the regulation of Raf1-associated PP2A 

(141,227). The scaffold IQGAP1 has been shown to bind all three MAPK elements (i.e., 

BRaf/Raf1, MEK, and ERK) simultaneously to facilitate signaling (250,251) and it is 

possible that IQGAP1 could play a role in the PP2A-mediated activation of Raf1. First 

characterized by Dr. Hal Moses’s group at Vanderbilt University, serine/threonine 

kinsase receptor-associated protein (STRAP) was found in our crosslinking assays to 

associate with both Bδ-FLAG and Raf1 (252). Although STRAP lacks enzymatic 

activity, it appears to modulate various biological processes via its associations with 

cellular proteins (253). For example, the association of STRAP with the RNA helicase 

eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4A (eIF4A) promotes the translation of type 1 

collagen mRNAs (254). The identification of eIF4A peptides in both proteomic screens 

(Tables 1 and 2), as well as our pathway mapping analysis, suggests that PP2A•Raf1 

complexes may have a role in modulating STRAP-regulated translation. Raf1 is no 

stranger to the eIF proteins, as other reports indicate Raf1 dictates the stability of eIF1A 

by targeting Ser21 for phosphorylation, and association of eIF3A with Raf1 reduces ERK 

activation (255,256). 
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CHAPTER IV 

SMALL G PROTEINS, RAC1 AND RAS, REGULATE  

PP5•ERK COMPLEXES INVOLVED IN THE  

FEEDBACK REGULATION OF RAF1 

RAS background and signaling 

The first RAS gene products (generically named p21
src

) were identified from 

rodent leukaemia retroviruses in the 1960s (257-259). Designated RAS for their ability to 

form rat sarcomas, the H-RAS and K-RAS genes were confirmed to be of rat origin and 

inadvertently incorporated into the genomes of these oncoviruses (260). The relevance of 

these genes to human health, as well as a third gene termed N-RAS, was established 

following the identification of mutations in RAS genes in human tumors (261-264). 

Excluding the two processed RAS pseudogenes, H-RAS-2 and K-RAS-1, and accounting 

for the alternative splicing of exon 4 of the K-RAS-2 locus, four different isoforms of 

RAS proteins are expressed within the human proteome (H-Ras, N-Ras, K-Ras4A, K-

Ras4B) (265). The RAS subfamily of small G proteins is an important regulator of 

cellular biology and these four RAS isoforms, which are highly homologous at the 

primary amino acid level, play significant roles in cellular growth, differentiation, and 

apoptosis (266,267). Related in structure to the Gα subunit of heterotrimeric G proteins 

and possessing intrinsic guanosine triphosphate (GTP) hydrolysis (GTPase) activity, RAS 

proteins function as molecular switches; active when bound to GTP and inactive when 

bound to GDP. In their conformationally active GTP-bound state, these small GTPases 

transiently display an effector binding domain that reorients following hydrolysis of GTP 
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to GDP, resulting in decreased effector protein binding and reduced downstream 

signaling (268). This GTPase cycle is catalyzed by interactions of RAS proteins with 

guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) and GTPase activating proteins (GAPs), but 

repressed through associations with guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) 

(269). 

Despite the high homology, H-Ras, N-Ras, K-Ras4A, and K-Ras4B differ greatly 

in their C-terminal 23-24 amino acids, termed the hypervariable region (HVR). The HVR 

contains a CAAX motif (where C stands for cysteine, A for an aliphatic amino acid, and 

X for any amino acid) subject to a series of posttranslational modifications that are 

important in the localization of RAS to lipid membranes. Following farnesylation of the 

cysteine residue, proteolytic cleavage of the -AAX motif allows the new C-terminal 

prenylcysteine to become carboxymethylated (270). A second signal is necessary to allow 

RAS to associate with lipid membranes. This includes either palmitoylation of cysteines 

immediately upstream of the CAAX motif (H-Ras, N-Ras, and K-Ras4A) or the presence 

of a string of positively-charged lysine residues (K-Ras4B). Mutant RAS proteins with 

defective membrane targeting sequences accumulate in the membranes of the 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and Golgi, highlighting the important role these 

posttranslational modifications have in the trafficking of RAS proteins. However, these 

endomembrane platforms may not simply be pit stops en route to the plasma membrane 

and may serve as important sites of RAS signaling. Restricting the subcellular 

localization of activated H-Ras to the ER promotes ERK signaling, but tethering H-Ras to 

the Golgi induces activation of c-Jun N-terminal Kinase (JNK) (271). Activated K-Ras 

promotes cellular transformation when it is recruited to the plasma membrane and 
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apoptosis when localized at mitochondria (272). While the signaling role(s) of RAS on 

intracellular membranes continues to be elucidated, the majority of RAS signaling is 

predominately associated with the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane. 

Following delivery of the RAS proteins to specific, mutually exclusive plasma 

membrane microdomains, they are further segregated laterally in response to GTP-

loading (273-275). GDP-bound H-Ras resides in microenvironments containing actin and 

cholesterol but redistributes to actin- and cholesterol-independent regions following 

GTP-loading, while inactive N-Ras translocates from cholesterol-independent to 

cholesterol-dependent domains upon GTP-binding. K-Ras appears to localize to 

cholesterol-independent domains that are enriched in anionic phospholipids and does not 

appear to laterally segregate following activation. K-Ras associates with a lectin protein, 

galectin-3, which stabilizes K-Ras binding to the plasma membrane and regulates 

downstream signaling; an analogous association occurs between galectin-1 and H-Ras 

(276).  

Recent studies have begun to elucidate how nanoscale protein clusters, termed 

nanoclusters, of EGFRs and RAS proteins contribute to high fidelity MAPK signaling. 

Approximately 32% of EGFRs are spatially organized as monomers in quiescent cells 

and the remaining ~67% as higher-ordered oligomers ranging from dimers to hexamers 

(277). The presence of EGF reduces the number of EGFR monomers to ~17% and 

modifies the local lipid environment by stimulating phospholipase D2-mediated 

production of phosphatidic acid (PA). Production of PA subsequently enhances the 

average radius of EGFR nanoclusters to generate clusters of up to nine oligomers. 

Likewise, ~40% of GTP-bound K-Ras forms short-lived nanoclusters (~0.4 s) composed 
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of ~7 RAS-GTP molecules, while ~60% of active RAS randomly distributes as 

monomers (278,279). Importantly, K-Ras nanoclusters, but not K-Ras monomers, have 

been shown to recruit ~3.5 Raf1 molecules per nanocluster, leading to the activation of a 

fixed quantum of ERK molecules per nanocluster (278). Thus, these RAS nanoclusters 

act as high-fidelity nanoswitches converting growth factor signaling into a graded ERK 

response that dictates cell fate decisions (280-282). 

In addition to activating RAF kinases, several other RAS effector proteins have 

been described, including the p110 catalytic subunit of the class I phosphoinositide 3-

kinases (PI3Ks), RAS-like (Ral) GEFs, phospholipase C-ε (PLCε), T-cell lymphoma 

invasion and metastasis-1 (TIAM1), RAS interaction/interference protein-1 (RIN1), and 

the RAS association domain-containing family (RASSF) proteins (283). As noted in 

Chapter III, the four RAS isoforms exhibit different affinities for each of the RAF 

kinases, creating diversity and selectivity in RAS signaling to downstream effectors 

(212,213). Notably, K-Ras has a greater capacity than H-Ras to activate Rac-dependent 

signaling as well as Raf1-MEK-ERK signaling (284,285). Preferential activation of Raf1 

by K-Ras may be explained, in part, by the predilection of Raf1’s lipid binding domains 

for PA (produced by EGFR nanoclusters) and phosphatidylserine (PS)/PIP2 (enriched in 

the lipid microdomains to which K-Ras localizes) (198,200,201,286). In fact, fusing the 

C-terminal membrane targeting domain of K-Ras (i.e., CAAX) to Raf1 (i.e., Raf1-

CAAX) generates a plasma membrane bound, active kinase that is completely RAS-

independent (287). Therefore, RAS primarily serves to recruit Raf1 to the plasma 

membrane for further activation and allow downstream signaling to MEK1/2. 
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ERK background and signaling 

Active Raf1 phosphorylates two serines within the activation segment of MEK1/2 

(Ser218/Ser222 in MEK1 and Ser222/Ser226 in MEK2) (288,289). Although highly 

homologous (~85%), the MEK isoforms are not functionally interchangeable during 

development. MEK2 is approximately 7-fold more active than MEK1 towards ERK1/2 in 

vitro, but MEK2
-/-

 mice exhibit no phenotypic abnormalities (290). In contrast, MEK1
-/-

 

mice are embryonic lethal with placental defects, suggesting that MEK1 may have a 

predominate role in MAPK signaling (291). Normally, MEK1/2 monomers promote 

downstream ERK activity by phosphorylating both regulatory Thr and Tyr residues in the 

activation segment of ERK1 (44 kDa) and ERK2 (42 kDa) (Thr202/Tyr204 in ERK1 and 

Thr185/Tyr187 in ERK2) (292). In addition to existing as monomers, and possibly 

homodimers, the recent identification of MEK1•MEK2 heterodimers revealed that MEK1 

also functions to negatively regulate MEK2-dependent ERK1/2 signaling (291). An 

alternatively spliced isoform of MEK1, MEK1b (lacking 26 amino acids within the 

kinase domain), was originally classified as kinase dead because it failed to 

phosphorylate ERK1/2 (290,293). However, subsequent studies revealed that MEK1b 

could phosphorylate an ERK1 splice variant termed ERK1c (294,295) (Fig. 39). Thus, 

the MEK1b-ERK1c signaling cascade is distinct from the prototypical MEK1/2-ERK1/2 

cascade. Whereas alternative splicing of ERK1 in primates yields ERK1c (42 kDa), 

which co-migrates with ERK2, alternative splicing of ERK1 in rodents produces ERK1b 

(46 kDa), which exhibits distinct signaling kinetics following its activation by MEK1 

(296,297).  
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Figure 39. ERK1 splice variants. 

A, Sequence alignment of human ERK1 and alternative splice variants of ERK1, 

rodent ERK1b and primate ERK1c. Rodent ERK1b contains an insert between exon 7 

and exon 8 of rodent ERK1. The 78-base pair insertion encodes 26 amino acids that 

are localized between Glu340 and Pro341 of rodent ERK1. Alternative splicing of 

primate ERK1 creates a 103-base pair insertion. However, a stop codon within the 

insert leads to a substitution of the last 40 amino acids of ERK1 with 18 amino acids 

from the insert, forming a distinct C-terminus in ERK1c. Identical amino acids are 

shaded black and similar amino acids are shaded grey. The alignment was made at 

http://www.bioinformatics.org/sms2/pairwise_align_protein.html and shaded at 

http://www.bioinformatics.org/SMS/multi_align.html. B, The RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK 

signaling pathway is activated by a number of stimuli, including mitogens, to regulate 

cellular processes like proliferation and differentiation. In contrast, the 

MEK1b/ERK1c transduction pathway is activated during mitosis and is responsible 

for Golgi fragmentation and mitotic progression. 

 

A 

B 
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Historically, the cellular functions attributed to ERK1 and ERK2 were initially 

viewed as redundant because: 1) at the level of their primary amino acid sequences ERK1 

and ERK2 share ~83% identity in humans, 2) both ERK1 and ERK2 display parallel 

activation in response to a variety of stimuli, 3) they share common mechanisms for 

activation as well as similar kinase activity following activation, and 4) ERK1 and ERK2 

exhibit comparable spatiotemporal expression patterns during development (298-300). 

Although ERK1 and ERK2 do indeed possess many overlapping properties, genetic 

studies have shown that their functions are not developmentally interchangeable. 

Notably, ERK1
-/-

 mice are viable with deficits in thymocyte maturation (301), whereas 

the genetic disruption of ERK2 is lethal. ERK2
-/-

 mice display embryonic lethality before 

E8.5 due to defects in placental development and mesoderm differentiation (300,302). 

Therefore, the preferential roles for ERK1 or ERK2 in the regulation of cell 

differentiation, proliferation, and growth are likely the result of distinct ERK-regulated 

gene targets and non-overlapping ERK-interacting proteins (302-304). Consistent with 

this idea, knockdown studies of ERK1/2 in zebrafish revealed uniquely regulated ERK1 

and ERK2 genes and demonstrated that select genes are regulated in an anti-correlated 

manner (i.e., increased expression following ERK1 knockdown but decreased following 

ERK2 knockdown) (305). Moreover, the identification of proteins that uniquely associate 

with ERK1 (e.g., αvβ3 integrin, MEK Partner 1) or ERK2 (e.g., NIPA, Bmf, Sec16) 

provides additional support that ERK1 and ERK2 possess distinct functions (306-310).  

PP5•Raf1 and other PP5•kinase complexes 

A screen for proteins that regulate RAF-MEK-ERK signaling identified PP5 as a 

candidate Raf1-interacting protein (133). Biochemical analysis of the PP5•Raf1 complex 
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revealed that PP5 associates with Raf1 and inhibits kinase activity by dephosphorylating 

phospho-Ser338, without affecting levels of Raf1 phosphorylation at Ser259, Thr491, 

Ser494, or Ser621 (133) (Fig. 40). Additionally, mutation of a single PP5 residue 

important in promoting contact with HSP90 (i.e., Lys97) abolished binding to both 

HSP90 and Raf1, indicating that association of PP5 with Raf1 is mediated via HSP90. 

Interestingly, PP5 is known to associate with several protein kinases besides Raf1, 

including: ASK1, ATM, ATR/Chk1, DNA-PKcs, eIF2α kinase, and IKKβ (123-

127,131,133,134). The role of PP5 in the regulation of these kinases is unclear, and in 

some instances controversial. Many protein kinases that associate with PP5 are HSP90 

clients (311) and it has been proposed that PP5 may affect kinase function indirectly via 

its interactions with HSP90, possibly via modulating the chaperone function of HSP90 

that then alters the maturation and activity of the associated client kinase (134,312,313). 

Conversely, given that HSP90 binding enhances PP5-mediated dephosphorylation of the 

co-chaperone Cdc37, PP5 could alter kinase function by regulating the phospho-state of 

the associated kinase (312). 

Studies by our group and others previously established the existence of PP5•Raf1 

and PP2A•Raf1 complexes in cells (133,137). Therefore, we explored the possibility that 

these two phosphatases associate with Raf1 to form a trimeric signaling complex. Data 

presented in this chapter indicate that both PSTPs can interact with Raf1 concurrently to 

form a multiprotein PP5•Raf1•ABαC complex. I also demonstrate that several protein 

kinases, including ERK1/1b/1c/2, form stable complexes with PP5 and that these PP5-

kinase interactions are facilitated, in part, via HSP90. Further analyses of the PP5•ERK1 

and PP5•ERK2 complexes reveal that the assembly of these complexes in unstimulated 
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Figure 40. Raf1 signaling is positively regulated by PP2A and negatively 

regulated by PP5. 

Growth factor signaling stimulates changes in Raf1 phosphorylation. Under 

unstimulating conditions, Raf1 is basally phosphorylated at several inhibitory sites, 

including phospho-Ser259 (P
259

). Following stimulation, the dephosphorylation of P
259

 

by PP2A precedes increases in phosphorylation at activating residues required for 

kinase activation, including phospho-Ser338 (P
338

) (335). The dephosphorylation of 

P
259

 is transient and increases in P
259

 are followed by dephosphorylation of P
338

 by 

PP5, which suppresses Raf1 activity. Whereas PP2A activates Raf1 signaling by 

dephosphorylating an inhibitory site (i.e., P
259

), PP5 inhibits Raf1 signaling by 

dephosphorylating an activating residue (i.e., P
338

). 
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cells is independent of both phosphatase and kinase activity. However, the PP5-ERK 

interactions are regulated by constitutively active variants of the small G proteins Rac1 

and RAS. Whereas Rac1
L61

 enhances the assembly of both PP5•ERK1 and PP5•ERK2 

complexes, oncogenic HRas
V12

 and KRas
L61 

decreases PP5-ERK2 interactions, without 

affecting PP5-ERK1 interactions. The selective alteration in PP5-ERK2 binding induced 

by HRas
V12

 is independent of both MEK and PP5 activity, but paradoxically requires 

ERK2 kinase activity. Our studies also support a novel role for PP5•ERK complexes in 

regulating the feedback phosphorylation of Raf1 at Ser289, Ser296, and/or Ser301 (151). 

Materials and Methods 

Plasmids, antibodies, and other reagents 

  FLAG-K97A-PP5/pcDNA3 (FLAG-PP5
HBD

) and FLAG-H304Q-PP5/pcDNA3 

(FLAG-PP5
PD

) were generated using the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit 

(Stratagene; La Jolla, CA), mismatched primers (Integrated DNA Technologies; 

Coralville, IA), and wildtype FLAG-PP5/pcDNA3 (FLAG-PP5
WT

) as the template (a gift 

from Dr. Hidenori Ichijo; Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo). 

HA-ERK1/pCEP4 was a gift from Dr. Melanie Cobb (University of Texas Southwestern 

Medical Center; Dallas, TX). Wildtype HA-ERK1/pcDNA3 (HA-ERK1
WT

) was 

generated by excising the HA-ERK1 insert from HA-ERK1/pCEP4 with NotI and 

subsequent ligation into NotI-digested pcDNA3. HA-K71R-ERK1/pcDNA3 (HA-

ERK1
KD

) was generated by site-directed mutagenesis of HA-ERK1/pCEP4 followed by 

excision with NotI and subsequent ligation of the HA-K71R-ERK1 insert into NotI-

digested pcDNA3. HA-K52R-ERK2/pcDNA3 (HA-ERK2
KD

) was generated by site-
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directed mutagenesis of wildtype HA-ERK2/pcDNA3 (HA-ERK2
WT

) (a gift from Dr. 

Vsevolod Gurevich; Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN). Dr. Melanie Cobb provided 

G12V-HaRas/pRc/CMV (HRas
V12

), which was mutated to generate wildtype 

HaRas/pRc/CMV (HRas
WT

). Wildtype HA-KRas4B/pEF hybrid (HA-KRas
WT

) (a gift 

from Dr. Richard Marais; The Institute of Cancer Research, London, England) was used 

as a template to create HA-G12V-KRas4B/pEF hybrid (HA-KRas
V12

) and HA-Q61L-

KRas4B/pEF hybrid (HA-KRas
L61

) by site-directed mutagenesis. HA-ERK1b/pcDNA3 

and HA-ERK1c/pcDNA3 were from Dr. Rony Seger (The Weizmann Institute of 

Science; Rehovot, Israel), while Q61L-Rac1/pcDNA IIIB (Rac1
L61

) and Myc-T17N-

Rac1/pcDNA3.1 (Myc-Rac
N17

) were from Dr. Ann Richmond (Vanderbilt University; 

Nashville, TN). HA3-IKK1/pRcBactin and Src
Y529F

/pRc/CMV were from Drs. Dean 

Ballard and Steve Hanks (Vanderbilt University; Nashville, TN), respectively. Strep-HA-

MST2/pcDNA5/FRT/TO/SH/GW was from Dr. John Kyriakis (Tufts Medical Center; 

Boston, MA). The construction of HA-CaMKIV/pCMV-HA was previously described 

(150). Drs. Joseph Avruch and John Blenis (Harvard Medical School; Boston, MA) 

provided Myc-Raf1/pMT2 and HA-p70S6K/pRK7, respectively. GST-Bα/pGEMX-T2 

was a kind gift from Dr. Verle Janssens (KU Leuven; Leuven, Belgium). Proper 

construction of all plasmids was verified by automated DNA sequencing (Vanderbilt 

University VANTAGE Sequencing Core). 

  The mouse anti-FLAG M2 antibody, rabbit anti-FLAG antibody, mouse anti-

FLAG M2 affinity gel and FLAG peptide were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The 

rat IgG1 anti-HA (Clone 3F10) antibody and rat anti-HA (Clone 3F10) affinity matrix 

were from Roche Diagnostics (Indianapolis, IN). Protein G-Sepharose 4B conjugate was 
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from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Anti-Myc Tag (Clone 4A6) agarose conjugate and 

microcystin-agarose was from EMD Millipore Corporation (Billerica, MA). The mouse 

anti-HSP90α/β (F-8), goat anti-ERK1 (C-16-G), goat anti-ERK2 (C-14-G), rabbit anti-

ERK2 (K-23), normal rabbit IgG, normal goat IgG, and rabbit anti-Rac1 (C-11) 

antibodies were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA). The mouse anti-

Myc, rabbit anti-RAS (3965), rabbit anti-phospho-p44/42 MAPK (ERK1/2; 

pThr202/pTyr204), rabbit anti-phospho-Raf1 (pSer289/pSer296/pSer301), and rabbit 

anti-phospho-Raf1 (pSer338) (56A6) antibodies were from Cell Signaling Technology, 

Inc. (Danvers, MA). The mouse anti-PP5 and mouse anti-Raf1 antibodies were from BD 

Biosciences (San Jose, CA). The rabbit anti-PP5 antibody was from Bethyl Laboratories, 

Inc. (Montgomery, TX). The Alexa Fluor 680 conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG, donkey 

anti-goat IgG, and goat anti-rat IgG secondary antibodies were from Molecular Probes 

(Eugene, OR). The donkey anti-rabbit IRDye 800CW secondary antibody was from LI-

COR (Lincoln, NE). 

  The MEK1/2 inhibitor U0126 was from Cell Signaling Technology, Inc. 

(Danvers, MA). Epidermal growth factor (EGF) and phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate 

(PMA) were from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA) and Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), 

respectively. The phosphatase substrate, DiFMUP, was from Molecular Probes (Eugene, 

OR). Odyssey Blocking Buffer was from LI-COR (Lincoln, NE). TransIT-293 

transfection reagent was from Mirus (Madison,WI) and X-tremeGENE 9 DNA 

transfection reagent was from Roche Diagnostics (Indianapolis, IN). Bio-Safe Coomassie 

G-250 Stain was from Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc. (Hercules, CA). Arachidonic acid was 
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from Nu-Chek Prep, Inc. (Elysian, MN). All other reagents were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) or Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. (Lafayette, CO). 

Cell culture, transfection, and treatments 

  HEK-293FT cells were maintained at 37
o
C and 5% CO2 in DMEM supplemented 

with 10% fetal calf serum. Cells (6-well plates) were transfected with the indicated 

plasmids using the Mirus TransIT-293 transfection reagent (2.5 µl:1 µg ratio of reagent to 

DNA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol unless otherwise noted. For the 

PP5•Raf1•ABαC complex experiments, a plasmid ratio of 1:2:2 

(kinase:phosphatase:phosphatase) was used. For co-transfections, 350 ng of wildtype 

FLAG-PP5 or FLAG-PP5
HBD

 were combined with the following amounts of each kinase 

construct: 350 ng of HA-p70S6K, HA-CaMKIV, and HA-ERK2; 500 ng of HA3-IKK1; 

900 ng of Src
Y529F

; 1200 ng of Myc-Raf1 and HA-MST2. The appropriate amount of 

pcDNA3 was added to ensure equivalent amounts of DNA were transfected within each 

group. For the reciprocal immunoprecipitation experiments (anti-FLAG and anti-HA), 

cells (6-cm plates) were transfected with 500 ng of wildtype FLAG-PP5 or FLAG-

PP5
HBD

, 500 ng of wildtype HA-ERK1 or HA-ERK2, and pcDNA3, as needed, to 

equalize the amount of DNA. For all the other FLAG immunoprecipitation experiments, 

cells (6-well plates) were transfected with the following constructs: 350 ng each of 

wildtype FLAG-PP5, FLAG-PP5
HBD

, FLAG-PP5
PD

, wildtype HA-ERK1, HA-ERK1
KD

, 

HA-ERK1b, HA-ERK1c, wildtype HA-ERK2, or HA-ERK2
KD

; 200 ng each of wildtype 

HRas, HRas
V12

, wildtype HA-KRas, HA-KRas
V12

, or HA-KRas
L61

; 500 ng each of 

Rac1
L61

 or Myc-Rac1
N17

; and the appropriate amount of pcDNA3 to ensure equivalent 

amounts of total DNA across samples within experiments. For cell stimulation studies, at 
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40-48 h post-transfection, cells were treated with 50 ng/ml EGF for 5 min, 100 nM PMA 

for 20 min, or an equivalent volume of DMSO for 20 min prior to lysis. In some 

experiments, cells were treated with U0126 (50 µM) or an equivalent volume of DMSO 

for 30 min prior to cell harvesting. To isolate FLAG-PP5•endogenous ERK complexes, 

cells (6-cm plates) were transfected with a combination of 700 ng wildtype FLAG-PP5, 

1000 ng Rac1
L61

, and the appropriate amount of pcDNA3 to equalize amounts of DNA. 

Cells were subsequently treated with 100 ng/ml EGF (for Rac1
L61 

expressing cells) or an 

equivalent volume of solvent for 5 min prior to lysis. To isolate endogenous PP5•HA-

ERK2 complexes, cells (10-cm plates) were transfected with a combination of 2100 ng 

wildtype HA-ERK2, 3000 ng Rac1
L61

, and the appropriate amount of pcDNA3 to 

equalize the amounts of DNA in the transfections. X-tremeGENE 9 DNA was used as the 

transfection reagent (3 µl:1 µg ratio of reagent to DNA). To examine Raf1 feedback 

phosphorylation, cells (6-well plates) were co-transfected with 1000 ng Myc-Raf1, 350 

ng wildtype FLAG-PP5 or FLAG-PP5
PD

, 350 ng wildtype HA-ERK2 or HA-ERK2
KD

, 

500 ng Rac1
L61

 or 200 ng HRas
V12

, and the appropriate amount of pcDNA3 to equalize 

amounts of DNA using X-tremeGENE 9 DNA; EGF-dependent feedback 

phosphorylation of Raf1 was monitored in cells transfected 40-48 h and then treated with 

solvent lacking or containing 100 ng/ml EGF for 30 min prior to lysis. 

Cell extraction, immunoprecipitations, and pulldowns 

  Cells were washed twice with ice-cold PBS and then lysed using ice-cold Buffer 

B (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 137 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, and 1% Igepal CA-630) or 

RIPA (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Igepal CA-630, 0.5% sodium 

deoxycholate, and 0.1% SDS) containing inhibitors (17 µg/ml aprotinin, 10 µM 
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leupeptin, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 1 mM Na3VO4). For Raf1 

phosphorylation experiments, cells were lysed in Phospho-Buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 

7.2, 2 mM EGTA, 5 mM EDTA, 30 mM sodium fluoride, 20 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 

and 0.5% Igepal CA-630) containing inhibitors (40 mM β-glycerophosphate, 1 mM 

Na3VO4, 3 mM benzamidine, 5 µM pepstatin A, 10 µM leupeptin, and 1 mM 

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride). Clarified lysates were generated following centrifugation 

at 16,300xg for 10 min at 4
o
C. For FLAG and HA immunoprecipitations, the clarified 

lysates were gently rotated with 10 µl of a 50% slurry of resin for 4 h at 4
o
C. 

Immunoprecipitations of endogenous ERK (400 ng of goat anti-ERK2 and 1000 ng of 

goat anti-ERK1 antibody) and endogenous PP5 (800 ng rabbit anti-PP5) were performed 

by incubating antibodies with the clarified lysates overnight at 4
o
C with rotation followed 

by subsequent incubation with protein G-Sepharose 4B (15 µl of a 50% slurry), rotating 

for 1 h at 4
o
C. Microcystin-agarose pulldowns were performed by incubating the resin 

(20 µl of a 50% slurry) with the clarified lysates overnight at 4
o
C with rotation. Bound 

proteins were washed five times with 350 µl Buffer B/RIPA lacking inhibitors or 

Phospho-Buffer containing inhibitors, and eluted with 25 µl (FLAG and HA immune 

complexes), 15 µl (ERK and PP5 immune complexes), or 18 µl (microcystin pulldowns) 

of 2xSDS sample buffer. 

Expression and purification of recombinant S100A1 and S100B proteins 

  Recombinant rat S100A1 and bovine S100B proteins were overexpressed in 

Escherichia coli as previously described (314,315). Recombinant S100A1 was purified 

under reducing conditions using a modification of the procedure described by Landar et 

al. (314). Following removal of cellular debris by centrifugation, bacterial lysates were 
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incubated for 30 min with a 10% solution of streptomycin sulfate and DNA precipitates 

were removed by centrifugation. Heat-labile proteins were removed by heating to 60
o
C, 

boiling for 4 min, and centrifugation at 15,000xg for 45 min at 4
o
C. After the addition of 

0.1 M NaCl, the heat stable fraction was fractionated on a Diethylaminoethyl Fast Flow 

(HiPrep DEAE FF 16/10) column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences; Pittsburgh, PA). 

S100A1-containing fractions (260 ± 90 mM NaCl) were dialyzed and loaded on a Phenyl 

Sepharose 6 Fast Flow 16/10 column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences; Pittsburgh, PA). 

S100A1 containing fractions were eluted with 10 mM EDTA (>95% purity by SDS-

PAGE), concentrated (<5 ml), and fractionated on a Superdex S200-PG size exclusion 

column equilibrated with Chelex-treated buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl, 

1 mM DTT). Yields of S100A1 protein (>99% pure) were typically 40-50 mg of purified 

protein per liter of bacterial culture. Recombinant S100B was purified using a 

modification of the procedure described by Amburgey et al. (315). Following removal of 

cellular debris by centrifugation, bacterial lysates were incubated for 30 min with a 10% 

solution of streptomycin sulfate and DNA precipitates were removed by centrifugation. 

The S100B containing fraction (80% supernatant) from ammonium sulfate precipitation 

was dialyzed and loaded on a DEAE Fast Flow column. After concentration (<5 ml), the 

S100B-containing fraction (0.3 M NaCl) (>95% purity by SDS-PAGE) was fractionated 

on a Superdex S200-PG size exclusion column equilibrated with Chelex-treated buffer. 

Yields of S100B protein (>99% pure) were typically 20-30 mg per liter of bacterial 

culture. The identity and purity of recombinant S100A1 and S100B were confirmed by 

amino acid analysis and electrospray mass spectrometry. 
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Purification and quantification of PP5 

  HEK-293FT cells (10-cm plate) were transfected with 3 µg of wildtype FLAG-

PP5 or FLAG-PP5
HBD

. At 40-48 h post-transfection, cells were washed twice with 4 ml 

of ice-cold PBS and subsequently lysed with 1 ml of Buffer B plus inhibitors. Clarified 

lysates from two plates were pooled and then incubated with 40 µl of a 50% slurry of 

anti-FLAG resin and rotated overnight at 4
o
C. Bound proteins were washed three times 

with 800 µl Buffer B lacking inhibitors, once with 1 ml of PP5 Storage Buffer (20 mM 

Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 0.1% βME, 0.2 mM MnCl2), and then eluted from the beads by 

washing 3x90 µl PP5 Storage Buffer containing 100 µg/ml FLAG peptide; for each 

elution the beads were gently rotated for 60-90 min at 4
o
C. The pooled eluates were 

combined with an equivalent volume of 100% glycerol and stored at -20
o
C. The amount 

of PP5 protein was determined by SDS-PAGE and Colloidal Blue staining (Invitrogen; 

Carlsbad, CA) using serial dilutions of bovine serum albumin (Pierce; Rockford, IL) as 

standards. Quantification was accomplished using the Odyssey infrared imaging system 

and Odyssey application software version 3.0 (LI-COR; Lincoln, NE).  

Phosphatase assays  

  PP5 activity was measured by adapting a previously described protocol (316). 

Briefly, purified wildtype FLAG-PP5 or FLAG-PP5
HBD

 (25 nM) was incubated in 80 µl 

of PP5 Activity Buffer (100 mM MOPS, pH 7.0, 0.1% βME, 0.1 mg/ml BSA) lacking or 

containing 250 µM arachidonic acid or 5 µM S100B/S100A1 plus 1 mM CaCl2 for 30 

min at 4
o
C, with agitation every 5 min, before being transferred to a 96-well assay plate 

[Corning/Costar 3691 black with clear, flat bottom (Corning; Corning, NY)]. DiFMUP 

substrate (167 µM) was freshly prepared in PP5 Activity Buffer; 1 mM CaCl2 (final 
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concentration) was included for the assays containing S100B/S100A1. DiFMUP substrate 

(125 µl) was transferred to a 96-well compound plate [Falcon Microtest U-Bottom 

353077 (Becton Dickinson; Franklin Lakes, NJ)]. Both 96-well plates were placed in a 

FLEXstation III (Molecular Devices; Sunnyvale, CA) and samples were allowed to 

equilibrate to 30
o
C for 5 min prior to the assay. The substrate (120 µl) and phosphatase 

(80 µl) mixtures were combined and triturated by the FLEXstation III, resulting in final 

concentrations of 10 nM phosphatase, 100 µM arachidonic acid, 200 nM S100B/S100A1, 

1 mM CaCl2, and 100 µM DiFMUP. The assays were carried out at 30
o
C for 15 min and 

the conversion of DiFMUP to DiFMU was monitored as previously described, with the 

PMT sensitivity setting set to low (317). The data were recorded and analyzed by 

SoftMax Pro software version 5.4 (Molecular Devices; Sunnyvale, CA). 

S100 displacement of ERK from PP5 complexes 

  HEK-293FT cells (10-cm plates) were untransfected or transfected with 1400 ng 

wildtype HA-ERK2 using X-tremeGENE 9 DNA. At 40-48 h post-transfection, cells 

were lysed in Buffer B containing inhibitors and clarified by centrifugation. The cell 

lysates were incubated with 30 µl of a 50% slurry of microcystin-agarose overnight with 

rotation at 4
o
C. Bound proteins were washed five times with 350 µl Buffer B lacking 

inhibitors and then once with 350 µl S100 Binding Buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 100 

mM KCl, 0.01% Tween 20, and 1 mM CaCl2). The beads were then split in half into 

separate tubes and incubated in a final volume of 50 µl S100 Binding Buffer lacking or 

containing 20 µg S100A1 for 1 h at room temperature with agitation. Proteins 

immobilized on the resin were washed four times with 350 µl S100 Binding Buffer and 

eluted with 15 µ1 2xSDS sample buffer. 
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Western analysis 

  SDS-solubilized cell lysates and immune complexes were subjected to SDS-

PAGE (10% Tris-glycine gels), transferred to 0.2 µm or 0.45 µm Optitran BA-S 85 

reinforced nitrocellulose (Whatman; Dassel, Germany), blocked with Odyssey Blocking 

Buffer, and immunoblotted with the indicated primary antibodies and corresponding 

secondary antibodies. Phospho-specific antibodies were diluted 1:1000 in Odyssey 

Blocking Buffer containing 0.1% Tween-20. All other primary and secondary antibodies 

were diluted in Tris-buffered saline containing 0.5% BSA and 0.1% Tween-20; 

secondary antibodies were diluted 1:10,000. Visualization and quantification of the 

immunolabeled proteins was accomplished using the Odyssey infrared imaging system 

(LI-COR; Lincoln, NE) and Odyssey application software version 3.0.  

Statistics 

  Statistical comparisons were performed using GraphPad Prism version 4.03 

(GraphPad Software; San Diego, CA). 

Results 

Identification of a PP5•Raf1•ABαC complex  

  The association of PP5 and PP2A (i.e., ABα/δC) with Raf1 has been shown to 

regulate the Raf1-MEK-ERK pathway by promoting the inactivation and activation of 

Raf1 signaling, respectively (133,137,248). To better understand the regulation of Raf1 

by PP5 and ABαC, we examined Raf1 binding with these PSTPs by performing 

immunoprecipitations and pulldowns from extracts of HEK-293FT cells expressing Myc-
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Raf1, GST-Bα, or FLAG-PP5. Western analysis of the bound proteins revealed that 

PP5•Raf1•ABαC complexes were present in Myc-bound, GST-bound, and FLAG-bound 

eluates, indicating that this complex can be isolated regardless of which protein in the 

complex is targeted for precipitation (Fig. 41). Little to no non-specific binding with 

these resins was observed. We next sought to determine the molecular organization of 

this trimeric protein complex and tested whether Raf1 interacts with one of the 

phosphatases, which then interacts with the second phosphatase, or if Raf1 can associate 

with both phosphatases concurrently. Pulldowns and immunoprecipitations were 

performed from extracts of HEK-293FT cells expressing GST, GST-Bα, FLAG-PP5, or 

Myc-Raf1 individually or in the indicated combinations. Western analysis of GST 

pulldowns revealed the co-precipitation of Myc-Raf1 and FLAG-PP5 only in the triple 

transfected cells expressing GST-Bα (Fig. 42). Notably, FLAG-PP5 did not co-precipitate 

with either GST-Bα or GST. Analysis of FLAG immune complexes revealed the co-

precipitation of GST-Bα and endogenous PP2AC only when Myc-Raf1 was co-expressed, 

again demonstrating the formation of trimeric PP5•Raf1•ABαC complexes. The addition 

of 150 mM NaCl to the lysis buffer enhanced purification of the trimeric complex via 

GST-Bα, but had no effect when purifying the complex via FLAG-PP5. Together, these 

data indicate that both PP5 and ABαC can interact with Raf1 concurrently, and that Raf1 

serves as the scaffold in this multiprotein complex. 

PP5 interacts with multiple protein kinases 

  The eukaryotic protein kinase superfamily can be subdivided into classes, 

families, and subfamilies based upon the sequence similarities of their kinase domains 

(4), and PP5 has been reported to associate with and/or regulate a number of protein 
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Figure 41. Isolation of a multiprotein PP5•Raf1•ABαC complex from cells. 

HEK-293FT cells were transfected to express Myc-Raf1, GST-Bα, FLAG-PP5, or all 

three (Triple). Solubilized cell extracts were divided, incubated with Myc, GST, or 

FLAG resin, and bound proteins eluted with SDS sample buffer. Samples of starting 

material (Lysates), Myc eluates (Myc IPs), GST eluates (GST PDs), and FLAG 

eluates (FLAG IPs) were analyzed by Western using Myc, GST, FLAG, and PP2AC 

antibodies (n = 2). 
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Figure 42. Raf1 serves as the scaffold for both PP5 and ABαC. 

HEK-293FT cells were transfected to express GST, GST-Bα, FLAG-PP5, or 

Myc-Raf1 as indicated, and solubilized in lysis buffer lacking or containing 

150 mM NaCl. GST-tagged proteins were pulled-down from cell extracts 

with a GST affinity resin (GST PDs), while FLAG-tagged proteins were 

immunoprecipitated from cell extracts with a FLAG affinity resin (FLAG 

IPs). Proteins contained in the GST PDs, FLAG IPs, and cell lysates were 

analyzed by immunoblotting with antibodies recognizing Myc, GST, FLAG, 

and PP2AC (n = 1). 
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kinases that mediate signaling cascades controlling cell growth and cellular responses to 

stress (123-127,131,134). However, the precise role(s) of PP5 in these biological events 

is unclear and it is unknown if the interactions of PP5 are restricted to a particular class of 

kinases. Therefore, we systematically tested kinases representing several classes to 

determine which could form stable complexes with PP5. To detect PP5-kinase 

interactions, FLAG immunoprecipitations were performed from lysates of HEK-293FT 

cells co-expressing FLAG-PP5 and a differentially epitope-tagged protein kinase that 

included (kinase class indicated in parenthesis): HA-p70S6K (AGC), HA-ERK2 

(CMGC), HA3-IKK1 (Other), HA-CaMKIV (CaMK), Src
Y529F

 (TK), Myc-Raf1 (TKL), 

and HA-MST2 (STE). Western analysis of the FLAG immune complexes revealed that at 

least one kinase from each class could form a stable complex with PP5 (Fig. 43). No 

kinase was detected in any of the control immunoprecipitations and, for all of the kinases 

tested, endogenous HSP90 co-precipitated with FLAG-PP5.  

 The binding of PP5 with many interacting proteins is mediated by HSP90 (318), 

and some of the kinases tested are known HSP90 clients (311). Therefore, we next 

examined the ability of each kinase to interact with a mutated form of PP5, which 

contains a single point mutation that disrupts the association of PP5 with HSP90 (HSP90 

binding-deficient; FLAG-PP5
HBD

) (Fig. 44) (108). Under conditions where both the 

expression of the kinases and the levels of immunopurified phosphatase were 

comparable, the binding of CaMKIV, Raf1 and MST2 to PP5
HBD

 was abolished or 

dramatically impaired relative to wildtype PP5, indicating HSP90 likely plays a role in 

these PP5-kinase interactions (Fig. 43). Likewise, HSP90 appears to facilitate the binding 

of PP5 to p70S6K, ERK2, IKK1 and Src
Y529F

 because the association of each kinase with  
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Figure 43. Multiple kinases associate with PP5 in an HSP90-dependent manner. 

HEK-293FT cells were transfected with wildtype FLAG-PP5 (FLAG-PP5
WT

) or an 

HSP90 binding-deficient point mutant of PP5 (FLAG-PP5
HBD

) alone or together with 

HA-p70S6K, HA-ERK2, HA3-IKK1, HA-CaMKIV, Src
Y529F

, Myc-Raf1, or HA-

MST2; cells were also co-transfected with the indicated epitope tagged kinase and 

pcDNA3 (Vector). FLAG-tagged proteins were immunoprecipitated from cell extracts 

with a FLAG affinity resin (FLAG IPs), and proteins contained in the FLAG IPs and 

cell lysates were detected by Western analysis using antibodies recognizing HA, Myc, 

FLAG, Src, and HSP90. ** and *, denote a non-specific band and IgG heavy chain, 

respectively. #, denotes HA3-IKK1 that migrates just below HSP90. The data are 

representative of experiments performed at least three independent times with similar 

results. 
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Figure 44. HSP90 binding and phosphatase activity levels of mutant PP5 

proteins. 

HEK-293FT cells were transfected to express wildtype FLAG-PP5 (WT), FLAG-

K97A-PP5 [a point mutant that disrupts the association of PP5 with HSP90 (HSP90 

binding-deficient; HSB)], or FLAG-H304Q-PP5 [a point mutant that is catalytically 

inactive (phosphatase dead; PD)]. Solubilized extracts were incubated with anti-

FLAG resin and bound proteins eluted with excess FLAG peptide. Purified proteins 

were subjected to SDS-PAGE and Colloidal Blue staining to monitor PP5-HSP90 

interactions (A) and in vitro phosphatase assays to analyze catalytic activity in the 

presence of buffer (Basal) or 100 μM arachidonic acid (+AA) (B). Phosphatase 

activity toward DiFMUP [Relative Fluorescent Units (RFU)] was continuously 

assayed over 900 s. Quantification of phosphatase activity at the 900 s time point is 

presented. Background fluorescence was measured and subtracted from the 

corresponding fluorescent values of the phosphatase-containing samples. One-way 

analysis of variance followed by Tukey multiple comparison tests identified 

statistically significant differences in PP5 activity: **** Basal vs. +AA, p < .0001; 

#### vs. WT-Basal, p < .0001 (n = 3). 

 

A 

B 
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PP5
HBD

 was reduced relative to their association with wildtype PP5. However, in PP5
HBD

 

immune complexes that lacked HSP90, p70S6K, ERK2, IKK1 and Src
Y529F

 were still 

detected. This suggests that not all PP5•kinase complexes require the presence of HSP90. 

PP5 forms stable complexes with ERKs 

  Our Western analysis of FLAG-PP5 immune complexes isolated from HEK-

293FT cells revealed a number of novel PP5 interacting proteins, which included ERK2 

(Fig. 43). Therefore we performed additional experiments to determine if PP5 could 

interact with ERK2, ERK1, and two ERK1 splice variants (rodent ERK1b and primate 

ERK1c; refs. 294,296). Western analysis of FLAG immune complexes from HEK-293FT 

cells co-expressing FLAG-PP5 and HA-ERK1, HA-ERK1b, HA-ERK1c, or HA-ERK2 

revealed that PP5 is capable of interacting with each of the MAPKs (Fig. 45). The 

binding of these MAPKs to PP5 does not appear to involve the extreme C-terminus of the 

kinases, as this region is very divergent amongst the ERKs (294,296). No kinase was 

detected in the control immunoprecipitations and endogenous HSP90 was found to co-

precipitate with FLAG-PP5. Under conditions where both the expression of the kinases 

and the levels of immunopurified phosphatase were comparable, we observed that the 

amount of ERK1/2 bound to PP5
HBD

 was dramatically reduced relative to wildtype PP5 

(Fig. 46), indicating that HSP90 plays a role in facilitating these interactions. However, in 

PP5
HBD

 immune complexes that contain no HSP90, ERK1/2 was still detected, 

suggesting that not all PP5•ERK complexes require the presence of HSP90. 

To ensure the functionality of the FLAG-PP5
HBD

 mutant, we analyzed its activity 

in the presence of two different activators of PP5, arachidonic acid and S100 family 

members (99,110). Both wildtype PP5 and PP5
HBD

 exhibited comparable basal and 
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Figure 45. PP5 interacts with ERK2, ERK1, and ERK1 splice variants. 

A, HEK-293FT cells were transfected with FLAG-PP5, HA-ERK1, or HA-ERK2 

alone or in combination, as indicated. Western analysis of FLAG immune complexes 

(FLAG IPs), HA immune complexes (HA IPs), and cell lysates were performed using 

FLAG, HA, and HSP90 antibodies (n = 3). *, denotes IgG heavy chain. B, HEK-

293FT cells were transfected with FLAG-PP5, HA-ERK1b, or HA-ERK1c alone or in 

combination, as indicated. FLAG IPs and cell lysates were analyzed by Western as in 

A (n = 3). 
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Figure 46. Not all PP5•ERK1/2 complexes require the presence of HSP90. 

HEK-293FT cells were transfected with wildtype FLAG-PP5 or FLAG-PP5
HBD

 alone 

or together with HA-ERK1 or HA-ERK2; cells were also transfected with the 

indicated HA-tagged kinase and pcDNA3 (Vector). FLAG IPs and cell lysates were 

analyzed as described in A. A significant reduction in the binding of HA-ERK1 

(88.21% ± 3.01%, p<.0001) and HA-ERK2 (77.3% ± 8.97%, p=.0003) to FLAG-

PP5
HBD

 was found when ERK signals were normalized to levels of mutant PP5 in the 

IPs and compared to the corresponding values in the wildtype FLAG-PP5 conditions, 

which were set to 100. The results represent the means ± S.E. analyzed by one sample 

t-test using two-tailed p values (n = 6). 
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arachidonic acid-stimulated activities (Fig. 47). In addition, both S100B and S100A1 

induced the activation of PP5
HBD

 to a level comparable to the activation observed 

following treatment with arachidonic acid (Fig. 47, and data not shown). Studies from our 

laboratory have established that FLAG-PP5 immunopurified from RIPA Buffer-

solubilized cell lysates lacks HSP90 (unpublished data). To further substantiate the ability 

of PP5 to bind ERK1/2 in the absence of HSP90, we examined the association of HA-

ERK2 with wildtype FLAG-PP5 immune complexes isolated from cells that were lysed 

in different buffers (i.e., Buffer B or RIPA Buffer). As shown in Fig. 48, RIPA Buffer 

solubilization maintains the interaction of ERK2 with an HSP90-uncoupled, monomeric 

form of PP5. Collectively, these data indicate that PP5 binding to ERK can occur in the 

absence of HSP90. 

  To determine if PP5-ERK1/2 interactions are dependent on kinase or phosphatase 

activity, we performed binding experiments using catalytically inactive forms of these 

enzymes. Western analysis of FLAG immune complexes from lysates of unstimulated 

cells co-expressing wildtype FLAG-PP5 and kinase dead ERK1 (HA-ERK1
KD

) or ERK2 

(HA-ERK2
KD

) (319) revealed that catalytically inactive kinases retained their ability to 

associate with wildtype PP5 (Fig. 49). Likewise, analysis of FLAG immune complexes 

from lysates of cells co-expressing catalytically inactive PP5 (FLAG-PP5
PD

) (Fig. 44) 

(103,111,320) and wildtype HA-ERK1 or HA-ERK2 revealed that PP5-ERK1/2 

interactions were maintained in the absence of PP5 activity (Fig. 49). Together, these 

findings demonstrate that neither kinase nor phosphatase activity is required for the 

assembly of PP5•ERK1 and PP5•ERK2 complexes in unstimulated cells. 
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Figure 47. Analysis of PP5
HBD

 activity. 

A, Approximately 118 ng (10 nM) of purified wildtype FLAG-PP5 (WT) or HSP90 

binding-deficient mutant of FLAG-PP5 (HBD) were continuously assayed over 900 s 

for phosphatase activity toward DiFMUP [Relative Fluorescent Units (RFU)] in the 

presence of only buffer (Basal), 100 µM arachidonic acid (AA), or 200 nM S100B 

plus 1 mM CaCl2 (S100B). Background fluorescence (i.e., samples containing only 

DiFMUP+AA or DiFMUP+S100B+CaCl2) was measured and subtracted from the 

corresponding fluorescent values of the phosphatase-containing samples. Levels of 

fluorescence in WT+AA, HBD+AA, and HBD+S100B preparations were virtually 

identical. The results represent the means ± S.E. from six independent experiments; 

three experiments performed with duplicates from each of two separate purifications 

of WT and HBD. Standard error of the mean bars are obscured by the symbols for 

most data points. B, Quantification of phosphatase activity at the 900 s time point. 

Two-way ANOVA identified a statistically significant genotype vs. activator 

interaction (F(5,30)=61.83, p<.0001). Tukey post-tests: *** vs. Basal, p<.0001; ^^^ 

WT vs. HBD, p<.0001. 

A 

B 
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Figure 48. PP5-ERK2 interactions are maintained following RIPA-

mediated disruption of PP5-HSP90 binding. 

HEK-293FT cells expressing FLAG-PP5 and HA-ERK2 were lysed in 

Buffer B (B) or RIPA buffer (R) (Lysates). FLAG immunoprecipitations 

(FLAG IPs) were performed from the cell lysates and washed (IP Wash) in 

either B or R, as indicated. The FLAG IPs and corresponding cell lysates 

were analyzed by Western using HSP90, HA, and FLAG antibodies (n = 2).  
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Figure 49. The interaction of PP5 with ERK1/2 is independent of kinase 

and phosphatase activity.  

A, FLAG immunoprecipitations (FLAG IPs) were performed from lysates of 

HEK-293FT cells transfected with wildtype FLAG-PP5, kinase dead ERK1 

(HA-ERK1
KD

), or kinase dead ERK2 (HA-ERK2
KD

) alone or in combination, as 

indicated. The cell lysates and FLAG IPs were subjected to Western analysis 

using FLAG, HA, and HSP90 antibodies (n = 3). B, FLAG IPs were performed 

from lysates of HEK-293FT cells transfected with phosphatase dead PP5 

(FLAG-PP5
PD

), wildtype HA-ERK1, or wildtype HA-ERK2 alone or in 

combination, as indicated. The cell lysates and FLAG IPs were analyzed as 

described in A (n = 3). *, denotes IgG heavy chain.  

 

A B 
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Active Rac1 promotes assembly of PP5•ERK1 and PP5•ERK2 complexes 

 Activated Rac1 has been shown to promote the translocation of PP5 to the plasma 

membrane (111), one of several subcellular sites where the compartmentalization of 

ERK1/2 forms spatially distinct pockets of ERK activity that are important in creating 

diversity in cellular responses to stimuli (321). To determine if PP5-ERK1/2 interactions 

could be altered in the presence of active Rac1, we evaluated the binding of PP5 to 

ERK1/2 in cells co-expressing constitutively active Rac1 (Rac1
L61

). Significantly 

enhanced binding of PP5 to both ERK1 and ERK2 (5.2 and 2.8 fold increases, 

respectively) was observed in cells expressing Rac1
L61

, relative to control cells (Fig. 50). 

Moreover, the interaction of PP5 with ERK1/2 was unaffected by expression of a 

dominant negative form of Rac1 (Myc-Rac1
N17

) (Fig. 50). Given that Rac1
L61

 augmented 

the interaction of the ectopic proteins, we next tested whether Rac1
L61

 could promote 

increased interaction of endogenous-ectopic proteins. Indeed, the expression of Rac1
L61

 

enhanced the interaction of endogenous ERK1/2 with FLAG-PP5 (Fig. 51). Likewise, the 

expression of Rac1
L61

 led to increased interaction of endogenous PP5 with HA-ERK2, as 

visualized by Western analysis of both endogenous PP5 immune complexes and 

microcystin-agarose pulldowns (an affinity resin for protein serine/threonine 

phosphatases such as PP5) (Fig. 51). To test whether endogenous PP5 interacts with 

endogenous ERK, we performed microcystin-agarose pulldowns from lysates of 

untransfected cells. As shown in Fig. 52A, endogenous ERK1/2 co-purified with 

endogenous PP5 on this phosphatase affinity resin. To demonstrate that the binding of 

ERK1/2 to microcystin-agarose is due to its interaction with PP5, we performed an in 

vitro  displacement  assay  using  S100A1,  a  PP5  regulatory protein that competitively 
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Figure 50. Active Rac1 promotes assembly of ectopic PP5•ERK1 and PP5•ERK2 

complexes. 

A, HEK-293FT cells were co-transfected with FLAG-PP5 and either HA-ERK1 or 

HA-ERK2 together with pcDNA3 (Vector), constitutively active Rac1 (Rac1
L61

), or 

dominant negative Rac1 (Myc-Rac1
N17

) as indicated. Western analysis of FLAG 

immune complexes (FLAG IPs) and cell lysates were performed using the HA, 

FLAG, HSP90, and Rac1 antibodies (n = 3). B, Quantification of percent maximal 

HA-ERK binding normalized to the FLAG-PP5 signal in FLAG IPs, with binding in 

the Vector samples set to 100. One-way ANOVA identified a significant increase in 

PP5-ERK1 (F(2,6)=6.222, p=.0344) and PP5-ERK2 (F(2,6)=17.28, p=.0032) 

association in the presence of Rac1
L61

. Tukey post-tests: *, p<.05; **, p<.01. Data are 

mean ± S.E. No significant differences in the expression levels of FLAG-PP5, HA-

ERK1, or HA-ERK2 were detected following normalization to HSP90 levels. 

 

A 
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Figure 51. Active Rac1 promotes assembly of endogenous-ectopic PP5•ERK1 and 

PP5•ERK2 complexes. 

A, HEK-293FT cells were transfected with pcDNA3 (Vector) or FLAG-PP5 in the 

absence (-) or presence (+) of constitutively active Rac1 (Rac1
L61

). Cells transfected 

with Rac1
L61

 were also treated with 100 ng/mL EGF for 5 min prior to lysis. 

Endogenous ERK1/2 immune complexes (ERK1/2 IPs) and cell lysates were analyzed 

by Western using phospho-ERK1/2 (p-ERK1/2), ERK2, PP5, and FLAG antibodies (n 

= 3). *, denotes IgG heavy chain. B, HEK-293FT cells were co-transfected with HA-

ERK2 and pcDNA3 (-) or Rac1
L61

 (+). Western analysis of cell lysates, and proteins 

purifying with normal rabbit IgG (IgG IPs), rabbit anti-PP5 antibody (PP5 IPs), and 

microcystin-agarose (MC PDs), were performed using ERK2 and PP5 antibodies (n = 

2).  
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Figure 52. Endogenous PP5•ERK1 and PP5•ERK2 complexes form in cells.  

Lysates from untransfected (A) and HA-ERK2-expressing (B) HEK-293FT cells were 

incubated with microcystin-agarose and bound proteins were extensively washed prior 

to splitting the resin into separate tubes, which were then incubated with buffer 

lacking (-) or containing (+; 20µg) purified S100A1. A fraction of the reaction 

mixture was collected and analyzed by SDS-PAGE (15% Tris-glycine gels), and 

stained with Coomassie G-250 to detect S100A1. Following incubation, bound 

proteins were extensively washed and eluted for analysis by Western with antibodies 

detecting the ERK1/2 and PP5 proteins. Unpaired, one-tailed t tests identified a 

significant decrease in the levels of bound ERK following incubation with S100A1 

(left panel: *, p=.0117; right panel: *, p=.0279). The data are representative of 

experiments performed three (A) and two (B) independent times with similar results. 
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inhibits the association of PP5 with other interacting partners (110). S100A1 significantly 

displaced endogenous ERK1/2 from the resin without affecting the binding of 

endogenous PP5 (Fig. 52A). S100A1 also disrupted the interaction of HA-ERK2 with 

endogenous PP5 (Fig. 52B), thus reinforcing that our overexpression system recapitulates 

the native condition. The co-purification of PP5 and ERK with microcystin-agarose also 

supports our observations that phosphatase activity is not required for the PP5-ERK 

interaction since microcystin is a potent inhibitor of PP5 activity (322). Moreover, 

analysis of microcystin pulldowns from a variety of other cell types (e.g., MCF7, MDCK, 

MDA-MB-435) also revealed co-purification of endogenous ERK1/2 and PP5 (data not 

shown). 

Oncogenic RAS alters the interaction of PP5 with ERK2 but not ERK1 

 To address whether activation of the RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK signaling cascade 

influences PP5-ERK1/2 interactions, we treated cells with a variety of stimuli and 

monitored binding by co-immunoprecipitation assays coupled with Western analysis. 

Acute treatment of cells with epidermal growth factor (EGF) potently stimulated this 

pathway, as visualized in the cell lysates using a phospho-ERK1/2 antibody, but failed to 

alter PP5-ERK1/2 interactions (Fig. 53). Likewise, acute treatment of cells with phorbol 

12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA), which activates ERK in a RAS-independent manner via 

activation of PKC (323), also failed to impact the PP5•ERK1/2 complexes. Interestingly, 

introduction of constitutively active HRas (HRas
V12

), which chronically activates ERK 

signaling, led to a loss of PP5-ERK2 binding, without influencing the association of PP5 

and ERK1. To determine if the HRas
V12

-induced effect was specific to the gain-of-

function  G12V  mutation,  we  compared  the  ability  of  wildtype  HRas  (HRas
WT

) and  
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Figure 53. HRas
V12

, but not acute ERK activation, selectively decreases PP5-

ERK2, but not PP5-ERK1, interactions. 

HEK-293FT cells were transfected with HA-ERK1, HA-ERK2, or FLAG-PP5 alone 

or in combination and treated with nothing (Ø), 50 ng/mL EGF (5 min), 100 nM PMA 

(20 min), or an equivalent volume of DMSO (20 min) as a vehicle control. HEK-

293FT cells transfected with FLAG-PP5 and HA-ERK1 or HA-ERK2 in combination 

with pcDNA3 (Vector) or HRas
V12

 were not treated prior to lysis. Western analysis of 

the FLAG immune complexes (FLAG IPs) and cell lysates was done using antibodies 

recognizing phospho-ERK1/2 (p-ERK1/2), Ras, HSP90, HA, and FLAG (n = 4). Note 

that phospho-HA-ERK2 (p-HA-ERK2) and endogenous phospho-ERK1 (endog. p-

ERK1) co-migrate. 
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HRas
V12

 to influence the PP5-ERK2 interaction. Although HRas
WT

 and HRas
V12

 

expression led to comparable increases in ERK1/2 phosphorylation, relative to cells 

lacking RAS expression, only the oncogenic variant was capable of decreasing the 

association of PP5 and ERK2 (Fig. 54). These observations prompted us to examine 

another RAS isoform, namely KRas4B, and two of its oncogenic variants (i.e., KRas
V12

 

and KRas
L61

) for their ability to modulate the interaction of PP5 with ERK2. Introduction 

of wildtype KRas4B (KRas
WT

), KRas
V12

, and KRas
L61

 each resulted in enhanced levels of 

ERK phosphorylation and, analogous to HRas
V12

, KRas
L61

 was fully capable of 

modifying this phosphatase-kinase interaction (Fig. 54). Surprisingly, despite similar 

levels of activated ERK in cells expressing KRas
L61

, oncogenic KRas
V12

 did not decrease 

the PP5-ERK2 interaction (Fig. 54). These findings reveal novel stimulus-induced 

differences in PP5-ERK1/2 binding and indicate that the PP5•ERK2 complex is 

selectively regulated in response to specific oncogenic RAS-initiated signaling events. 

Kinase activity, but not phosphatase activity, is required for HRas
V12

-induced alteration 

of PP5•ERK2 complexes 

 We next performed experiments to determine if the HRas
V12

-induced reduction in 

PP5-ERK2 interactions is dependent on the enzymatic activity of PP5 and/or ERK2. The 

impact of phosphatase activity on this event was assessed by immunoblotting for ERK2 

in FLAG immune complexes from cells co-expressing FLAG-PP5
PD 

and wildtype HA-

ERK2 in the absence or presence of HRas
V12

. As shown in Fig. 55, HRas
V12

 decreased 

the interaction between PP5
PD

 and wildtype ERK2, similar to what was observed for the 

wildtype PP5-ERK2 interaction (Fig. 53), thus demonstrating that phosphatase activity 

was  not  required  for  this  effect.  To  ascertain  if  ERK2  activity was important for the  
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Figure 54. Specific oncogenic Ras variants selectively decrease PP5-

ERK2 interactions. 

HEK-293FT cells transfected with (+) or without (-) HA-ERK2 or FLAG-

PP5 were co-transfected with HRas
V12

, wildtype HRas (HRas
WT

), HA-

KRas
V12

, HA-KRas
L61

, or wildtype HA-KRas (HA-KRas
WT

). FLAG IPs 

and cell lysates were analyzed by Western as in Fig. 53 (n = 3).  
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Figure 55. Phosphatase activity is not required for HRas
V12

-dependent 

disruption of the PP5•ERK2 complex. 

HEK-293FT cells were transfected with wildtype HA-ERK1 or wildtype 

HA-ERK2 together with (+) or without (-) phosphatase dead FLAG-PP5 

(FLAG-PP5
PD

) and HRas
V12

. FLAG immune complexes (FLAG IPs) and 

cell lysates were analyzed by Western using antibodies recognizing the 

indicated proteins (n = 3). *, denotes IgG heavy chain. 
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HRas
V12

-induced changes in the PP5•ERK2 complex, we evaluated the binding of both 

wildtype HA-ERK2 and HA-ERK2
KD

 to wildtype FLAG-PP5 in the absence or presence 

of HRas
V12

. As predicted by previous observations, HRas
V12

 expression diminished the 

interaction of PP5 and wildtype ERK2; however, the interaction of wildtype PP5 and 

ERK2
KD

 was maintained in HRas
V12

 expressing cells (Fig. 56). Consistent with the 

results shown in Figs. 49 and 53, the PP5-ERK1 interaction was independent of 

phosphatase and kinase activity in both the absence and presence of HRas
V12

. 

Collectively, these data demonstrate that the association of PP5 with ERK1/2 is 

independent of both phosphatase and kinase activity, while the HRas
V12

-mediated 

reduction of PP5-ERK2 binding requires ERK2 activity. 

Disruption of the PP5-ERK2 interaction by HRas
V12

 is independent of MEK activity 

 Because the data indicate that ERK2 activity is necessary for the HRas
V12

-induced 

decrease in PP5-ERK2 interactions, we wanted to determine if MEK1/2 plays a role in 

this process. To address this question, cells co-expressing wildtype HA-ERK2, wildtype 

FLAG-PP5, and oncogenic HRas were treated with the MEK1/2 inhibitor, U0126, or 

solvent as a control. Western analysis of cell lysates and FLAG immune complexes 

revealed that MEK inhibition potently abrogated ERK phosphorylation but did not 

influence the loss of PP5-ERK2 binding caused by HRas
V12

 (Fig. 57). Quantification of 

these data revealed that expression of HRas
V12

 produced a dramatic reduction in the 

association of PP5 and ERK2, regardless of the activation state of MEK (reductions of 

86.08% ± 1.62% and 81.95% ± 2.26% in the absence or presence of U0126, respectively) 

(Fig. 57). Therefore, it appears that acute inhibition of ERK, in the context of HRas
V12

 

signaling, does not allow reassembly of PP5•ERK2 complexes. Collectively, these data 
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Figure 56. Kinase activity is required for HRas
V12

-dependent disruption of the 

PP5•ERK2 complex. 

Wildtype HA-ERK1 (HA-ERK1
WT

), kinase dead HA-ERK1 (HA-ERK1
KD

), 

wildtype HA-ERK2 (HA-ERK2
WT

), and kinase dead HA-ERK2 (HA-ERK2
KD

) 

were transfected into HEK-293FT cells alone or together with wildtype FLAG-

PP5 in the absence or presence of HRas
V12

. FLAG IPs and cell lysates were 

analyzed as described in Fig. 55 (n = 5). *, denotes IgG heavy chain. 
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Figure 57. HRas
V12

-induces disruption of the PP5•ERK2 complex independently 

of the activation state of ERK2.  
A, HEK-293FT cells were transfected with (+) or without (-) HA-ERK2 and FLAG-

PP5 together with HRas
V12

 or wildtype HRas (HRas
WT

); cells were treated with the 

MEK inhibitor U0126 or DMSO for 30 min prior to lysis. FLAG immune complexes 

(FLAG IPs) and cell lysates were analyzed by Western using antibodies recognizing 

the indicated proteins. B, Percent maximal binding of HA-ERK2 to FLAG-PP5. 

ERK2 binding signals, quantified for cells in A that co-expressed HA-ERK2 and 

FLAG-PP5, were normalized to levels of PP5 in the FLAG IPs and compared to the 

corresponding values in the absence of any Ras expression (Ø), which were set to 

100. Significant reductions in PP5 binding to ERK2 were observed in the presence of 

HRas
V12

 (86.08% ± 1.62%) and following acute treatment with U0126 (81.95% ± 

2.26%), while HRas
WT

 expression failed to disrupt the interaction. The results 

represent the means ± S.E. based on one-way ANOVA (F(3,8)=20.42, p=.0004). 

Tukey post-tests: ** vs. Ø, p<.01; ## vs. HRas
WT

, p<.01. The data are representative 

of experiments performed three independent times with similar results. 

 

A 

B 
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support the idea that the HRas
V12

/KRas
L61

-mediated regulation of the PP5•ERK2 

complex is independent of the activation state of ERK, yet paradoxically requires ERK2 

activity. 

PP5•ERK2 complexes regulate Raf1 phosphorylation 

 RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK signaling pathways acquire their highly adaptive character, 

in part, from multiple, ERK-mediated feedback phosphorylation loops that act to promote 

or suppress the activity of upstream components (324,325). While several feedback 

phosphorylation events on Raf1 are mediated by ERK1/2, the mechanism(s) that dictates 

the recruitment of ERK to Raf1 are unknown (248,326). Since PP5 dephosphorylation of 

Raf1 at pSer338 (133) temporally overlaps with the phosphorylation of Raf1 by ERK 

(248,326), we explored the possibility that PP5•ERK2 complexes play a role in the 

feedback phosphorylation state of Raf1. This question was addressed by examining the 

phospho-state of PP5-associated Raf1 from unstimulated and EGF-stimulated HEK-

293FT cells transfected with combinations of Myc-Raf1, wildtype or kinase dead HA-

ERK2, and wildtype or catalytically inactive FLAG-PP5. Western analysis of the FLAG 

immune complexes from cells expressing wildtype HA-ERK2 and FLAG-PP5 revealed 

an EGF-dependent increase in the phosphorylation of ERK-dependent sites (EDS) (i.e., 

Ser289/Ser296/Ser301) and the activating site (Ser338) on Raf1 (Fig. 58, Lanes 3 vs. 4). 

Expression of PP5
PD

, in lieu of wildtype PP5, resulted in increased phosphorylation of 

EDS and Ser338 in unstimulated cells (Fig. 58, Lanes 3 vs. 6), which was augmented by 

treatment with EGF (Fig. 58, Lanes 6 vs. 7). In contrast to wildtype ERK2-expressing 

cells, EGF failed to promote increased phosphorylation of EDS in ERK2
KD

-expressing 

cells, and in cells lacking wildtype HA-ERK2; however, the phosphorylation of Ser338 
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Figure 58. PP5•ERK2 complexes regulate EGF-dependent feedback 

phosphorylation of Raf1. 

HEK-293FT cells were co-transfected with Myc-Raf1 or pcDNA3 (EV) 

together with the indicated combinations of nothing (Ø), wildtype (WT) 

or kinase dead HA-ERK2 (KD), and wildtype (WT) or catalytically 

inactive FLAG-PP5 (PD). Cells were treated with solvent containing (+) 

or lacking (-) 100 ng/mL EGF for 30 min prior to lysis. FLAG immune 

complexes (FLAG IPs) were analyzed by Western using phospho-

Ser289/296/301-Raf1 (pEDS-Raf1), phospho-Ser338-Raf1 (p338-Raf1), 

Raf1, HSP90, and FLAG antibodies (n = 2). 
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remained elevated (Fig. 58, Lanes 7 vs. 8 vs. 9). Together, these findings indicate that 

ERK2 phosphorylates EDS but not Ser338 and that PP5 activity modulates the 

phosphorylation state of both EDS and Ser338.  

  To determine if Rac1
L61 

or HRas
V12

 influence the phosphorylation of PP5-

associated Raf1 by modulating the PP5-ERK2 interaction, we co-expressed each small G 

protein in combination with wildtype or catalytically inactive forms of HA-ERK2 and 

FLAG-PP5. Western analysis of the FLAG immune complexes revealed very little 

phosphorylation of either EDS or Ser338 in the PP5-associated Raf1 in Rac1
L61

-

expressing cells containing wildtype PP5 (Fig. 59, Lanes 1 vs. 5). In contrast, the 

phosphorylation of both EDS and Ser338 in the PP5-associated Raf1 complexes were 

drastically elevated in cells expressing catalytically inactive PP5 (Fig. 59, Lanes 5 vs. 6). 

Comparable levels of Raf1 Ser338 phosphorylation were observed in cells co-expressing 

PP5
PD

 and either wildtype ERK2 or ERK2
KD

; however, only the phosphorylation of EDS 

was altered in ERK2
KD

-expressing cells relative to wildtype ERK2-expressing cells (Fig. 

59, Lanes 6 vs. 7). Surprisingly, the co-expression of HRas
V12

 also promoted 

phosphorylation of EDS (Fig. 59, Lanes 1 vs. 10), via a mechanism that required ERK2 

(Fig. 59, Lanes 9 vs. 10). Consistent with the EGF and Rac1
L61

 data, loss of PP5 activity 

dramatically enhanced phosphorylation of both EDS and Ser338 in HRas
V12

-expressing 

cells (Fig. 59, Lanes 10 vs. 11), while the additional loss of ERK2 activity partially 

reduced phosphorylation of EDS but not Ser338 (Fig. 59, Lanes 11 vs. 12). Together, 

these data support a dynamic role for PP5•ERK2 complexes in regulating Raf1 

phosphorylation.  
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Figure 59. PP5•ERK2 complex-regulated feedback phosphorylation 

of Raf1 is elevated in Rac1
L61

- and HRas
V12

-expressing cells. 

HEK-293FT cells were co-transfected to express Myc-Raf1, in the 

presence or absence of Rac1
L61

 or HRas
V12

, together with the indicated 

combinations of nothing (Ø), wildtype (WT) or kinase dead HA-ERK2 

(KD), and wildtype (WT) or catalytically inactive FLAG-PP5 (PD). 

FLAG IPs were analyzed as in Fig. 58 (n = 2).  
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Discussion 

HSP90•PP5•protein kinase complexes 

  The studies herein confirm the known interactions of PP5 with HSP90 and Raf1 

(133,318). In addition, we identify nine protein kinases as novel interacting partners for 

PP5. Since several of these kinases are HSP90 chaperone clients (311), we examined the 

relationship further to determine if the interaction of PP5 with each kinase could be 

detected in a complex that did not also contain HSP90. Our studies comparing HSP90-

bound PP5 and monomeric forms of PP5 that are completely devoid of HSP90 (i.e., 

FLAG-PP5
HBD

 and RIPA-disrupted PP5•HSP90) revealed that the association of PP5 

with some kinases (e.g., HA-CaMKIV, Myc-Raf1, HA-MST2) only occurs in the 

presence of HSP90, while other kinases (e.g., HA-p70S6K, HA-ERK1/2, HA3-IKK1, 

Src
Y529F

) associate with PP5 independently of HSP90, albeit to a lesser extent than 

observed in HSP90•PP5•protein kinase complexes (Figs. 43 and 46). This may indicate 

that the autoinhibitory conformation of monomeric PP5 yields an encounter complex 

with a reduced capacity to interact with the kinases (327). Alternatively, kinase binding 

sites on HSP90, which regulate HSP90-Akt interactions (328), may facilitate the 

association of PP5 with certain kinases when HSP90 is present. Our data also support the 

possibility that kinase binding determinants are located on PP5. Our data indicate 

monomeric PP5 can directly interact with ERK1/2 in the absence of HSP90; accordingly, 

analysis of the primary sequence of PP5 has revealed the presence of putative ERK 

docking domains and reverse D domains (329). Future studies will be needed to 

determine the precise role of HSP90 in the assembly, maintenance, or maturation of 

PP5•kinase complexes.  
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Regulation of PP5•ERK complexes and Raf1 feedback phosphorylation 

  Phosphatase•kinase complexes can be regulated by intramolecular reversible 

phosphorylation (135,137,141,149), and we observed that the HRas
V12

-induced reduction 

in PP5-ERK2 binding required ERK2 activity (Fig. 56). It is unlikely that ERK1/2 

phosphorylates PP5 directly, because PP5 lacks both the proline-directed serine/threonine 

(P-X-S/T) motif and the secondary DEF (Docking site for ERK, F-X-F-P) domain found 

in many ERK1/2 substrates (330). In addition, in vitro phosphorylation assays failed to 

detect ERK1/2-mediated phosphorylation of PP5 (data not shown). Nonetheless, our 

studies clearly demonstrate that the formation of PP5•ERK1/2 complexes can occur in a 

phosphatase and kinase activity-independent manner in unstimulated cells (Fig. 49). 

Thus, although PP5 activity is not required for its interaction with ERK1/2, PP5-mediated 

dephosphorylation could regulate the activity of the associated kinase, either directly or 

indirectly via HSP90. Consistent with a prior study (133), we did not detect any direct 

dephosphorylation of residues within the T-loop of ERK1/2 in our in vitro assays 

containing arachidonic acid-activated PP5 (data not shown). However, our data do not 

rule out the possibility that PP5-mediates dephosphorylation of residues outside the T-

loop of ERK, which may directly impact kinase function. Moreover, as first reported for 

HSP90•heme-regulated eIF2α kinase (134), and also observed for Cdc37•HSP90•protein 

kinase complexes (312), PP5 may function to alter HSP90 chaperone activity, which in 

turn may regulate kinase maturation/activity. 

  The formation of macromolecular complexes containing protein kinases and 

phosphatases is important for maintaining the proper phosphorylation state of target 

proteins within key cell signaling pathways (331), including the RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK 
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cascade. Recent investigations indicate Raf1 activity is modulated via its association with 

two different protein phosphatases, PP2A and PP5. The extant data indicate PP2A 

functions as a positive regulator of Raf1, acting to dephosphorylate an inhibitory 

phospho-Ser259 site (137). In contrast, PP5 acts as a negative regulator of Raf1, by 

dephosphorylating a site (phospho-Ser338) that helps maintain Raf1 activity (133). In 

addition to Ser259 and Ser338 phosphorylation, Raf1 is subject to ERK-mediated 

feedback phosphorylation at several sites, including Ser289, Ser296, and Ser301 

(collectively termed ERK Dependent Sites, EDS), which can either enhance or inhibit 

Raf1 function (248,326). Given the similar temporal relationship between ERK 

phosphorylation of EDS (248,326) and PP5 dephosphorylation of pSer338 (133), 

PP5•ERK complexes may be involved in coordinating these processes. Our current 

observations validate both the role of ERK in the regulation of EDS phosphorylation and 

the role of PP5 in the dephosphorylation of Raf1 at pSer338 (Figs. 58 and 59). In 

addition, our data reveal a novel role for PP5 in modulating the phosphorylation state of 

Raf1 at EDS (Figs. 58 and 59). PP2A has also been implicated in the dephosphorylation 

of pEDS (248), suggesting both phosphatases may act in concert to fine tune Raf1 

activity. Interestingly, both PP5 and PP2A appear to play a similar role in the activation 

and feedback regulation of the dual specificity phosphatase CDC25 (125,332). 

Collectively, these findings suggest PP5•ERK complexes provide an additional control 

mechanism that regulates the phosphorylation status of Raf1 (Fig. 60).  
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Figure 60. A model depicting the role and regulation of PP5•ERK 

complexes.  

PP5 suppresses Raf1 signaling by dephosphorylating Ser338, a site important in 

making Raf1 permissive to further phosphorylation for full activation. Our 

studies support an additional role for PP5 in regulating the phosphorylation state 

of several ERK-dependent sites (EDS) on Raf1, and suggest that PP5•ERK 

complexes coordinate Raf1 feedback phosphorylation events. Furthermore, we 

find that PP5-ERK interactions are modulated by active small G proteins. 

Active Rac1 (Rac1
L61

) promotes PP5-ERK1/2 interactions. In contrast, active 

HRas (HRas
V12

) and KRas4B (KRas
L61

), but not KRas
V12

, promote rapid 

turnover of PP5•ERK2 complexes without affecting PP5•ERK1 complexes. 
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Small G protein-dependent regulation of PP5•ERK complexes and their potential 

involvement in oncogenic processes 

  The identification of PP5•ERK1/2 complexes in unstimulated cells prompted us 

to examine the possibility that PP5-ERK1/2 interactions can be altered in response to cell 

stimulation. Acute activation of the RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK signaling cascade with EGF 

did not affect the binding of PP5 with ERK1/2. However, chronic activation of this 

pathway, via expression of constitutively active small G proteins, drastically altered the 

levels of PP5•ERK1/2 complexes (Figs. 50, 51, 53, and 54). Expression of Rac1
L61

 

promoted the interaction of PP5 with both ERK1 and ERK2 (Figs. 50 and 51), while the 

expression of HRas
V12

 led to decreased PP5-ERK2 binding without affecting PP5-ERK1 

binding (Figs. 53 and 54). These observations suggest the two small G proteins likely 

utilize separate mechanisms and/or signaling pathways to modulate the assembly of 

PP5•ERK complexes in cells. 

  The expression of HRas
V12

 and KRas
L61

 greatly suppressed PP5-ERK2 binding, 

while the expression of HRas
WT

 or KRas
WT

 had no apparent affect (Fig. 54). This 

indicates that the diminishment in PP5-ERK2 interactions produced by HRas
V12

 and 

KRas
L61

 may not simply be the result of RAS proteins serving as a scaffold, rather it may 

reflect a consequence of the oncogenic activity of these RAS variants. Interestingly, 

KRas
V12

 expression does not alter the binding between ERK2 and PP5, despite its potent 

activation of ERK (Fig. 54). This observation, together with the MEK inhibitor data (Fig. 

57), indicate that chronic activation of the RAS-RAF-MEK-ERK pathway is not 

sufficient to alter the PP5-ERK2 interaction and suggests a different RAS effector 

pathway (e.g., PI3K, Tiam1, PLCε, RalGEF) may be involved in modulating PP5-ERK2 
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interactions. Although it has been known for some time that the various RAS isoforms 

demonstrate bias in their capacity to activate downstream effectors (284), recent work has 

revealed that variants of the same RAS isoform are also capable of differentially 

activating downstream effectors (333). Thus, it is unclear if the HRas
V12

- and KRas
L61

-

dependent loss of PP5-ERK2 binding occurs through an undefined, shared effector 

pathway that is unaffected by KRas
V12

 signaling or through unique pathways that 

eventually converge on PP5•ERK2, but not PP5•ERK1, complexes.  

  Active Rac1 promotes both the assembly of PP5•ERK2 complexes (Fig. 50), and 

PP5- and ERK2-coordinated regulation of Raf1 phosphorylation (Fig. 59). Surprisingly, 

oncogenic HRas
V12

 expression also enhanced phosphorylation of EDS (Fig. 59, Lane 1 

vs. 10), which seemingly contradicts our data showing that HRas
V12

 decreased PP5-

ERK2 binding (Figs. 53 and 54). Since co-immunoprecipitation assays only capture a 

single moment in a dynamic equilibrium, one possible explanation for the apparent 

decrease in the PP5-ERK2 interaction is that HRas
V12

 promotes enhanced turnover of the 

PP5•ERK2 complex (Fig. 60), creating a false impression that the binding is decreased. A 

hallmark of protein kinase complexes subject to rapid turnover is increased 

phosphorylation of substrates (334). Consistent with this idea, we observe high levels of 

EDS phosphorylation on the PP5-associated Raf1 in cells expressing HRas
V12

 (Figs. 58 

and 59).  

  The ERK1/2 pathway integrates various cytosolic signals to regulate cellular 

proliferation, differentiation, growth, and apoptosis. Thus, it is no surprise that abnormal 

ERK signaling contributes to the formation and development of a variety of tumors and 

RASopathies (242,335). Although nearly 30% of all human tumors contain a gain-of-
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function mutation in a RAS gene (336) (Fig. 61), several recent reports demonstrate that 

ERK2 - and not ERK1 - predominantly, if not exclusively, regulates several oncogenic 

properties of certain human tumors (337-340). We observed a striking difference in the 

responsiveness of PP5-ERK2 complexes to various oncogenic RAS proteins (Figs. 53 

and 54). This not only highlights the contextually kaleidoscopic nature of the ERK 

interactome, but also hints at a potential mechanism through which oncogenic RAS 

mutants regulate signaling selectivity via the ERK2 isoform. Given that PP5 has been 

implicated in tumor development (341,342), it is possible that particular PP5 and ERK2 

properties, such as their binding with one another, are dysregulated in the context of 

aberrant RAS signaling and contribute to particular oncogenic characteristics that define 

certain human tumors. 

 In summary, our studies identify novel PP5-ERK interactions and uncover a new 

role for small G proteins in regulating PP5•ERK1/2 complexes. Future studies of the 

mechanism(s) by which Rac1 and RAS modulate PP5-ERK1/2 interactions may shed 

light on the selective regulation of PP5•ERK2 complexes by constitutively active 

HRas
V12

 and KRas
L61 

and their role in tumor development. Raf1 was recently identified 

as one of the top ten essential genes in a model for murine embryonic HRas
V12

-mediated 

epidermal hyperplasia (343). Our data support a role for PP5•ERK1/2 complexes in 

modulating the feedback phosphorylation of Raf1. As such, characterization of the ERK-

mediated hyperphosphorylation of Raf1 in tumors harboring oncogenic mutations of the 

RAS gene may provide insight on the individual diversity of cancers as well as their 

susceptibility to signal transduction-modulating drugs. Given that protein phosphatases 

shape the spatiotemporal dynamics of signaling cascades and have emerged as attractive
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Figure 61. Mutation rates of RAS genes and codons in all cancers. 

A, Approximately 30% of all screened human tumors carry a somatic 

mutation in any 1 of the 3 RAS genes: K-RAS, H-RAS, or N-RAS. The highest 

incidence rate of oncogenic mutation occurs within the K-RAS locus. B, 

Oncogenic mutations of the RAS genes are concentrated within three codons: 

Gly12, Gly13, or Gln61. The frequency rate of mutations within these codons 

varies among the three RAS genes (336). 
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targets for the treatment of diabetes, obesity, and cancer (344,345), it may be interesting 

to investigate the PP5•ERK complex as a therapeutic target of diseases characterized by 

aberrant ERK signaling. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Summary 

The phosphorylation profile of signaling intermediates is determined by a 

dynamic equilibrium of protein kinase and phosphatase activities (346). Whereas protein 

kinases control signal magnitude more than duration, protein phosphatases modulate both 

the amplitude and duration of signal transduction (347), as well as restrict spontaneous 

pulses of signaling in the absence of stimulus (348). The macromolecular assembly of 

phosphatase•kinase complexes provides a mechanism to enhance the speed and 

selectivity of enzyme-substrate and protein-protein interactions to generate high fidelity 

cell signaling events. Moreover, the formation of phosphatase•kinase signaling modules 

allows for acute regulation of common substrate and intramolecular regulation of kinase 

activity by the associated phosphatase (or vice versa). The studies outlined in this 

dissertation examine the composition, regulation, and function of various protein 

serine/threonine phosphatase•kinase complexes, with a focus on the CaMKIV•PP2A 

(Chapter II), PP2A•Raf1 (Chapter III), and PP5•ERK1/2 (Chapter IV) complexes. 

Although PP2A had been implicated in the regulation of CaMKIV 

phosphorylation in vitro (165), it was not until the purification of a CaMKIV•PP2A 

complex that we could attribute the rapid inactivation of CaMKIV activity in Jurkat T 

lymphocytes to a stably associated protein phosphatase (135). The CaMKIV-associated 

PP2A contains a regulatory Bα subunit, whose function in negatively regulating 

CaMKIV signaling was validated in cell-based CREB reporter assays using SV40 small t 
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antigen. However, these studies did not address the identity of the phospho-residue in 

CaMKIV targeted by PP2A. The phosphorylation of CaMKIV at multiple residues 

(Ser11, Ser12, and Thr200) fully activates the kinase and eliminates its dependence on 

Ca
2+

/CaM binding (156). We hypothesized that PP2A regulated CaMKIV activity by 

targeting the phospho-site important for autonomous activity (i.e., phospho-Thr200). To 

address this hypothesis, we collaborated with Bethyl Laboratories, Inc. to generate an 

antibody that specifically recognizes the phospho-Thr200 epitope within CaMKIV (Fig. 

8). Our analysis of the kinetics of CaMKIV signaling revealed that the activation of 

endogenous CaMKIV was acutely regulated by an associated phosphatase, which needed 

to be inhibited with okadaic acid in order to observe phosphorylation of Thr200 (Figs. 9 

and 12). However, ectopically-expressed CaMKIV exhibited a distinct phosphorylation 

profile, characterized by rapid dephosphorylation of phospho-Thr200, even in the 

presence of okadaic acid (Fig. 12).  

Our studies also revealed that the ectopically-expressed CaMKIV did not 

associate with endogenous PP2AC (Fig. 13), which probably accounted for the 

insensitivity of Thr200 dephosphorylation to okadaic acid (Fig. 12). Although the PP2A 

regulatory Bα and Bδ subunits associated with CaMKIV and promoted the recruitment of 

endogenous PP2AC to the kinase, we did not observe a change in p-Thr200 levels in 

ionomycin-stimulated cells overexpressing the Bα subunit (Figs. 14-16). We 

subsequently tested the ability of Bα-containing holoenzymes to regulate the 

phosphorylation state of CaMKIV in vitro, and found that this PP2A holoenzyme failed 

to dephosphorylate p-Thr200 (Fig. 17). These data suggest that Bα- and Bδ-containing 

PP2A holoenzymes may play a different role in regulating CaMKIV function. Since we 
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observed dephosphorylation of p-Thr200 in vitro following the addition of purified 

PP2AC, we hypothesized that a different form of PP2A may regulate p-Thr200 levels 

(Fig. 18). In support of this idea, we demonstrated that the association of alpha4•PP2AC 

complexes with CaMKIV is regulated in a stimulus-dependent manner (Figs. 11, 19, and 

20). Future studies aimed at addressing the roles of different oligomeric forms of PP2A in 

the regulation of CaMKIV signaling will be addressed below in “Future Directions.” 

Reports from us and others have clarified the roles specific PP2A holoenzymes 

play in the control of Raf1-MEK-ERK signaling. In contrast to our CaMKIV studies, Bα- 

and Bδ-containing PP2A holoenzymes function as positive regulators of Raf1-MEK-ERK 

signaling. These holoenzymes associate with Raf1 and catalyze the dephosphorylation of 

an inhibitory site in this kinase (phospho-Ser259), thereby promoting Raf1 activation and 

the subsequent activation of MEK1/2 and ERK1/2 (137). However, the regulatory 

mechanisms controlling ABαC-Raf1 and ABδC-Raf1 interactions in response to various 

stimuli is unknown. Although EGF-stimulated ERK phosphorylation was enhanced in 

cells overexpressing Bδ (Fig. 24), we could only detect relatively small changes in the 

ABδC-Raf1 interaction (Fig. 25). Furthermore, these changes did not temporally correlate 

with the stimulus-induced increases in ERK activity. Given the relatively small difference 

and variability of these assays, we utilized cell-permeable chemical crosslinking reagents 

in an attempt to trap transient ABδFLAGC-Raf1 interactions following EGF stimulation. 

Although crosslinking with DTME enhanced BδFLAG-Raf1 interactions (Fig. 30), 

we did not observe a difference in the EGF-stimulated PP2A-Raf1 interaction profiles 

between noncrosslinked and crosslinked samples (data not shown). Interestingly, these 

studies revealed that the association of the PP2A core dimer with Bδ-FLAG was 
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disrupted in the presence of DTME in cells but not in vitro (Figs. 30-32). Utilizing the 

recently developed method of ReCLIP (238), we subjected ABδC, Raf1, and ABδC•Raf1 

complexes isolated from crosslinked cells to mass spectrometry to identify novel binding 

partners that could potentially regulate ABδC-Raf1 interactions in a stimulus-dependent 

manner. Although DSP, DTME, and both DSP and DTME treatments yielded 

overlapping, but distinct ABδC interactomes (Table 1 and Figs. 33 and 34), we narrowed 

our focus to studying candidate proteins co-purifying with the ABδC•Raf1 complex 

following DTME treatment (Fig. 35). These proteomic studies identified several putative 

candidates that may regulate, or be regulated by, ABδC•Raf1 signaling modules (Table 

2). Analysis of these ABδC•Raf1-interacting proteins indicated an enrichment for 

proteins localized to particular subcellular compartments as well as specific cellular 

processes, hinting at novel signaling events that involve ABδC•Raf1 complexes (Figs. 36 

and 37). The rationale behind further characterizing ABδC•Raf1 complex candidate 

interacting proteins was presented in the Discussion of Chapter III. Experiments 

performed in preparation for the ReCLIP/mass spectrometry studies serendipitously 

revealed an interaction between AB′βC and Raf1, suggesting that AB′βC may be 

involved in the regulation of other Raf1 phospho-sites (Fig. 38). Future studies to 

examine the functional role of AB′βC in Raf1-MEK-ERK signaling will be addressed 

below in “Future Directions.” 

Serine/threonine protein phosphatase 5 (PP5, PPP5C) is known to interact with 

the chaperonin heat shock protein 90 (HSP90), and is involved in the regulation of 

multiple cellular signaling cascades that control diverse cellular processes such as cell 

growth, differentiation, proliferation, motility, and apoptosis. We showed that PP5 
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associates with multiple protein kinases, including the PP2A-associated Raf1 and ERKs 

(Figs. 41-43 and 45). Studies using mutant forms of PP5 revealed that the formation of 

PP5•ERK1 and PP5•ERK2 complexes partially depends on HSP90 binding to PP5, but 

does not require PP5 or ERK1/2 activity (Figs. 46 and 49). However, PP5 and ERK 

activity regulated the phosphorylation state of Raf1 kinase, an upstream activator of ERK 

signaling (Fig. 58). While expression of constitutively active Rac1 promoted the 

assembly of PP5•ERK1/2 complexes, acute activation of ERK1/2 failed to influence the 

phosphatase-kinase interaction (Figs. 50, 51, and 53). Introduction of oncogenic HRas 

(HRas
V12

) had no effect on PP5-ERK1 binding but selectively decreased the interaction 

of PP5 with ERK2, in a manner that was independent of PP5 and MAPK/ERK kinase 

(MEK) activity, yet paradoxically required ERK2 activity (Figs. 53, 56, and 57). 

Additional studies conducted with oncogenic variants of KRas4B revealed that KRas
L61

, 

but not KRas
V12

, also decreased the PP5-ERK2 interaction (Fig. 54). The expression of 

wildtype HRas or KRas proteins failed to reduce PP5-ERK2 binding, indicating that the 

effect was specific to HRas
V12

 and KRas
L61

 gain-of-function mutations (Fig. 54). These 

findings revealed a novel, differential responsiveness of PP5-ERK1 and PP5-ERK2 

interactions to select oncogenic RAS variants, and also support a role for PP5•ERK 

complexes in regulating the feedback phosphorylation of PP5-associated Raf1 (Fig. 58 

and 59) (151). Future studies regarding the PP5-ERK interaction were briefly presented 

in the Discussion of Chapter IV. More detailed experiments on this topic will be 

presented below in “Future Directions.” 
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Future Directions 

My studies on the CaMKIV•PP2A, PP2A•Raf1, PP2A•Raf1•PP5, and PP5•ERK 

signaling modules have afforded a better understanding of the composition, regulation, 

and function of these protein serine/threonine phosphatase•kinase complexes. Although 

these studies have provided key insights, several questions still remain. 

CaMKIV•PP2A Studies 

Does alpha4 regulate CaMKIV function? 

Jurkat T lymphocytes are an ideal system for testing if alpha4 plays a role in 

regulating CaMKIV function, as these cells express high levels of CaMKIV and alpha4. 

To test if alpha4 modulates CaMKIV function, RNAi technologies can be exploited to 

specifically knockdown alpha4 in unstimulated and CD3 receptor-stimulated Jurkat T 

cells. Changes in CaMKIV signaling at the molecular (phosphorylation of CaMKIV and 

CREB) and cellular (cytokine production (e.g., interleukin-2 (IL-2)) and differentiation 

into T helper subtypes) levels can be monitored to assess whether alpha4 regulates 

CaMKIV signaling in a positive or negative manner. Changes in p-Thr200 would indicate 

that the effect of alpha4 is occurring at the level of, or upstream of, CaMKIV. In parallel 

with these RNAi studies to suppress alpha4 expression, we could diminish alpha4 

function by overexpressing the B-box1 domain of Mid1 (a domain in the Mid1 protein 

responsible for binding alpha4) to competitively inhibit the association of alpha4 with 

CaMKIV. 
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Does CaMKIV alter alpha4 function? 

 Alpha4 plays an important role in regulating the stability of PP2AC (83). It may be 

that alpha4 does not regulate CaMKIV function, but rather CaMKIV modulates the 

function of alpha4 via phosphorylation. Scanning the alpha4 primary amino acid 

sequence for putative CaMKIV targeting motifs (consensus: Hyd-X-R-X-X-S/T) revealed 

a candidate phospho-site, Ser224. To determine if alpha4 is targeted for CaMKIV 

phosphorylation, in vitro assays using [γ-
32

P]ATP and CaMKK-activated CaMKIV in the 

presence or absence of phosphatase inhibitors can be performed. Both purified alpha4 

and alpha4•PP2AC complexes would be tested as potential substrates, and CREB would 

be used as a positive control. Should the in vitro studies reveal that alpha4 is a substrate 

of CaMKIV, additional experiments will be carried out to analyze the ability of CaMKIV 

to phosphorylate alpha4 in cells. Following cellular stimulation with CD3 antibody or 

PMA changes in the phospho-state of immunopurified alpha4 can be monitored by 

Western (using phospho-Ser and phospho-Thr antibodies) and verified by mass 

spectrometry. One way to determine if CaMKIV alters the ability of alpha4 to modulate 

the stability of PP2AC in cells is to monitor PP2AC turnover in cycloheximide treated 

cells in the presence or absence of the CaMKIV inhibitor KN93. 

 

Identify the oligomeric forms of PP2A that dephosphorylate the N-terminal phospho-

serines and phospho-Thr200 in CaMKIV. 

Given the prerequisite phosphorylation of N-terminal serines (i.e., Ser12 and 

Ser13) in the activation of CaMKIV, the phospho-state of these residues should dictate 

the ability of CaMKK to phosphorylate Thr200. Bα-containing PP2A holoenzymes have 
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been presumed to catalyze the dephosphorylation of phospho-Thr200; however, our in 

vitro and in cell data suggest that ABαC does not regulate this particular residue. One 

possibility is that ABαC instead regulates the N-terminal phospho-serines, which would 

represent a paradigm shift in our understanding of the role of the PP2A-associated 

CaMKIV. In vitro kinase assays with radiolabeled ATP can be carried out to examine the 

ability of CaMKIV to autophosphorylate these serine sites in the absence or presence of 

ABαC holoenzymes together without or with okadaic acid. Since CaMKK is absent in 

this assay, Thr200 should not be phosphorylated and loss of radiolabeled phosphate from 

CaMKIV in the absence of okadaic acid would indicate that the dephosphorylation of 

sites other than Thr200 is occurring. 

Mutation of the N-terminal serines in CaMKIV with phospho-mimetic residues 

(e.g., Asp, Glu) would allow us to assess Thr200 phosphorylation in ionomycin-

stimulated cells expressing SV40 small t. We would predict that levels of phospho-

Thr200 in the CaMKIV mutants would be insensitive to SV40 small t expression, 

providing additional support that Bα- and Bδ-containing PP2A holoenzymes indirectly 

regulate Thr200 phosphorylation via the direct modulation of phosphorylation state of the 

N-terminal serines.  

Since we can observe dephosphorylation of phospho-Thr200 with purified 

PP2AC, it is possible that a different oligomeric form of PP2A regulates phospho-Thr200 

(e.g., alpha4•PP2AC). Given the interaction of CaMKIV with alpha4, it would be prudent 

to couple in vitro CaMKK phosphorylation assays using CaMKIV as the substrate with 

dephosphorylation assays performed in the presence or absence of alpha4•PP2AC 

complexes together with or without okadaic acid. Loss of radiolabeled phosphate from 
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CaMKK-phosphorylated CaMKIV in the absence of okadaic acid would indicate that 

alpha4•PP2AC can dephosphorylate residues in CaMKIV. Dephosphorylation assays can 

also be performed with the phospho-mimetic CaMKIV mutants, which would eliminate 

the N-terminal serines as a source of the liberated radiolabeled phosphate. Alpha4•PP2AC 

may be unable to dephosphorylate CaMKIV in vitro, which could suggest alpha4 plays a 

role in the biogenesis of PP2A holoenzymes that regulate the phospho-state of CaMKIV. 

 

PP2A•Raf1 Studies 

Do AB′βC holoenzymes regulate Raf1-MEK-ERK signaling? 

 To determine if AB′βC holoenzymes play a role in modulating Raf1-MEK-ERK 

signaling, a comparison of  ERK phosphorylation profiles can be made between empty 

vector control cells and cells overexpressing FLAG-B′β following treatment with 

stimulus (e.g., EGF, PDGF, PMA, insulin). An increase in ERK phosphorylation would 

suggest that AB′βC holoenzymes positively regulate MAPK signaling, while a decrease 

would indicate AB′βC negatively regulates this pathway. In parallel with the 

overexpression studies, the reciprocal experiment to analyze ERK phosphorylation in 

cells where endogenous B′β expression has been reduced using RNAi can be carried out. 

 

Does AB′βC affect Raf1 signaling? 

 AB′βC holoenzymes may regulate MAPK signaling by dephosphorylating 

ERK1/2 or upstream signaling components (e.g., MEK1/2 or Raf1). We can assess the 

step at which AB′βC modulates signaling by overexpressing B′β in the presence of 

constitutively active (CA) mutants of RAS, Raf1, or MEK1/2. An augmentation in ERK 
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phosphorylation with certain CA mutants but not others would indicate AB′βC positively 

regulates signaling. Likewise, a decrease in ERK phosphorylation is expected if AB′βC 

inhibits MAPK signaling in the presence of select CA mutants. In addition, a panel of 

chemical inhibitors could be used to selectively inhibit each step in the signaling cascade 

in stimulated cells overexpressing B′β. Such experiments would allow us to narrow in on 

the step in the pathway modulated by AB′βC. 

 

Does AB′βC modulate kinase-independent targets of Raf1? 

We may not observe any alterations in Raf1-MEK-ERK signaling following 

overexpression or knockdown of B′β; however, there are other Raf1 interacting proteins 

that could be regulated by AB′βC. Raf1
-/-

 mice die in embryogenesis, but replacing the 

Raf1 locus with a catalytically inactive Raf1 gene, in which tyrosines 340 and 341 are 

mutated to phenylalanines, allows the embryos to survive for over a year with no 

noticeable defects (349). These data indicate that Raf1 likely has kinase-independent, 

scaffolding functions. Several proteins have been identified as being regulated by Raf1 in 

a catalytically-independent manner, including apoptosis signal-regulating kinase 1 

(ASK1) (350). Raf1 has been shown to interact with ASK1 and inhibit ASK1-mediated 

apoptosis; however, the mechanism of inhibition is not yet known (351). To assess if 

AB′βC regulates ASK1-mediated apoptosis, B′β levels can be overexpressed or knocked 

down in cells to monitor the effect on apoptosis following cellular stress (e.g., hypoxia, 

DNA-damage, oxidative stress). An alteration in the phosphorylation of ASK1 would 

indicate that the AB′βC effect occurs upstream of ASK1 or implicate AB′βC in the 

regulation of apoptosis via the modulation of phosphorylated ASK1. Should modulating 
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the levels of B′β affect ASK1-mediated apoptosis and ASK1 phosphorylation, the ability 

of AB′βC to directly dephosphorylate phospho-ASK1 will be assessed by performing in 

vitro dephosphorylation assays, which may require the presence of Raf1 for 

dephosphorylation to occur. Likewise, studies to examine the interaction of AB′βC and 

ASK1 may require the presence of Raf1. To ascertain if the modulation of apoptosis by 

AB′βC is Raf1-dependent, apoptosis can be monitored in cells overexpressing B′β in the 

absence or presence of Raf1 knockdown. We would predict that knockdown of Raf1 

expression would prevent the B′β-mediated reduction in apoptosis, indicating that 

AB′βC•Raf1 complexes play an important role in regulating ASK1-mediated apoptosis. 

PP5•ERK Studies 

Does PP5 directly dephosphorylate the ERK-dependent sites (EDS) in Raf1? 

 Our data reveal a novel role for PP5 in modulating the phosphorylation state of 

Raf1 at EDS. ERK-mediated phosphorylation of Raf1 is enhanced in the presence of 

catalytically inactive PP5, but it is currently unclear if PP5 directly dephosphorylates 

EDS. To address this, in vitro dephosphorylation assays using ERK-phosphorylated Raf1 

and active PP5 can be carried out. Alterations in Raf1 phosphorylation can be monitored 

by Western analysis using phospho-specific antibodies recognizing the EDS.  

 

Mapping the PP5-ERK1/2 interaction sites. 

 Future studies to address the functional role(s) of the PP5•ERK1 and PP5•ERK2 

complexes will require methods to selectively disrupt the PP5-ERK1/2 interaction (e.g., 

peptide competition, binding site mutations). PP5 contains several putative ERK docking 

(D) and reverse D domains, present in both the N-terminal and C-terminal globular 
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domains. The list of candidate ERK-binding sites within PP5 can be narrowed down by 

assessing the ability of PP5 deletion mutants, which lack the N- or C-terminal globular 

domain, to interact with ERK in immunoprecipitation assays. Subsequent mutation to 

reverse the charge on key basic residues these potential ERK-binding sites within PP5 is 

predicted to reduce or eliminate the binding of PP5 to ERK. Once we have identified a 

PP5 mutant unable to associate with ERK, we can generate a GST-fusion protein 

containing a peptide spanning the ERK binding site of PP5 and determine if the fusion 

protein can act as bait to pulldown ERK, thereby validating the ability of the peptide to 

associate with ERK. Finally, we can ensure that excess peptide blocks the interaction of 

ERK with the GST-fusion protein and, ultimately, PP5 in vitro and in cells (352). 

 

What is the RAS effector pathway responsible for destabilizing the PP5-ERK2 

interaction? 

 The HRas
V12

- and KRas
L61

-dependent alteration in PP5•ERK2 complexes is 

independent of MEK activity but requires ERK2 activity. To address which effector 

pathway(s) downstream of HRas
V12

 and KRas
L61

 is involved, genetic and pharmacologic 

tools can be used to ascertain the candidate signaling pathway(s) (e.g., PI3K, Tiam1, 

PLCε, and/or RalGEF) that may be responsible for this effect. One genetic approach to 

this question is to use RAS effector domain mutants (353,354), such as HRas
12V/35S

, 

HRas
12V/37G

, and HRas
12V/40C

, which differentially activate Raf1 kinase, RalGEF, and 

PI3K effector signaling, respectively. A decrease in PP5-ERK binding in the presence of 

one mutant Ras but not the others would implicate that signaling pathway to which the 

Ras can signal to in the HRas
V12

 effect. Dominant negative effector mutants could also be 
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expressed to stabilize the PP5-ERK2 interaction in the presence of oncogenic RAS, but a 

more selective genetic approach involves using RNAi to knockdown the expression of 

particular RAS effectors. As an alternative to genetic disruption of RAS effector 

pathways, pharmacological inhibitors could be used. Such approaches can also be used to 

determine if HRas
V12

 and KRas
L61

 mediate their effects through the same effector 

pathway or through different pathways that ultimately converge upon PP5•ERK2, but not 

PP5•ERK1, signaling complexes. 
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